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Postsurreolism ond the Reception of Europeon Models

In ry27 Lorser Feitelson Q898-ry77), m experimental painter from New
York, reluctantly moved to California. He and his wife had a newborn child

and could no longer make ends meet on Feitelsont modest income. Either he

rcok full-time employment or they cut down on living expenses. His wife
had inherited a small home in Los Angeles, and hoping to live more cheaply,

they decided to move across the country. Having spent most of his rwenry-

nine years either in New York or Paris, Feitelson was not prepared for the

crushing isolation weighing upon a serious modern painter in California. In

ry54 he recalled that he disliked his new home "violently in the beginning,

because there was no art appreciation." Yet within six months, he was hrppy
to be in Los Angeles

because there wasn't any art appreciation [and] therefore the artist had to

paint for only one person, himself. There was no one to write about his

art; no one ever to show his art; no one ever to buy his art; therefore if he

wanted to paint it was only because he himself felt it must be done. And
therefore he was going to paint for its own sake and then he would do hon-

est work. That's what I liked about it.'

The art scene was "free of competition," without a "star system." While he

continued to hope that he could support himself through sales of his painting,

he appreciated the lack of a speculative market in art work: "The moment
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people see you as money, you no longer exist as art." Isolation meant that to
those few for whom art was vital, its role was nothing more, but also nothing
less, than enjoyment and enlightenment. A common need to build appreci-
ation for contemporary art meanr that California artists ignored the vast dis-
tances separating their smdios and came togerher regularly to share ideas.2

Kenneth Rexroth (r9oy-r98 z), a poet originally from Chicago, migrated
to San Francisco in ry27 and had a similar reacdon:

San Francisco, when we carrre there to live, was very much of a backwater
town and there just wasn't anything happening. . . . Thatt really the reason

we stayed here, as it was a long way from the literary marketplace. We
didn't know anybody who wasted his time talking about what Horace
Gregory thought of Oscar Williams.,

Rexrotht memories echoed Feitelson's: there was no comperirion among
writers or painters because there were no significant material rewards. Ex-
change of ideas and formation of a"creative communiry" were more impor-
tant to Californians involved with the afts rhan competing for access to pub-
lication and exhibition. Clay Spohn $898-t978), a painter and assemblagist

born in San Francisco who smdied under Fernand L6ger in Paris in the r92os,

recalled that the artistic milieux in the Bay Area completely lacked "any such

thing as competitive spirit."a
A corollary to these shared mythic inre{pretarions of isolated, egalitarian,

noncompetitive exchange was pride in autochthonous originaliry. For Nich-
olas Brigante (r89y-r989) the important pioneers of modern painting were
the men and women with whom he had struggled against obscuriry. He re-
fused to concede that they were simply following the example of movements
halfway across the world in Europe. He mentioned Ben Berlin (t887-ry39),
who "anticipated Picasso, all the French moderns, but [was] not influenced
by them." Feitelson recalled Berlin as "a lovely guy," a hero because of the
uncompromising rigor of his work. A ry4 review praised Berlin as the first
exponent of futurism in California, but the painter, who would die from al-
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cohol abuse, was incapable of taking advantage of even the embryonic efi-
bition possibilities in his home state that the generally positive resPonse to his

work evoked. Too poor to travel outside the state, he learned about foreign

art movements from magazines and conversations with friends, such as Fei-

telson, who had lived abroad. Precursor of Picasso he cenainly was not. His

work is full of hints that he knew the major cuffents of experimental painting

and absorbed the rudimentary elements of EuroPean avant-garde style, not

to imitate, but to adapt to his highly personal interior vision (pl. ,).t
One aspect of geographic isolation for visual anists was a general inabiliry

to see major works in their original form. Although a member of a later gen-

eration, Edward Kienholz's testimony on the effects of learning an history

from books and journals can be helpful in understanding how isolation could

affect artists' conceptions of their own work:

If you take a mediocre painting and take a picrure of it, reduce the scale,

and condense the experience of the painting down to a smaller scale, it be-

comes much richer. And that rich look was the criterion that I always

looked toward. I was working toward a picture reproduction.'

Helen Lundeberg (b. r9o8) thought that isolation in California had stimu-

lated rather than dampened her imagination. She painted things that she

wanted to bring into the world, rather than reproductions of other paintings

or existing objects.T As these California artists remembered their emergence

as modernists in the interwar period, they could not seParate their isolation

from their innovative experiments. Th.y linked the theme of isolation to a

shared anticipation that they were on the threshold of a renaissance. Th.y
were an avant-garde, but not simply because of their experimentation into vi-

sual expression. Th.y were bringing a new culture into the world.

Mabel Nvarez (t892-t984), whose murals were featured in the California

Bungalow at the rgI y San Diego Pan-Pacific Exposition and who was a lead-

ing figure in the Los Angeles Art Association founded to Promote and exhibit
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contemporary experimentation, mentioned few living European painters by
narne in diaries spanning more than foffF years. Her entries show that she

panicipated actively in ongoing debates over practical and philosophical ques-

tions, but the authorities she recognized were her friends and colleagues,

most notably Stanton Macdonald-Wright and Morgan Russell. Prior to rgr4,
Wright and Russell had worked in Paris, where they founded the Synchro-
mist movement, the only American contribution to the explosion of avant-

garde movements in the half decade before \World \War I. \firh the outbreak
of war, they returned to the United States. Vright settled in Los Angeles in
rgzo and quickly established himself as the leader of the ciryt modern arr

movement. Morgan Russell joined him briefly tn 1927, and the rwo srimu-
lated local painters to reexamine the images they created.

In r9z8 Nvarez, upon rerurning home from a lecrure by Wright, noted in
her diary that modem artin Europe had become stagnanr with self-conscious
experimentation into form for its own sake. "The new renaissance must
come. It is up to us to be the forerunners, the primitives of the new move-
ment." She believed a great "faith'would emerge in California, which, com-
bined with the experimental freedom she and her colleagues were forging,
would lead to aftthatwas genuinely new and restorative. Indeed, she had be-

lieved for many years that "faith" depended upon the smdy of design. "No
good will come from imitating the men who have carried represenration as far
as it will go," she wrote tn r92r. "I must have organized design Simplify form
to find its essential spirit." Two years earlier, she had learned in her painting
class that "everything in the world was design, the design the world is work-
ing out is evolution . look for designs in things-inner meaning." Her
teacher at the dme, \(illiam V. Cahill, director of the Los Angeles Academy
of Modern Art, regularly included lectures on theosophical principles in his

srudio classes. "Create everything from the inside our," she wrote in her notes

of a lecrure he gave tn rgrT. "Listen to the inner self all the time." Anistic
expression was the key to the "divine or God part" of humaniry. The "trurh"

''l
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of creative work, be it a poem or painting or piece of music, could be judged

by the experience it triggered within the recipient of conjuncture berween

cosmic and psychic realiry. The sensation of truth was Personal and private-
"a perfect tone on tnre center vibrates and is enveloped in resonanss"-n61

subject to social verification. The significance and ultimate value of work was

always arguable, but the wise person "let go all opinions to see the right in all

sides, from above . . . to listen to the Master within."8

A noncommercial attitude accompanied by affirmation of their innovative

aspirations begin to define for us a group with specific position in sociery that

was more than a sum of individuals. The theme of isolation that runs through

participant accounts of modern art and Poetry movements in mid-twentieth-

century California is itself a cultural artifact, a narratiYe device that those

involved used to impose collectively derived meaning uPon individual sur-

veys of their careers, ambitions, and accomplishments. At the same time, the

theme asserted a shared project. The creation of identiry through collective

memory depended upon abstraction, the reduction of a jumble of events into

essential attributes that allowed ready categortzation. The motifs that arose to

consdtute informal historical judgment helped transform scattered individ-

uals into a group as each person adopted, repeated, and structured the ac-

counts of their own lives into a schematized representation of experience.e

The experience that narrative repetition abstracted was intensely real, but

consensus-seeking talk rendered it into an identiry that favored stereoryp-

icaliry over ambiguiry.

The same sources that stress the isolation of California also contain a

plethora of detail showing that interest in modern art and literarure was active

and lively. Shonly after moving to California, Lorser Feitelson joined the Los

Angeles Art Association, where he became a popular lecrurer on modem art

movements. Newspaper critics in both San Francisco and Los Angeles gave

favorable reviews to artists who broke with traditional rePresentational forms

and explored abstraction. Shows of the new art were often held over because
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of public interest. Artists interacted with a network of individuals who prided
themselves on their knowledge of and support for modern arr, both Euro-
pean and American.

A center of this nerwork was the home of Walter and Louise Arensberg in
the Hollywood Hills. Th.y owned one of the best collections of avant-garde

art to be found an1'where in the world, including Marcel Duchamp's Nude
Descending tbe Staircase. Galka Scheyer brought her collection of the Blue

Four-Paul KIee, Wassily Kandinsky, AlexeiJawlensky, and Lyonel Fein-
inger-to her modernist home designed by fellow 6migr6 Richard Neutra.
Holllwood attracted a considerable number of artisrs, writers, and theater

people, many of whom had distinguished collections and some of whom
achieved significant careers outside the entertainment business. Eugene Ber-

man, Antonin Heythum, Oskar Fischinger, andJules Engel were among the

European artists who came to Los Angeles to work in the film industry and

then became prominent figures in the state's visual arts communiry. The Caii-
fornia School of Fine Ans in San Francisco and Chouinard Art Institute in
Los Angeles developed national reputations for the qualiry of their training.
Both schools brought internationally known figures, including Alexander

Archipenko, Diego Rivera, Jos6 Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros,

and Hans Hofmann, to the state to teach.'o

Vithout this activiry the anticipation that Californians were about to
make a distinctive contribution to world culture would have been merely a

pathetic illusion. Instead, the liveliness of the art communiry generated hope
and spurred creative activiry. The ubiquitous motif of isolation referred then
to elements of personal experience that included but went beyond the incon-
veniences of location. The theme expressed feelings of inseparably joined op-
ponuniry and frustration that could be explained by geography but, more
fundamentally, involved the social relations that engaged artists.

The cluster of narrative themes these artists wove together around their
sense of Califomiat geographic isolation-honesry freedom from the rav-
ages of competition, an egalitarian creative communiry the new renais-
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sance-articulated their experience of a rwo-pronged challenge. The first was

for themselves: those who spoke of their careers in these terrns wanted to

make cultural life in California as rich, varied, and sophisticated as anywhere

else in the world. A few, Kenneth Rexroth perhaps most prominently, argued

that this new culture would be superior to what had emerged in the older cen-

ters of the United States and Europe. But even for the majoriry who would

not go so far, the theme of isolation contained a second challenge, one di-
rected at the very primacy of European models. It was not isolation Califor-
nia artists wanted, but a chance to panicipate equally, effected by expanding

the boundaries of the art world. The avant-garde in California looked to Eu-

rope for inspiration, but even when work might appear derivative, poets and

painters had pursued their own revisionist ideas that often criticized and at-

tempted to improve upon the model received from abroad. A case in point in

the interwar years was the postsurrealist movement.

Postsurreolism

In ry34 six young painters from San Francisco and Los Angeles-Lorser
Feitelson, Lucien Labaudt (I88o-I943), Harold Lehman, Helen Lundeberg,

Knud Merrild j894-t9y4), and Ettienne Ret-organized a show of their

work at the Centaur Bookshop on HollFwood Boulevard in Los Angeles. In
conjunction with the exhibition, they issued a manifesto, "Ne'w Classicism,"

that declared themselves the first surrealist-inspired movement in the United
States. The painting published with the manifesto illustrated the group's focus

on metaphoric thought (fig. I). They were "surrealist" in their reliance uPon

associative imagery though they were careful to state that their approach to

association was based on logical principles and owed more to their reading in

classical philosophy than to the theoretical writings of the French surrealists.

Favorable newspaper reviewers, following up on the manifestot shalp

criticism of surrealism, called the paintings in the show postsurrealist. The

I
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1. Helen Lundeberg, Phnt and Animal Analagics, oil on celotex, ry34.
Counesy of the Helen Lundeberg Feitelson Trust, Los Angeles.

name stuck and helped draw crowds of people curious to see firsthand what
an American variant of this movement would be like.rt The following year,

Grace McCann Morley (r9oo-r98;), director of t}e San Francisco Museum
of Art, mounted another successfully received show of that groupt work at

her institution. In ry36 the group, augmented by Grace Clements (rgot-
ry68) and Helen Klokke, achieved a burst of national recognition when they
exhibited at the Brooklyn Museum. The term postsurrealism proved a suc-

cessful, if temporary public relations boon. On closer examination we shall

see that the postsurrealists' intellectual interests and assumptions were anti-

thetical to those of genuine surrealism. The postsurrealists had no interest in
direct representations of subconscious fear of or desire for sex, violence, and

I
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death. Nor were they influenced by Freudian psychology. Their intellectual

program was as serious, if less hterary, than that of the surrealists, but their
focus on cognitive process was insufficiently dramatic to sustain the momen-

rum of public fascination their first exhibitions had generated.

The author of the postsurrealist manifesto, Helen Lundeberg, challenged

the cardinal position that European surrealists gave to subconscious mental

states. She proposed an art that captured the relation of self and environment
by focusing instead "upon the normal functioning of the mind: its meander-

ings, logical in sequence though not in ensemble, its perceptions of analogy

and idea-content in forms and groups of forms unrelated to size, time or
space." Pictorial elements should assume subjective form but not re-create

the text of dream images. Vith youthful bravado, Lundeberg claimed that

the structural uniry of intellect, emotion, and form sought by her movement,

which she called "classical subjectivism," would make a decisively new con-

tribution to pictorial an. The aesthedc stnrcture in the works of Giorgio di
Chirico, Salvador Dali, or Max Ernst was "of no historical significance," since

the work of these artists was "irnitative and manneristic in its faithful mimicry
of the essential principles of pictorial pattern to be found in Renaissance

painting." Postsurrealists had developed an aesthetic that departed "from the

principles of the decorative graphic arts" to create a pictorial stnrcture that be-

came the subject matter rather than being imposed upon it.12

At first glance, Lundeberg's Eyes, painted in 1938 and ry39 (fig. ,), seems

derivative of European surrealist models, particularly the Belgian painters

Ren6 Magritte and Paul Delvaux. The octopus-like eye in the tree, a blank sky

towering over the mountain ranges and rwo lonely clouds squeezed into the

bottom of the frame, and the figure with a cane walking in a pathless desert

combine to invoke a brooding, mysterious presence confronting the woman
at the window, herself squeezed into the margins of the picture. The projec-
tion of self so rypical of surrealism suggests the confrontation and the triumph
of nature over a tentative human subject.

Lundeberg had a different conception of the relationship of subjectiviry
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2. Helen Lundeberg, Eyes, oilon masonite, ry3g-ry39. Work unlocated.
Counesy of the Helen Lundeberg Feitelson Trust, Los Angeles.



and the environment. Her placement of the word "eyes" in the shadowed

profile highlights the role of intellect in imposing pattem upon vision. Myt-
tery is not dispelled, but its source turn back onto the self as a creator of
meaning. The irrational gives way to ordinary thinking processes as the home

of wonder.'r The painting challenges the human propensity to anthropomor-
phize the universe by projecting emotions onto natural phenomena through
associations. It presented an aesthetic radically opposed to Andr6 Bretont
quest for the "superior realiry" found in "previously neglected associations, in
the omnipotence of dream, in the disinterested play of thought."la The con-

tent of Eyes is the cognitive tendency to link disparate phenomena through

analogy. The process induces emotional and subconscious overtones, but the

tensions within the paintingdramatize Lundebergt conviction that everyday

cognitive processes are the wellspring of subjective states.

Lundeberg argued for and strived to create painting that researched how

the connotations of recognizable forms evoked moods and desires. She be-

lieved that painting could achieve poetic form as artists mastered scientific un-

derstanding of structure of perception and attribution. Th.y could use this

knowledge with greater cerrainty to stimulate specific subjective reactions

through minor variation of form, line, color, and texture. Painters, in control

of the language of their medium, could then reveal internal connections be-

rween experience, ideas, and moods that structured the subjective reconstitu-

tion of the external world. Lundeberg preferred the term "pictorial stnrc-

ture" over "design" or "composition" since "structure" seemed to her to cap-

ture more succinctly the interlocking relation of subjective and objective,

while "design" and "composition" stressed primacy of the subjective element.

Her goal was not to transcend the ego as the surrealists attempted, nor like

the dadaists to negate it, but to define and thereby limit the scope of its
authoriry.t5

As substantial as the postsurrealists'ideas were, their critique never became

a socially significant challenge to surrealism. They parcicipated in the Mu-
seum of Modern Art's 1917 survey of surrealist, fantastic, and abstract art, but
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curator Alfred H. Barr, Jr., noted in his introduction ro the exhibitiont cata-
log that the postsurrealists'presence was an anomaly since their atrention to
"object-psychology" was anrithetic to art exploring rhe power of the uncon-
scious. In the late r93os the principal figures who in the following decade
would forge abstract expressionism were deeply committed to the theory and
model of French surreaiism. From a viewpoint focused on the development
of significant form, the postsurrealists were ancillary to the primary course of
American art. Unable to alter the terms upon which the nationalartcom-
muniry discussed its tasks, the postsurrealists remained a movement with
only regional importance.16 Th.y naively behaved as if their conceprions were
strong enough to hold atrenrion on their own terrns and ignored that as

young artists thev needed to find a place for themselves in a market they could
not re-creare until thev were inside it.

Pan of the postsurrealists'failure was due to their inabiliry to compete in
an art world increasingly structured as much around the written word as

around actual art objects. Lundeberg was neither a philosopher nor a writer.
"New Classicism" was barely one page in length, and her subsequent srate-
ments were even shorrer. She expressed her ideas most cogently in quiet,
meditative paintings, pulposively restricted in size and color range. Her
subtle gradation of saturation and tone achieved the illusion of space and
depth while bringing variery into her pictures in a way that required attentive
observation if her effects were ro be appreciated. The posrsurrealist aesthetic
was restrained to the point of being quiescent, with none of the dramatic leap-
ing from the canvas that marked the paintings of Dali, Ernst, or their Ameri-
can followers.

By sharply limiting color, size, texrure, and complexirv of image, the post-
surrealists emphasized a picturet merger of intellectual and sensual stimula-
tion. Contemplation led to silence, ro erasure of the body into a pure men-
taliry that was nonetheless simply one element in a vast cosmic "stn_lcture,,
that couid be called a "composition" only by granring teleological centraliry
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to subjective consciousness. Her ry37 painting Micvocosm and Maaocosm

(pl. ,) argues instead that consciousness focuses only on small fractions of the

knowable at any one time. It constitutes the objects of its knowledge through
recourse to formal logical principles that could not function if they attempted

to include the full spectmm of experience. Her painting seems to illustrate

George Santayana's observation in his essay "The Genteel tadition in Ameri-
can Philosophy" that a philosophical viewpoint native to the American West

would challenge the anthropocentric and "conceited notion that man. or hu-
man reason, or the human distinction berween good and evil, is the center and

pivot of the universe." Addressing the Philosophical Union at Berkelev in
r9rr, Santayana advanced the proposition that those who had made their
home among the forests and mountains that dominated the Pacific Coast ge-

ography could not "feel that nature was made by you or for you. . . . You

must feel, rather, that you are an offshoot of her life, one brave little force

among her immense forces." The reduction of the human scale before the in-
finitude of the nonhuman stirred "the sub-human depths and the supra-

human possibilities of your own spirit," but exposed "the vaniry and superfi-
cialiry of all logic, the needlessness of argument, the finitude of morals."17

Santayanat argument points to a principal distinction berween post-

surrealism and its European model. The surrealists challenged the humanist

tradition by elevating irrationaliry to a source of wisdom. Their preference for
automatism and oneiric imagery proceeded from an assumption that human

concems had a privileged relation to universai processes. The postsurrealists

felt that unconscious imagery was as much a dead end as rational thinking.

Jeanne McGahey, a member of a Berkeley-based circle of poets who adapted

postsurrealist ideas to literary practice, argued that "the dream is probably

very largely a mechanism for concealment of what goes on in the mind. It
reproduces in many ways the same communication faults found in the con-

scious levels."'s Dreams create unlikely associations, because they seek to
suppress knowledge that has been gained; therefore accidental word and
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image associations are skewed toward the irrelevant. The pivotal position of
human aspirations had to be displaced into humble acceptance of the incom-
mensurabiliry of the human and nonhuman. Only then could exploration of
truly human potentialities begin.

I
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The intellectuals who pioneered European modernist movements wrote from
a sound academic background. Lundebergt lack of academic training in the
humanist tradition hindered her attempt to define a program for postsurreal-
ism. Born in Chicago in r9o8, she moved to Southem California in rytz
when her father took an accounring job in Pasadena.,e She grew up in a com-
fonable, though not affluent, middle-class suburban family that encouraged

her to develop her artistic talents and look forward ro an independenr career.

After graduating from public high school, she enrolied in the Stickney Art
Academy in Pasadena, where she took both commercial and fine art classes.

Her first exposures to fine art were reproductions of Renaissance old masters

and of C6zanne, from whom she said she took the idea that composition be-

gins by filling the corners of a picture. She had no hesitation ro put herself or
other women in as models of the universal correspondent, but almost always

on the margins. This srylistic marker coded her recognition of the peripheral
place of human aspiration in an expanding conception of the universe, but it
also revealed a hesitation to see herself a mover and creato r in the world.

While self-confident about her paintings and appreciative of positive re-
views, in later life she saw no reason to consider her youthful career a success

since she had been completely unable ro support herself through serious

painting. New Deal arts programs helped her escape a career in advenising
that she knew would be entirely incompatible with the vision she had devel-

oped. From rg.,4 to r94z she worked for the Federal Art Project mural pro-
gram. Among her many projects, she designed and executed murals at Sanra

Monica ciry hall, the Inglewood post ofifice, and Jedediah Smith Elementary
School in Los Angeles-work later attacked as communist propaganda in the



early ry5os. Though grateful for employment, she recalled she never enjoyed

doing public art, which for political reasons had to conform to "the hopeless

steriliry of the then-rising school of the'American Scene,' a form of objective

painting totally undistinguished by anything which could be called an Ameri-
can contribution to art: a stale rehashing of the sryles and techniques of vari-

ous past masters, more often than not presenting subject matter all too famil-

iar in the daiiy comic strips." Tired of mixing an with illustration, Lundeberg,

on the American entry into Vorld War II, declined a position drafting tech-

nical illustrations for aviation manuals, feeling that her manual skills were bet-

ter utilized in a machine shop assembiing microphones for war use.2c

In the mid-r93os she decided that she would say little about herself or her

work. "Verbiage," she said, divened the public by rurning the artist into a per-

former. She acknowledged that arguments excited a public and built atten-

tion, but ultimately the public ceased to think of the an object as record of an

inquiry and focused on the art world as a scene for spectacle." The image she

developed for herself matched the contemplative vocabulary of her work.
Isolation for Lundeberg, symbolized in her self-portrait through a protective

wall of mountains (fig. l), was a strategic choice recording voluntary with-
drawal from social processes that tended to put humaniry into the center. Her

creative freedom depended on limiting arbitrary social controls, be they the

need to sell a product, political accountabiliry or the hurly-burly of the art

market. A close parallel existed berween her attempt to extricate herself from
these entanglements and her attempt to conjure in painting a direct connec-

tion berween inner and outer realiry. In both situations, she relegated social

forces to a subsidiary position. Lundebergt experimentalist philosophy sug-

gested that art was more exploration of natural phenomena than communi-

cation berween members of a sociery. Competition berween artists was an in-

trusion of the social world, with its emphasis on relationships and structure,

into what properiy should be a spiritual zone of timeless encounter.22

Her knowledge of the painterly tradition carne almost entirely from books

and from discussions with teachers and fellow artists.23 Her most influential
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3. Helen Lundeberg, Self-Portrait, oil on celotex, ry33. Courtesy of
the Helen Lundeberg Feitelson Trust, Los Angeles.



4. Lorser Feitelson, r935. Lorser Feitelson and Helen Lundeberg papers,

Archives of American An, Smithsonian Institution.

teacher was Lorser Feitelson, whom she later married (fig. +). Feitelson had

lived in Paris from r92z to 1927.He remembered himself as a loner during

his years as a modern abroad, a shy young man who observed the frenetic

activiry of the worldt art and literary capitai from the outside. Failing to make

friends among the "moderns," he haunted libraries and museums and filied

notebooks with sketches of work he liked, old masters as well as modern.2a

Vhen he settled in Los Angeles in t927, his abiliry to talk about futur-
ism, surrealism, dada, and synthetic cubism from firsthand observation made

him a popular and sought-after figure. His presence brought Californians
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into closer contact with a distant world. Wirh growing self-confidence, he

achieved a position as one of the leading proponents of experimentation in the
Califomia art world.25 Feitelson introduces a proragonist group for this his-
tory: promoters who deliberately attempr to find aftention and end isolation,
but are equally deliberate in their efforts to maintain the "democraric," egali-

tarian ideals that offered a dispensation for isolation. Feitelson was in the fore-
front of theoreticians who understood the movement of American painting
from mimesis to presence, but his work proceeded within a different concep-
tion of the art marketplace than the one that emerged in the mid-century
United States.

His original sympathies had been with futurism and dada rather than sur-
realism, which he criticized as overly Iiterary, but he was generally skeptical
of all European avant-garde movemenrs. He felt the fururists'attempt to cap-

ture the sensation of motion had been panicularly critical to helping him de-
fine his own interesm, but he argued that they had limited themselves by at-
tempting to represent the external activity of the modern ciry when artists had
the power to induce "psychological motion" in the viewer through the ma-
nipulation of shape and color. Beyond that he thought that the futurists'pro-
posal to junk the old masters for a painting of modern life was jejune because

they did notreahze the degree to which their work depended upon a rhetoric
developed during the classic age of painting.26

Lorser Feitelsont ry35 painting Swsannab and the Elders (fig. l) combined
three modes of pictorial representation to expose the obsession with textual
relay that continued to possess \Westem art. The painting consists of three

panels. The panel on the left parodies an old master, renararing the biblical
story in a pastiche of Giorgione and Renoir, in effect synthesizing a basic

uniry behind European representational sryles from the Renaissance to rhe

impressionists. The center panel transforms the biblical text into allegorical
symbols: rwo pairs of spectacles, a fork, and a peach, all painted in the flat
realistic, academic manner favored by the surrealists. The right panel reduces

the compositional patterns to biomorphic abstractions reminiscent of Joan
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5. Lorser Feitelson, Susannab and the Elders, oil on celotex, r9)5.
The Buck Collection, Laguna Hills, California.

Mird or Henri Matisse, jazzy projections that could be read as symbols but
retained a nonrepresentational concreteness. The sequence showed that the

emotional power of the biblical story as painting came from the arrangement

of shape, color, and line.

Literal content was not irrelevant because each panel appealed to a differ-
ent intellectual tradition. The old masters, surreal parody, and abstraction

could equally convey emotional undercurrents in a biblical story though
similarities might not normally be recognized outside the synthetic uniry of
Feitelsont painting because each denotative sryle privileged a distinct form of
thinking-sensual, intellecrual, and mystical. Forms contained within them
"rwo existences," denotative and connotative. The connotative aspects of art

opened the door to the experience of realiry based on subliminally perceived

connections rising to consciousness. The analogical principle, which the post-
surrealists also referred to as "correspondence," Iinked the rwo existences

through painting, which then became a vehicle for expanding not simply per-
ception but an understanding of the nature of universal realiry. The power of
the old masters, as of the work of the then contemporary avant-garde, arose

from the cognitive processes engaged by intelligent vision and intelpreta-

tion. Painting itself as a process could reveal the everyday power of the senses

to open avenues of speculation far beyond immediate, practical questions.
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Feitelson stripped away the apparent value of the denotative level to leave art

rooted almost entirely in the connotative, the codes used to convey subjective

response.2T

The postsurrealists proposed that they were engaged in a scientific en-

deavor best pursued through painterly experimentation into how perception

of shape, Iine, and color generated thought and mood.2' As a young man

srudying in the New York An Students League, Feitelson had already gro\ /n

obsessed by the mystery evoked by the pure form of objects. Much later in
life, he still recalled a formative experience of his career, an encounter with a

street pole "to which some wires u/ere ded, or probably it was the support for
a sign many years ago, almost lying on its side, kind of tilted . . . that was the

greatest piece of sculprure. Theret no question: it had all the monumental
qualiry of great sculpture." Feitelson called the power of shapes encountered

fortuitously "magical forms," or "subjective objects." They existed entirely in
the emotions that the visual form instilled with no consideration of the de-

notative, use-bound aspect of the object. The emotions these forms generated

were the basis for Feitelsont personal definition of "surrealiry" because they
had no apparent explanation. All he knew was that particular objects, such as

a sign post on the street, could evoke a sense of mystery.2e "The forms coming
towards us are what I call the inexplicable. . . . I was playing with these objects

that have presence for me. But the word I'm using now is ambiguity. . . . I
didn't say I like it because it has shape alone. It has this other qualiry that is

subjective that I cannot explain. That determines my like or indifference."3o

The encounter with the street post sparked Feitelson's interest in dada and

a decision to live in Europe and panicipate in the avant-garde movements that
attempted to break down arbitrary distinctions berween art objects and the

experiences of everyday life. Vhen he arrived in Paris, he learned that Du-
champ was a "has-been" and that dada was "dead," vanquished by surrealism.

Feitelson decided that the European avant-garde movements, while spawning

an exciting milieu, were counterproductive artistically. Theorizngand huck-
sterism were so interrwined that, while theories forced the pace of develop-
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ment, the need to compete for attention pushed artists toward the sensational

and away from logical, methodical testing of their theories. Elite an did not

promote qualiry but a form of rarified sensation that became a mark of dis-

tinction for those who understood the issues behind the debates. Grounding
"the arts in democracy," hehoped, would bring "democracy in the arts."31

The Arts in Democrocy

The problem of how to create a public for serious, modem art increasingly

became one of Feitelson's principal occupations. He talked of knowing many

people throughout his life who had shown great promise as artists, but they

were "lost," mosdy, he felt, because they could not make a living. He had

been able to sustain his own career because his parents provided financial sup-

pon. Feitelson believed that there was "no other way" for most of the people

he knew in the r9zos.32If painting was to become a serious intellecrual explo-

ration into the processes of visual thinking, painters had to be freed from de-

pendence upon commerce and patronage. The development of painting as an

intellectually responsible form required a new relationship of the artist to so-

ciery, a relationship that would bring into being a market for art beyond the

rendering of pleasing illustrations. That ground depended upon the develop-

ment of a broad-based middle-class public for whom the acquisition of "dif-
ficult" art would be as natural as collecting books or purchasing a piano. Such

a public did not exist in the I93os, but Feitelson assumed that the conditions

in America were favorable. He also thought that this development was more

likely to occur outside of New York. The gallery system in the center re-

quired high prices, while art for the middle class depended upon relatively

low prices.

Seeking a mass public for modem art marked another nrPrure with the

model provided by the European avant-garde. Antonin Artaud could say that

"the break berween us and the world is well-established. We speak not to
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be understood, but only to our inner selves."33 Feitelson inverted Artaudt
proposition: speaking to onet "inner self" created the possibiliry of commu-
nicating with a mass public, of creating a world for the reception of art. In
discussing a postsurrealist exhibition, Amhur Millier, art critic for the Los An-
geles Times, stressed the groupt aspirations to communicate: "The mind . . .

supplies natural forms by analogy. The next step . . . is to use these inescap-

able forms of nature to present, not pictures of things, nor uninrelligible 'ab-

stractions,' but universally understandable ideas. If the public does not under-
stand such pictures, fFeitelson] says, the artists can no longer blame the
public. It simply means that the artist will have failed to achieve a meaningful
uniry in his work."o

Millier overstated what Feitelson viewed as a subtle and complicated rela-

tionship. Before the public would find modern artmeaningful, artists had to
educate them into the aesthetic process. A viewer's refigurative work needed

to be as rich as the effort to make the original configurarion. The public
needed to understand how contemporary aft responded to problems in the
history of art but made them potentially resolvable by purification ro the
most fundamental aspects of visual creation. This understanding would not
develop spontaneously simply from viewing the work. Careful education was

required or audiences and artists would be discouraged and drift toward sim-
plification of ideas into decorative or uplifting themes.

Feitelson gave of himself in apparently tireless efforrs to help his fellow citi-
zens understand art. From 1937 to tg4'1,he worked as Southern Califomia
supervisor of the Federal Art Project's easel painting, sculpture, and mural
division. Besides doing murals himself, he provided employmenr ro artists

whose work he respected. Feitelson hired Ben Berlin ro conrinue doing his

experimental canvases, while the government provided Berlin with supplies

and a steady paycheck. During his involvement with the Federal Art Project,
Feitelson also collected Native Califomian baskets and pictographs for the In-
dex of American Design and worked on the restoration of the California mis-
sions. In ry44he joined the faculty of the Art Center School (later Art Center
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College of Design), where he taught both fine arts and commercial art stu-

dents until his retirement.

From 1939 to ry69he was codirector of the Los Angeles Art Association,

which sponsored classes and regular exhibitions. He served as curator or ju-

ror for the Pepsi-Cola Annual Art Competition, the Art I'.Iezas National

Amateur Painters Competition, the Los Angeles Ciry Annual Art Exhibi-
tion, and the Third Biennial of Sao Paulo, when the United States exhibit was

dedicated to the art of the Pacific Coast states. He served on the art commit-
tees of the National Orange Show, the California International Flower Show,

and the Hollywood Race Track, which offered yearly prizes for the best

paintings and sculpture capturing the "excitement of the horse iife." Feitelson

widened the scope of these prizes to include abstract art. He panicipated in

state and local art festivals in all parts of California and traveled to Arizona,

New Mexico, and Nevada to serve as juror. He spoke at elementary and sec-

ondary schools, lectured at communiry colleges, and addressed women's

groups, bringing his own paintings and those of his friends to allow his audi-

ences to have direct contact with modern art. He was a regolar juror in the

annual shows of the Young Art Patrons, a women's group in the African-
American communiry dedicated to "nurturing culrural efforts" by black,

Asian, and Chicano artists. He worked with Robinsont Department Store to

develop space for the exhibition of serious contemporary art in six of the

chain's stores. From ry55 to ry63Feitelson had a television show on KNBC,
"Feitelson on Art," which he used to discuss modem art, its relation to Eu-

ropean classical painting, as well as non-European traditions. "There is art in

everything," he told the television critic for the Hollyuood Citizen-I"lews.

"\flhen you buy a lamp or a rwo-tone car, whether you realize it or not, you

are showing an aftistic sense within you." Meanwhile his painting dropped all

narrative references and focused on the emotional attributes of space and

color (pl. l)."
The scope and variery of his activities underscores the desperate intrac-

tabiliry of the problem his generation faced. A program of "artin the democ-

T
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racy and democracy in the arts" was a defensible position in terms of exhibi-
tion. But it could nor guaranree thar a public educated to appreciate visual
culture would in fact also become buyers capable of sustaining a stable, if
modest, market for artists. Commercial demand for modern art in California
remained shallow throughout the period, and galleries devoted to modern art
opened and closed quickly. In ry48 William Copleyt legendary gallery
mounted six well-reviewed and attended exhibitions of Ren6 Magritte, yves

Tanguy, Joseph Comell, Man Ray, Robeno Matta, and Max Emst, but Cop-
ley closed because he sold exacrly rwo pictures in six months. Betry Asher
(b. ryrfi, who would open her own gallery thirry years later after building
the contemporary collection at the Los Angeles Counry Museum of An,
remembered attending Copleyt Cornell show and wanting ro buy several

pieces. The work was inexpensive, with prices berween $r I and $75, but she
hesitated: "I had a feeling that my friends would think I was crazy if I bought
something like that. I was really worried ar that time about what my friends
would think." She also enjoyed abstract expressionism, but "it just didn,t
seem like something one owned at rhar point."36

Feitelson was involved in Vincent Pricet ry48 project to establish a Mod-
ern Art Institute in Beverly Hills, ro serve as a West Coast branch of New
York's Museum of Modem Art. Feitelson was not suqprised by the Institutet
collapse after less than a year. Its setup was precarious, he wrote Alfred M.
Frankfurter, the editor of Art News, "and the deterioration was accelerated
by the meddling coteries of self-acclaimed intellectuals, 'philosophers,, and
'psychological-aestheres,' all arrogandy pimping for their personal panaceas.

These ambitious oppornrnists 'rook over' the moribund Institute like so

many maggots, completely destroying all possibiJities of amracring the neces-

sary confidence and material suppon. The job was a thorough one, and it is

doubtful lf any such project can be renewed in the near furure."iZ
He felt that the conflicts that continuously engulfed arts activities reflected

the division of "contemporary art" inro many "contradictory kinds of per-
sonal persuasions." For this reason, in ry49 he reversed his opinion on the
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jury system. Too many artists were "specialists with a single, inflexible point

of view. Though well-meaning, their judgment is of little consequence when

confronted with creative work which differs greatly from their own aesthetic

bias." Artists fought for control of the few prestige venues to ensure access to

more affluent buyers and the best publiciry in art magazines. Competition

meant, as it had in Paris and New York, that reflective, disinterested exami-

nation of work suffered. "The function of the painter is to paint," Feitelson

asserted in ry5zin a plea to fellow artists to end verbal theorizing and concen-

trate on painterly expression. Feitelson argueci repeatedly that artists in Cali-

fomia did not understand their environment. Contention berween various

schools of modern art simply confused Potential viewers and counteracted

the more fundamental work of education.r8

The other side of the equation, the new public, rooted in middle-class, ur-

ban sociery remained elusive. "solution of the problem of the economic in-

security of the contemporary artist necessitates a clear understanding of the

artist's own concept of his role," Feitelson stated rna ry5o letter to Arthur

Millier, "and his position in his communiry as compared to that of the artist

in the past." Museum collections proved, he thought, that until modern times

the artist had been the iconographical servant of authoritarian state and reli-

gious institutions. The artist gave form to the ideoiogy and culrure of his com-

muniry, but without placing his own "free" ideas within the work. By'ad-

hering to group ideoiogy, which in any event was obligdtorft the artist

was guaranteed "communicabiliry approval, and, therefore, Patronage." The

originaliry and individualism that had become essential to artistic success with

the introduction of the market into cultural relations also meant an increas-

ing likelihood that an artist would fail to communicate to a public. Publiciry

that created a market of "initiates" parcially solved the problem, but success

through farniliariry meant that "new" art was no longer new by the time it

became familiar to the public. "Intrinsic value" could not replace the need

for publicity and education. The artist needed greater opponuniry to exhibit

and more "literary interpretation," in which writers used their experiences of
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visual imagery to tesr the validiry of philosophical assumprions derived from
logic and the study of literature. The dealer-gallery sysrem was inadequare
and restricted originaliry in both new and established artists by exhibiting
work that mimicked the mannerisms of already successful work. Feitelson,
reflecting on his work with the Federal An Project, considered and rejected
state subsidies. "Such aid is burdened with too many non-arr considerations
and limitations," he said tersely, a realistic position for a period when conser-
vative politicians and businessmen accused all forms of state intervention of
being communist. Feitelsont solution was "an honest and dignified effort at
private enteSprise: . . . opening his own studio, on certain announced days, to
visitors." Artists whose studios were geographically adjacent might coordi-
nate their hours to open at the same time, and organizations such as the Los
Angeles Art Association could assist by publishing schedules and organizing
group tours.3e

The open-srudio concept, while having much to commend it, was too pal-
try a solution for the immensiry of the problem Feitelson described. The ate-
lier had flourished when the artist was a primary provider of images for his or
her sociery but it was nor a form adequate for the era of nonrepresenrational
an. When Clay Spohn retumed from his studies in Paris to San Francisco in
1927, he set up practice as a ponrait painter to the middle class and eamed
a modest living. \flith the Depression his practice disappeared overnight.
Photography replaced painting once and for all as the medium for recording
middle-class images. Commercial an was a rapidly growing field, but many
artists, like Lundeberg, thought the demands were so different that they
could not do "serious" and commercial aff at the same time. In effect, com-
mercial art, thoroughly integrated in the mass publication media, had become
a separate trade, with distinctive skills, knowledge, and dispositions, both
technically and aesthetically.

In the field of fine arr, the mass media, which had helped destroy the
old system, created a new national market for painting based on publiciry.
The titanic temperaments and expansive egos of the abstract expressionists
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brought drama onto the canvas through action and gesture, sometimes aug-

mented by the scandal of personal life. Feitelsont craftsmanlike values,

achieved in rigorous and thoughtful dedication, were eclipsed by promises of
grand adventure. The era of craft and workmanlike discipline had passed

away and the gendeman-like citizen artist with it. Feitelsont labors were

based on a mistaken presupposition that modern art could be integrated into

a democratic, entrepreneurial sociery merely as an extension from, an im-

provement upon, the old atelier system. Spectacle was essential for the artist

who wished to receive recognition. Spectacle dissolved the classic liberal view

of the individual as autonomous knower and artificer that moved through the

works of Feitelson and Lundeberg and demanded that the artist be simulta-

neously performer, shaman, and perceptual investigator. Those who ignored

the need to publicize themselves in any way available condemned themselves

to working in perpetual obscuriry. Those who resented and resisted the link-
ing of art as spiritual exploration with an economic system based on market-

ing the artist's personaliry had to develop a new paradigm that moved beyond

the liberal, democratic faith that guided Feitelson's generation. In the absence

of such a paradigm, the artist faced an imperative to find position within the

spectacle.

In California the theme of isolation, already a commonplace in the statet

artistic communities, provid ed aready springboard for an artist eager to assert

that he or she represented an absolutely new beginning. The overtones of the

theme shifted dramatically in response to the posrwar generation's new con-

cerns. Edward Kienholz j9z7-r994) observed that Ln rgt3"'\flhen I first

came to Los Angeles, it was virgin as far as art was concerned." Billy Al
Bengston (b. ,gl+), who was a student in the mid-r9yos, declared, "There

was nothing going on in Los Angeles. Simply nothing." Carlos Llmaraz

Q94r-t989), nearly ten years younger but foliowing the same motif, recalled,

"In Los Angeles in ry6o there wasn't much on in the arts. Your images and

your ideas all came from New York-or Paris."ao For the pre-World \Var II
generation the theme of isolation signaled a challenge to create a cultural en-
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vironment as complex and sophisticated as anywhere else in the world. For
the postwar generation the theme transformed into a reductive stereotype

that equated provincirlity with banaliry. The Far West was frontier territory
backward but also a clean slate. Each artist then posed as the light-bringer,

dispelling the yahoos with the power of culture urd discovering in those who
admired his work the new saving remnant. Yet in addition to entrepreneurial

hyperbole something more fundamental was expressed in the denial of his-

tory. The posrwar reworking of the isolation motif and the self-understanding

embodied within it made sense only if aftists had disengaged themselves from
the sociery in which they functioned. To stand on the outside looking upon

the benighted was a self-conception incompatible with the citizen-anist ideal

that Feitelson promoted and tried to live, though it had already existed as a

possibiliry in the postsurreali$ conception of the artistic process. Cognitive

processes separated human beings and nature, but also suggested a place of
conjuncture art, tangible record of "reflection and imaginative response."o'

The artist as investigator was but a step away from the artist as prophet, the

figure who found enlightenment in tle wilderness, voluntarily reiecting so-

ciery but remaining at its service with a message of natural truth opposed to

t}e mendaciry of social convendon.

Berween the formation of the avant-garde in the rgzos and r93os and the

rise of the younger, postwar generation, new developments severed the links

many artists felt with their fellow citizens. Th.y found in their conception of
an justification for their sense of difference. For some, autonomy was the first
step toward developi.g , new professional communiry that would eventu-

ally reintegrate artists into sociery. For many others, disengagement was con-

firmation of spiritual independence, a yearning for art to assume a sacred

function and invoke an emotional intensiry lacking in everyday life. If that
lack seemed the result of an active denial, and not simply an inevitable, tragic

part of life, the emotional experience of artistic creativiry could become a

force for wanting to change the world. If there were perceived transgres-

sions by the social order against the universal, art as a privileged channel to
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cosmic reahry provided a self-authenticating ground from which to criticize

social evil.

The first steps toward a vision of the arts as a source of subversion of domi-
nant values, mistakenly identified as "traditionai," was taken by poets, who
were somewhat more insuiated from the demands of spectacle and com-

merce. Th.y rejected the lessons of history and the value of progress. Instead,

they claimed themselves the heirs to a long tradition of "hidden" knowledge.

The turn to "tradition" developed a relationship to the past that opposed the

merely "historical." History they defined as a collectir..e understanding of the

past that bound communities together through an ascribed logic in past deci-

sions, the "facm" of which determined the conditions of onet existence. His-
tory was a record of the accidental and ephemeral in human life; it sprang

from the superficial conditions of an unstable social stmcture, always giving

way to new forms. Tradition, on the other hand, was a personal reconstruc-

tion of the past that became a statement of loyalties to predecessors. Looking
at the past to discover onet own proclivities, one constnrcted a narrative of
exemplary models for making choices in the face of an uncertain and unstable

future. Our discussion must now turn to the process that Kenneth Rexroth

called "disengagement," its sources, and the challenges it imposed upon artists

and poets as they faced fundamental career choices.
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2
After the Wor or Before?

Kenneth Rexroth Confronts History

In the r93os Kenneth Rexroth (fig. q was one of many young communisr-
influenced poets who worked in the San Francisco and Los Angeles branches

of the Federal \Writers Project (F!fP). His first wife, the painter Andr6e
Schafer Rexroth Qgoz-r94o), was a dedicated Communist parq, activist.
What kind of communist he was is open to dispute.In ry3r he wrote Louis
Zukovsky that he was a Christian, communist poet in search of perpetual
revolution, defined as "the constant raising into relevance of ignored values."l
For most of his life Rexroth denied that he had ever joined the parry, but on
his r94o application for membership in the pacifist Fellowship of Reconcilia-
tion, he put down that he had been an active member of the pary from r935

to 1938.2

During those three years, Rexroth became a spokesperson for radical lit-
erarLrre and painting. At a r93; narional conference of writers and artists,

Rexroth urged his fellow writers to pur aside argumenrs over rhe relative mer-
its of "Proletarian art, Surrealism, or heroic couplets." First and foremost,
creative people needed "the minimum conditions under which crearive work
is possible," which he defined as stable incomes and a plan for developing a

popular audience for serious art and literature.r Rexroth identified the same

problems that Lorser Feitelson grappled with in the r94os, but their solutions
were very different. Feitelson hoped that expanding private entelprise would
allow artists to focus on their creative tasks. Rexroth believed rhar govemment
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action was essential. The pool of talented creative people had grown larger

than the capacity of commercial outlets. The resulting comperirion, he ar-

gued, had driven down the minimum compensarion that commercial pub-
lishers offered to levels too low for average writers or arrists to survive

through their crafts. They had to choose berween starving or finding other
employment to support their creative activities.

Rexroth circulated a proposal for a national registry of artists and writers,
which he saw as an extension of the federal writers and arts projects. Instead
of working on specific projects determined by govemmenr overseers, how-
ever, those enrolled on the national registry would work for any noncom-
mercial instirution or agency. In effect, his proposal called for governmenr
subsidy for the self-organizationof artists and writers into production collec-

tives. He tried to implement that aspect of the plan by developing amagazine
for radical political poetry and fiction. Only one issue appeared, printed on
F\fP mimeograph machines. The lead editorial argued that California suf-
fered from having only commercial magazines that limited themes and ideas

to those that would please the widest audience.a Merle Armitage, the state

director of the federal arts projects, quashed the magazine before a second

issue appeared. Armitage later argued in his defense that conservarive mem-
bers of Congress opposed to government funding for the arrs were looking
for evidence of communists using the prograrns ro conduct propaganda.
Young radicals, however idealistic their proposals, did not understand that
their magazine threatened the future of the enrire program.s

Rexrotht interest in government support of artists and writers declined

as his political loyalties shifted in 1938. The poem "New Objectives, New
Cadres" exposed a break from the organized communist movement. On the
one hand he saw leaders who were

Nude as rose o*r,:T*:TJJ;;::.-'.
In bright functionalist future gymnasia

I
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High in the snows of Mt. Lenin

Beside a collectivist ocean.

Then there q/ere the rank and file, incompetent, living in squalor:

He who sits in his socks reading shockers,

Skinning cigarene buns and rerolling them in toilet paper,

His red eyes never leaving the blotted print and the pulp paper.

He rose too late to distribute the leaflets.

In the midst of the mussed bedding have mercy

Upon him, this is history.

He portraye d a party theoretician as a "saryriast"

Drawing pointless incisive diagrams

On a blackboard, barking

Ominously with a winey timbre

Clarifying constant and variable capital

His conclusion to the poem suggested that he wanted action instead of talk:

The problem is to control history.

We already understand it.'

In "August 22, 1939," he announced his allegiance to the anarchist tradition

of socialism. Opening with the question "\What is it all for, this poetry?" he

asked "writers and readers" to think of poetry as statements of personal re-

sponsibilities requiring immediate action.T In the fall of ry39he circulated a

proposal that the Fellowship of Reconciliation, the Women's International

League for Peace and Freedom, the National Council for the Prevention of
War, and the Keep America Out of \War Committee form a coalition to co-

ordinate their activities against American support for Britain. The pacifist

movement was divided by meaningless theoretical distinctions, he argued. If
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pacifists truly believed they had a personal responsibiliry to prevent war, they

should put aside long-term goals to focus on the immediate problem.t
The proposal elicited no response, and Rexrotht primary activities during

the war were the writing and study that led to the publicationin ry44 of his

second book, Tbe Phoenix and the Tortoise. He separated himself from his

closest colleagues of the rgJos by resigning from the Federal \Writers Project

tn r94o. He feared that the project would become an agency for the produc-
tion of patriotic material in support of the war effort. He found a job as a

psychiatric orderly in San Francisco General Hospital, a position that he used

to justify his application for conscientious objector status.e

A ry4o letter from the poet Robert Horan to Robert Duncan (19r9-r988)
reveals how some contemporaries saw him. Horan reported to Duncan that

Rexroth had tried to join the activist poets group, but they decided not to
allow him to attend their meetings. Horan explained that Rexroth hectored

people with his pet theories and proposals. He intem-rpted others as they
tried to express their opinions and tended to become abusive with those who
disagreed with him. Rexroth spoke as if he were the most accomplished poet

in the smte. Horan granted that Rexroth had promise as a writer, but Horan
also confided to Duncan that Rexroth was untnrsrworthy and too undisci-

plined to work in a group trying to define and solve problems.lo

In interviews done much later in his career, Rexroth projected himself as a

man fully in control, able to accomplish his goals because he had extensive

knowledge of the world. "I'was always luckier than anybody else because I
knew more about what I was doing," he told one interviewer.ll He was

proud to be an autodidact. He claimed he always knew more than experts

because his interests were general and because his omnivorous reading was

guided by personal experience. The sketches Rexroth made of American com-
munists in "New Objectives, New Cadres" have the ring of self-portraits. A
critique of the Communist parry glossed a critical view of himself as a public
figure, a self-representation that he could express only in his verse by project-
ing his negative self-images into "objective" descriptions of others.
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By ,94j Rexroth had transcended a reputation as a marginal crank. He

was without question one of the best poets working in California. Rexrotht
new stature grew out of the publication of ry44 of Tbe Pboentx and the Tor-

toise.Thepoems collected in the volume recorded Rexroth's reactions to the

war and his efforts to locate in marriage the basis for an alternative sociery.

Even reviewers who criticized the political positions in the Poetry acknowl-

edged the strength of Rexroth's formal achievement. The book opened with
the long title poem, followed by a section of shorter lyrics, and concluded

with paraphrases and translations from Tu Fu, Martial, Meleager, and a selec-

tion of Hellenistic, late Roman, and Byzantine poets.

In his introduction Rexroth stated that his theme was the "conservation of

value" achieved through "supernatural identification of the self with the tragic

uniry of creative process." Rexroth argued that identification with process

was not accomplished by "act of will, by sheer assertion." He sketched the

program of the book as a progress toward wisdorn achieved by moving from

sensual abandon to "erotic mysticism," then to the "ethical mysticism of sac-

ramental marriage," and finally to"r:eahzation of the ethical mysticism of uni-

versal responsibiliry." Sexualiry was the avenue by which humaniry had most

direct contact with cosmic "process." The "Dual," the commitment of rwo

people to each other, contained within it the seeds of the "Cther," in its most

direct sense the family that results from the sexual union of male and female,

but also understandable as everything outside the single self and the feeling of

communion one feels with those who have shared interests.12 An interesting

visual parallel to these ideas exists in a series of paintings that Lorser Feitelson

executed in the mid-r93os in which he located sexualiry in a larger concePtion

of cosmic continuiqF (fig.).
The title poem of Tbe Phoenix and tbe Tortoise oPens with the ominous

"Webs of misery spread in the brain." Rexroth then quickly established a

metaphor of edges as central to his theme: the poet and his wife are camping

on the shore, on the thin line between desert and ocean, a contrast used to

symbolize the soul's existence on the boundary berween cosmos and sociery



7. Lorser Feitelson, Lope: Eternal Recurrence, oil on masonite, ry35-ry6.
Phoenix Art Museum.

"the gulf / Berween essence and existence." The beach is also "on the crum-
bling / Edge of a ruined poliry." A reminder of the war raging around the
globe dismrbs a much-needed vacation: "A group of terrified children" dis-
cover "the body / OI aJapanese sailor bumping /Inasnarl of kelp." The hor-
ror of the decomposing body described in detail initiates a long meditation
on the nature of history. The poet wants to know what is the source of "con-
tinuiry /The germ plasm, of history." Unable to sleep, he lies in his sleeping

bag all night, while his wife slumbers peacefully. He listens to the cries of sea
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birds and turns restlessly while he chews on the questions that the intrusion

of the world war has raised."

The events of the poem occur from Thursday evening to Friday morning

of Easter week. On an allegorical level Rexroth transformed the historical

events of Maundy Thursday into personal riruals. Having dinner and making

love with his wife become the reenactment of the Last Supper. Sharing food

and sex, acts central to the establishment of family, are sacraments that initiate

the poet into the mysteries of Passover and Easter. The poett sleepless night

is a reminder of both Christt solitary night of prayer on Gethsemane and

Jacobt wrestling with the angel at Bethel.

The poett philosophical ruminations weigh the possible meanings of
"process," "value," and "fact'-the terrns upon which Rexroth believed so

much of human action had come to depend. If he could sort them out and

determine their origins, he could render a judgment of civilization as it had

developed. Binaries become the principal rhetorical strategy of the poem. Just
as cold and heat, shadow and light, yin and yang must remain distinct, so

endurance stands against novelry wisdom against rationaliry and what might

happen against what did happen. By posing opposites in their antagonistic

aspect, the poet forces himself to distinguish natural and social orders, poetic

and historical modes of thought. This is no argument, but a set of assertions

dividing the world between the lasting and the ephemeral. The fundamental

polariry is that of history and poetry. History springs from death, while po-

etry brings forth "the contin.riry." To stay on the side of the social is to wor-

ship the trivial and to become an instrument of an increasingly more destruc-

tive and dangerous system of (dis)order.

Underlying the opening section is the claim that the destruction of
America as a sociery became inescapable with the nation's entry into \7orld
War II. Like Greece and Rome, its civilization would pass. Opposed to the

event of American society crumbling as have so many culrures before it is the

ocean, where time flows "evendess as silt." To learn how to live in a time of

I
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misery and chaos, one must turn to nature. The answer was not poetry as a

technique in and for itself. Alluding to Rimbaud as an example, the narrating
voice asserts that poetry even poetry of an advanced persuasion, is a manifes-

tation of rationalism when it is only a form of showmanship. Value is not the
same thirrg as novelry nor can it be found in the "orgarized ecstasy" of. art
that pretends to glory in the irrational but becomes, in the search for new

forms only, anothermanifeshtion of step-by-step ("pedetemtim") order. The

European avant-gardet privileging of emotional nihilism was not a way out
of the problem, but only affirmed the "statistical likelihood / Of being blown
to pieces."la

The posing of antagonistic binaries gives way to revelation rhat opposites

are also complementary. Their natures presuppose one another because they
are dual manifestations of a deeper, invisible and mystical uniry. Invoking
Chinese cosmology, the poet can imagine that "possibly history / Is only an

irritabiliry" a temporary perversion and disturbance in the natural order. Po-

etry and religion are both passageu/ays berween the social and natural orders,

but being "on the suture," they are abstract. It is the sudden appearance of the

poett wife, "hungry shouting / For supper . . . /Breasts quivering in their
silk blouse," that interrupts his ruminations, brings him back ro practical

hsks, and thereby makes the natural order immediate and personal. "
Throughout the poem, the poet poftrays his wife as the secure, stable

abode of cosmic peace. As he ponders the place of value and fact, she sleeps

peacefully and "her dreams measure the hours / As accurately as my /Medi-
tations in cold solirude." The resolution of the dilemma lies in her body:
"Babies are more / Durable than monuments . . . /Process is precipitated /
In the tirelessly receptive womb." In the concluding image of the poem, rhe

poett wife emerges nude from her swim and comes up ro meet him.

The sun crosses

The hills and fills her hair, as it lights
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The moon and glories the sea

And deep in the empty mountains melts

The snow of winter and the glaciers

Of ten thousand thousand years.16

The simple, everyday act of love contains the potential of apotheosis, the sur-

passing of history into cosmogony.

Poetry philosophy, religion, and sexuality are each a potendal light of wis-

dom upon the mystery of nothing transforming into something. History has

perverted all forms of wisdom and jumbled them so that they no longer serve

to enlighten. The poett task, acted out in the poem, is to align those four
ways of knowing oneself so that they are complemefitary and each can reveal

its unique perspective into universal realiry. The poem pits poetry and history

against each other and asks, in which should the poet place his faith and hope

for a furure life? The beach site, suspended berween ocean and desen, ,ll.-
gorically reformulates the question so that he sees the cosmological ramifica-

tions of the choice he makes. Confrontation with cosmology leads the poet

to consider his choice morally by meditating on the sources of value and fact.

It is the dichotomy of male and female that allows him to experience divine

realiry. Sexual difference is both antagonistic and complementary. Aspects of
the male position lie in the realm of struggle and war springing from an end-

less search for change for its own sake. The union of male and female is the

source of change that persists and resolves antagonism into complementar-

iry. Rexrotht maxim, "Against the ruin of the world there is only one de-

fense-the creative act,"tt had a more basic meaning than writing poetry
playing music, or painting.

The feminine mystique was not only a "conservative" motion in mid-
rwentieth-century America. It was part of a turn of people of diverse political

ideologies to deeply rooted stereorypes about sexual difference in order to

conjure a utopian private realm that could serve, in the imagination at least, as
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a haven from the dangers engulfing the public world. To use Rexroth's binary
logic, the antagonism of public and private realms could be resolved----or is it
sublimated?-by the complementary relationship of male and female.

The separation of private from public modes of being led Rexroth to his

orilrn assessment of war and its causes. Sufferings that penained to history
could not be caused by want and fear because those were expressions of the
natural interaction of the human animal with its environment. \War was rhen

the result of reason ("rigid / Vectors of the fallible mind"). The third section
of the poem begins with a machine of war masquerading as an animal. A pr-
trol plane sounds like an owl, but it is an imposture. Owls do not fly over the
ocean. The motif reoccurs at the conclusion of the section when a camou-

flaged cruiser appears like a dark animal prowling the coasr. The poet has to
remind himself that the equation of war with animrlity ir a trick of human
reason to divert attention from its responsibility. War is not parr of the pro-
cesses of nature, but solely the creation of history and sociery. The terror of
Hitler lay not in his demagogic appeal to irrationaliry but in the modern
state's highly organized, systematic control over the means of coercion and

destruction. On this level, the American, British, and Soviet govemments
were no better. Th.y ruthlessly applied the power at their disposal according
to calculations of ends-means reladons.,8

"The State is the organi zairon / Of the evil instincts of manki nd. / History
is the penalry / We pay for original sin," Rexroth editorialized, and then
added to underscore the message, "Var is the State." In the final section of the
poem he argued that war is the price for believing rhar "salvadon equals au-

tonomy." History which is to say war, srarrs with the crearion of persons, it
is "the price of being an individual monad." History war, the stare, ratio-
naliry and individualism function as interchangeable categories, represenring
different faces of the same phenomenon. They form a srrucrure of equiva-
lences that together represent for the poet the living presence of evil in the
world."

One of the most effective leaps in the poem comes when Rexroth contem-
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plates the source of individuation, communication, and peace, and suddenly

switches to an image of the resurrected Christ confronting his apostles:

CameJesus and stood in the midst, and

Saith unto them, "Peace be unto you."
And when he had so said, he shewed

Unto them his hands and his side.

Jesus's wounds from the cross are a pledge of forgiveness, but they can also be

a prediction that peace must lead to maryrdom. The Poet prays to the Amida

Buddha, perfect in body and mind, md to Kwannon, Buddha-narure in

female form, for a "turn from peace," for Peace has no natural realiry.2o It is
solely an historical term because the word exPresses a desire to preserve self

and self-interest in a world that is always changing. Yearning for peace is itself

a cause of war, an aspect of the rationalist desire "to control history" a goal

that Rexroth himself shared in 1938. Rexrotht dialectical method required

him to say that he was notfor peace, because binaries become antagonistic

when human thought insists upon phenomena having essential rather than

relative characteristics. He could not be a pacifist because Peace could not

exist in his intellecrual universe except as a byproduct of the vain hope to Pre-

serve individual identity.

Further, Rexroth saw no reason to believe that world war, however hor-

rible it was, would end in "peace." Fascism might be defeated, but the Ameri-

can state would emerge, he predicted, with its faith in the efficacy of war jus-

tified by victory. An age of increasingly cruel conflicts had begun. He could

not depict the dawn that greets him at the beginning of the third section in its

traditionally positive Easter symbolism of a birth of a new age. He thinks it
may be "the malignant / Dawn of the literate insect, / Dispassionate, ef6-

cient, formic."21

Against war Rexroth opposed eros, not to be understood as simply sexu-

aliry. Eros was the force for change within each person. Desire heightened
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sensibiliry to the ordered potential of the universe. The erotically stimulated
person grasped that natural processes were infinite and that imagination was

essential to the operation of choice. Nevenheless, imaginarion did not neces-

sarily serve the good. It had to be discipJined by ties of love and responsibiliry.
The question of value for Rexroth could nor be abstract. Once the individual
contemplated what might happen ro orher individuals he (or, implicitly but
never explicitly, she) loved, he voluntanly assumed responsibiliry for every-
thing that occurs in the world done by human beings, even if he never gave

assent:

The person emerges as complete

Responsible act-this lost

And that conserved-the appalling

Decision of the verb "ro be."

Men drop dead in the.ancient rubbish
Of the Acropolis, scholars fall
Into self-dug graves, Jews are smashed

Like vermin in the Polish winter.
This is my fault, the horrible rcrrn

Of weakness, evasion, indulgence,

The total of my percy fault-
No other man's.22

Rexroth presented no plan for achieving "responsibiliry," but the logic of his
poem precluded program since his conception of free will followed from the
impossibiliry of ever predicdng what will happen. One musr respond to the
moment or fall into the traps of rationalist thought. In "When We with Sap-

pho," one of the shorter lyrics in the volume, Rexroth assures his wife that
humans turn to poetry to hold the essential before them, that is, to do as

people have always done as long as rhey have sung. Spontaneiry, if it is not to
be formless and solipsistic, must be accompanied by tradition, which pro-
vides training and preparation but never a regimen.2i
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The abandon to sexualiry that Rexroth saw as the starting point for achiev-

ing ethical responsibiliry was not hedonistic or self-centered. It was the pre-
condition for mystical insight. Rexrotht lyrics belong to the venerable tradi-

tion of carpe diem, "seize the moment." Nature continues without stop, and

for humans to observe its pattems is to understand that no activity in time can

aspire to perrnanence. If we take the manifestations of process-the bees,

moths, owls, the stars, the individual soul-as things-in-themselves, we fail

to see the experience of sensual reahry as an initiation into recurring forces

that have no essence. The only realiry is the nothingness from which manifes-

tations spring. That nothingness is not material void. It is "nothing" because

no manifestation is ever adequate to represent the unending process of which
it is a part. In five perfect lines, Rexroth in '\We Come Back" captured how

everything material is only a temporary effusion of the "endless parabolas" of
freedom- giving nothingness :

Eachyear, on summer's first luminous morning,

The swallows come back, whispering and weaving

Figure eights around the shalp curves of the swifts,

Plaiting together the summer air all day,

That the bats and owls unravel in the nights.2a

Publicatio n of The Phoenix and the Tortoise came at one of the most dif-
ficult periods in Rexroth's life. Attacked by a psychiatric patient at San Fran-

cisco General Hospital, Rexroth suffered a back injury that made it difficult
for him to move about or concentrate on his writing. Then his second wife

left him in ry44. The woman to whom he had dedicated The Pboenix and the

Tortoise could no longer tolerate his frequent infidelities, or his explanations

that his male nature and his poetic vocation required amatory explorations.

He told her that her jealousy would cut him off from the full range of expe-

rience he needed to probe the human condition. She continued to pay his rent

and provide him with food, but Rexroth was absolutely broke. He wrote a

despairing letter to James Laughlin, his publisher at New Directions, won-
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dering how at the age of forry he could have no skills that sociery thought
wofth reimbursin g at alivable wage. Laughlin counseled him to go ro school
and become a psychological analyst, a career at which he was sure Rexroth
would excel." Rexroth ignored the advice and took a job as a sales clerk in a

bookstore.

Then positive reviews for Tbe Pboenix and the Tortoise appeared. The re-
viewer for the Louisaille Couier-Jowrnal thought that the shorter poems
were "some of the most exciting lyrical and satirical poems I have come across

in a long time." Conrad Aiken in the New RepubliclaudedThe Pboenix and
tbe Tortoise as att "impressive piece of work, very much alive intellectually, as

impressive for its obvious integriry as for its range. Here is a poet to be reck-
oned with." William Carlos Villiams wrore in the Quarterly Reaiew of Lit-
erature that Rexrotht verse was "strong meat and drink written in a verse

which is clear as water." He wished for more verbal invention, but predicted
that Rexroth was on his way to becoming one of the leading figures in Ameri-
can ]iterature.26 Even reviewers who had reservations about one aspect or
another of the book recognized Rexroth's growing control over poetic ex-
pression. The book won both the California Literanrre Silver Award for
ry44andthe Commonwealth Club's poetry medal. Rexrotht repuration was
established.

Over the next five years, Rexroth consolidated his position by editing a

compilation of D. H. Lawrencet poems for New Directions, purring to-
gether a collection of verse by younger British authors, and issuing rwo new
volumes of his ov/n poerry The Art of WorldlyWisdom andThe Signature of
AllThings.2T Theintroductions ro the Lawrence collection and the British an-
thology contained declarations of war against the established advanced guard
in poetry. In his essay on Lawrence, Rexroth attacked the French avant-garde

tradidon. He suggested that his readers compare Baudelaire to Carullus.
"The contrast, the new thing in Baudelaire makes you shudder," he argued.
"Baudelaire is struggli"g i" a losing battle with a ghost more powerful than
armies, more relentless than death. I think it is this demon which has pro-
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vided the new thirg in \flestern Man, the insane dynamic which has driven

him across the eanh to burn and slaughter, loot and rape."28 The French tra-
dition, as those within the field of poetry knew very well, had been the most
important inspiration for the modernist experiments of Pound, Eliot, H. D.,
Gertrude Stein, and their followers. Lawrence, Rexroth argued, had an en-

tirely different conception of the poet. He had not wished to play the devil,

as Rimbaud and Anaud had. Nor was he aspirant to heaven, like Claudel.

Rexroth argued that for Lawrence the poet was simply one human being

among others, a craftsman whose work was to explore the wisdom to be

gained from personal experience. Attacking the emphasis on technique that
the imagist school valued, Rexroth argued, 'Bad poetry always suffers from
the same defects: synthetic hallucination and artifice. Invention is not poetry.

Invention is defense, the projection of pseudopods out of the ego to ward
off the 'other.' Poetry is vision, the pure act of sensual communion and

contemplation."2e

InTbe New Bitisb Poets,Rexroth deliberately chose poets ignored by the

Eliot-Auden-Spender circle and therefore generally unknown in the United
States. Among the writers he anthologized were George Barker, Denise

Leveftov, Katlrleen Raine, Derek Savage, and Dylan Thomas. Like Rexroth,
these were poets of personal confession. In his introducdon, Rexrot} criti-
cized Eliot and Pound for writing "self-conscious philosophical reveries full
of indigestible learning" that avoided "the slightest hint of self-revelation."3o

In the course of public lecrures he gave in San Francisco tn 1947, Rexroth pur-
sued his attacks by contrasting the deadening anifice of most modemist po-
etry with the simplicity and directness of folk songs and ballads, Chinese and

Japanese poetry and the songs and chants of "primitive" cultures. Only \[il-
liam Carlos \flilliams, 'Wallace Stevens, and Yvor.Winters escaped his charge

that the quest for formal originaliry crippled the abiliry of contemporary
poets to explore personal exper{ence.3l

Rexroth aimed to establish himself as the leader of a movement for what
he called "autochthonous" poetry inspired by a revolution away from the
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word toqiard a poetics of immediate expression. His program stood on four
basic principles that articulated the radical face of social disengagement. The
first, exposdated rnTbe Pboenix and the Tortoise,was rhat poerry should be

personal witness against the permanent war state. The second was a decenter-
ing of European tradition, which had developed since Augustine, Rexroth
thought, as an adjunct to the perrnanent war srate. "The white race is going
mad," Rexroth wrote, arguing that the lust for power had perverted the basic

means of communication.i2 Asian poers provided a parricularly valuable
counteftradition because Buddhism had given them a sophisticated philo-
sophical base that detached them from their warring societies. Asian culrures
also connected to a lost European antiquiry. Classical civilization had shared

many of the religious and philosophical traditions that remained alive in In-
dia, China, md Jrpar. The "occult" in the Occidenr was that pan of pre-
Christian heritage that had been suppressed and repressed but preserved in
magic and folklore. Folk art and folk music could then be one basis for the
evenrual reunification of Europe with the rest of the world that would result
after Europeans abandoned their claims to cultural superioriry. These claims

had rigidified into hierarchies of power in instirutionahzedculrural monopo-
lies. His opposition to Eliot and Auden centered on their identification with
a narrow hierarchical view of culrure. He acknowledged that both had writ-
ten very powerful poetry but their public role had been to narrow the defi-
nition of high culmre. His criticism of the Partisan Reaieut rested similarly on
its editors' attempt to establish standards for the evaluation of contemp orary
art and literarure based on the European classics. He also opposed their active

support for cold war policies, and, though he was anti-Stalinist, Rexroth felt
that halping on the faults of communism only aided the most reactionary as-

pects of American sociery.s3

The third principle was rhe vital impoftance of personal contact with
raw nature. Rexroth was not antiurban. He preferred living in the ciry but
he thought that regular, constanr exposure to undeveloped land subverted
human-centered values. For this reason only, San Francisco and the urban
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centers on the Pacific \West Coast had a special role in Rexroth's program,
which he otherwise believed could be replicated anywhere. All Californians
lived within easy access of the mountains and the desert, and even within the

cities people had a much closer connection to natLlre than the residents of
eastern cities did. He thought that a similar situation existed in Latin America
and Australia so that the poetry and art from these countries might share spe-

cial affinities with work from Califomia and the other western states.sa His
emphasis upon access to nature was not Arcadian. He was not interested in
establishing utopian communities in the wilderness. On the contrary he

wanted to maintain distinctions between the human and the natural spheres

in order that wilderness might remain a source of contrast and spiriual re-

plenishment. In the postwar era, he saw the uniqueness of westem American
society increasingly in danger from proposals for development. His fifth
book of poetry In Defense of tbe Eartb, published in ry56, expounded his

ideas about an ecological sociery.

Rexroth's fourth principle was that religious fait} should be present-

oriented instead of focused toward the furure. He was a practicing Christian,
a member of the Anglo-Catholic church in San Francisco, but he rejected the

presenation of the Gospels as historical documents. He preferred to think of
religious images as recurring themes constandy presenting themselves in the

everyday world. The vatic role of the poet that Rexroth and so many of his

followers adopted came from a belief that poetry should blur the distinctions
between the secular and the sacred by imbuing everyday aspecm of life with
religious aura. The poet would look inward to confess his or her beliefs and

find a voice much larger than any individualt.

Poetry ond the Postwor Boom

Rexroth's success came on the crest of rapid changes in California's poetry
world. At the end of the r93os poetry circles were personal and informal,
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meeting at homes or bookstores for the discussion of work and practice.
Berkeley-based poet Josephine Miles (19r r-r985) recalled that the primary
form of distribution of new poems in the rgjos had been circulation of ryped
manuscripts, which might be mimeographed so members of a poerry circle
could read them before gathering. Poems were read out loud, but that was

not the central focus of evenings. Poetry in the rg3os was meant to be read in
private, and circle meetings spenr mosr of their time in discussion. Public po-
etry readtngs were more formal affairs. Professional actors gave dramatic ren-
ditions of work selected by the organizers. A reading mixed classical with
new poetry. Miles recalled that "it was assumed that a poer was not a good
reader of his own work. . . . [Yvor]Winters was not good. fRobinson]Jeffers
was not good. Nobody thought of themselves-I thought of myself as abso-

lutely terrible, and I dont know anybody who felt he was a good reader."35

Vorld \War II opened up this hermetic world. Miles recalled that public
poetry readings became a frequent and regular occurrence during the war. In
Berkeley, senior members of the faculry organized well-attended public read-
ings from Homer, Milton, and other classic poers. The goals of these pre-
sentations were straighdorward, to strengthen the resolve of the American
people by reminding them of the great classical tradition of which they were
the heirs. Such readings quickly spread to San Francisco and Los Angeles,
where poetry readings became regular occurrences at the San Francisco Mu-
seum of Art, the Los Angeles Vedanta Sociery and the Vilshire Ebell Club.r.

Within ayery short period of time young people in Berkeley gathered for
more informal open readings of experimental and personal poerry. Serious

poets and amateurs shared the pladorm ro express their feelings about the war
and the dangers facing them. Similar readings became regular functions at

Lucien Labaudt's art gallery in San Francisco and Stanley Rose's bookstore
and gallery in Hollywood. In ry46, rwo years after the war's end, Madeline
Gleason Q9ry-ry79), working with the San Francisco Museum of Art, or-
ganizeda Festival of Modern Poetry with events at a number of venues. Glea-
son's festival combined open readings with musical and theatrical presenta-
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tions, as well as exhibitions of work by local artists. Many poets for the first

time in their careers presented their work to people who were not devotees of
the craft, but who s/ere nonetheless interested and supportive. The increased

interest in poetry led to an explosion of small, avant-garde poetry journals.3T

A new emphasis on reading as a social event tilted the balance toward per-

formative values. A new concept of the poem as a score emerged. Breath, in-

tensiry, volume, pitch, and speed provoked workable and more complex al-

ternatives to rhyme and meter. Traditional poetry had maintained a tenuous

link with song, the echoes of which were sdll present in the work of Pound

and Eliot. A new performative poetry broke that link by associating poetry

with everyday speech. Of the older generation of American modernists, Wil-
liam Carlos Villiams had done the most to pioneer a poetics of the spoken

word, and his influence among younger poets rose. The speech act that most

easily lent itself to performance was the confession, the form which Rexroth

had adopted for his poetry.r'
Rexroth was the center of the group of poets in California whose work

became the most representative of the new poetic aesthetic emerging from the

cumulative effect of these changes, simultaneously formal and institutional.

M*y younger poets sought him out, particularly pacifists, for whom The

Pboenix and tbe Tortoise had been aheady defense of their beliefs when over-

whelrning public opinion branded conscientious objectors to the war effort as

cowards or traitors. Rexroth recalled these days as a period of "an extraordi-

nary upsurge of what might be called apocalyptic optimism."se

Rexroth established his home as an institutional center by opening it every

Friday night to reading and discussion of poetry. Each week, a participant

presented a critical review of the career of a poet.oo William Everson Qgtz-
1994), Robert Duncan, Philip Lamantia (b. ryz), Morris Graves, Muriel

Rukeyser, Sanders Russell, Thomas Parkinson, and Richard Eberhardt were

regular participants. More than personal prestige and aesthetic ideology ce-

mented Rexroth's undisputed position as leader. Rexroth was a close personal

friend of James Laughlin, the owner of New Directions press. Rexroth could
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help people get published. His recommendation led to New Directions ac-

cepting books by Everson and Levertov. He also convinced Laugtrlin to re-

issue Christopher Isherwood's Berlin Stodes, one of New Directions's most

commercially successful ventures.al Over the next two decades, he helped

G^ry Snyder, Jerome Rothenberg, David Andn, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and

Nathaniel Tarn get published.

In addition to the Friday evening poetry discussions, Rexroth was a leader

in the Libenarian Circle which met every'Mednesday night at the \Torking-
mant Club building. Rexroth prepared the lists of books the circle read and

Ied discussions. Most of the poets attending the Friday evening talks also

came to the Wednesday evening poiitical discussions. The Libenarian Circle

had monthly dances to raise money for its activities. During these dances, ex-

periments with reading poetry to jazz began. The group also sponsored

weekly poetry readings on Saturday nights and Sunday excursions for hiking
in Marin Counry.a2

Ultimately the most far-reaching development to emerge from Rexrotht
combination of poetry and politics was the FM radio station KPFA, based in

Berkeley. In ry47 Lewis Hill, director of the Committee for Conscientious

Objectors, came to address the Libenarian Circle to enlist their support in

establishing a cooperatively run, listener-supported, commercial-free radio

station that would be peace-oriented. Richard Moore (b. ryz), a poet in the

group who had also been on the editorial board of Circle, found the idea ex-

citing. He became the principal organizer of the project and raised $z;o,ooo
to start the station. Moore was the first general manager of KPFA and rurned

to his friends in the Libertarian Circle to help develop programming. Pacifica

later opened stations in Los Angeles, New York, Vashington, and Houston.
The project expanded the social influence artists and poets would have far be-

yond their traditional circles.

For most of the poets involved in the Libertarian Circle, the most critical
acdviry was the launching in ry47 of a new hterary journal, Tbe Ark, which
its editors hoped would become the leading voice of anarchist ideas in the
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United States. The collective prepared rwo issues, only one of which had

gone to press before the editorial board fell apart in personal squabbles. The

lead editorial announced that the journal was open to literature that promoted

"social consciousness which recognizes the integriry of the personaliry as the

most substantial and considerable of values." The editors urged its readers to

sever all relations with the state. "We are concemed with a thorough revolu-

tion of the relations berween the individual and sociery. . . . The vanguard of
such a revolt is becoming a potent force in contemporary literarure."'3

Roben Duncant review essay onView magazine, the semiofficial joumal

of the surrealist movement, anacked Andr6 Breton and his followers in
America for having rurned the "revolutionary personaliry" into a commodiry

for sale to "culrure collectors." Since art and poetry v/ere the primary forms

for developing a new personaliry independent of the state, Duncan argued,

the commerciahzation of surrealism was a major setback for social change in
the rwentieth century. Duncan urged serious artists and poets to avoid the

snares of the marketplace and establish nerworks for exposure and discussion

of work free from the exchange of money for profit. Poetry readings, cooP-

erative galleries, and collectively runmagazines could provide a basis for seri-

ous consideration of new work.oo Duncan's prescriptive program described

the actual art and poetry scene developing in the San Francisco Bay Area, an

underground that formed as the quantiry of work produced exceeded the ca-

pacity of the local museum, gallery and publishing scene. He projected the

limitations of working in a provincial environment into a utopian vision de-

rived from the familiar, as if the personal could exist independently of a public

order otherwise found oppressive.

Rexroth did not contdbute to Tbe Ark, but he expressed his ideas about

the social role the magazinemight fill in his notorious "Letter from America,"

published in the British anarchist journal Nou. Revolutionaries would use

the magazine to "win back various declass6s, dislocated intellectuals, self-

educated workers, young artists and writers" to the cause. "Once effective

cadres," he continued, "have been developed from this somewhat unpromis-
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ing material, [they will] build study and discussion groups amongst the work-
ing class, or rather amongst the general population." For this task, a combi-

nation of advanced literature and political essays was essential, literature to

stimulate thinking about personal choices and essays to focus discussion on

social conditions. Rexroth expressed sffong reservations on the qualiry of the

"cadres" available for the work. "The war finished off a generation of USA
intellectuals," he observed. "They all went to Hell on a gra\y train of human

blood. . . . The WPA lWriters'Project changed its name to the Office of
War Information; salaries were upped handsomely." The most radical non-

Stalinist left journals, such as Dwight MacDonald's Politics, appealed primar-

ily to "well-dressed academic intellecuals, sociology teachers, social work-
ers. . . . This is the class that staff the New Deal, and for that matter the CP

and the Trots. I fail to see how anything can come out of bureaucrats except

bureaucracy." That left for the cause writers who were profoundly ambivalent

whether their primary loyalties were to their careers as writers or to social

transformation. Convinced that the world political situation would deterio-

rate, Rexroth predicted a generation of mardal law, during which time anar-

chists would have to go underground. "That means carefully picked people,

caution, responsibiliry and very solid construction, too." Assessing the men

he had assembled around him, he could only exclaim that he saw little of
practical talents that a revolutionary movement required.o'

His colleagues in the Libertarian Circle were furious that Rexrotht doubts

about their motives and capabilities were first expressed to them in print in a

foreign journal. Th.y felt betrayed and demanded to know why had he never

brought these subjects up at their regular meetings. Embarrassed, Rexroth

withdrew from the Libertarian Circle.u'At the same time, he found himself

deep in dispute with the younger poets about whose work he felt most

strongly. Everson recalled that Rexroth had picked out himself, Robert Dun-
can, and Philip Lamantia to be his lieutenants, the men who would develop

and expand an aesthetic of "immediate expression." Each received a specific

"assignment." Duncan was to be the group's "celebrative dionysian aesthete
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with formalist adhesions"; Lamantia was ro be the "dionysian surrealist"; and
Everson the "Lincolnesque populist pacifist-the 'pome-spliffer."'+z At first
each was flattered by the atrention and advice Rexroth gave them, but all three
rebelled by the end of rg48.

The first to break with Rexroth was Lamantia. Rexroth had written the
introduction to the younger poer's first book, Erotic Poems (rg+5), and had

touted his use of free association of images as an alternative to surrealism. La-
mantia, with the most experience working in publishing, had been elected

chief editor in charge of the productio n of Tbe Ark. kwas a nearly impossible
task, since many in the group felt they could make significant changes with-
out clearing them with the rest of the board. Lamantia expected Rexroth to
exert discipline. When Rexroth failed to resolve the conflicting opinions,
Lamantia quit all connections with Tbe Ark,!8

Rexroth's relations with Everson were more complicated. Rexroth valued
Everson as the archerypal autochthone, proof that good American poerry
need have no connection with what Rexroth called the "mandarin" tradition,
poetry based on scholarly erudition. Everson had been a farmer near Fresno,
and Rexroth advised him that it was essendal to his career that he always dress

in farm clothes. In ry47, when Rexroth had invited Everson ro meer the Brit-
ish poet and publisher Cyril Connolly, Rexroth flew into a violent rage be-
cause Everson showed up with a haircut and dressed like any other young
man his age. Rexroth dragged Everson's wife, the poet Mary Fabilli, into the
kitchen and berated her for destroying the effect Rexroth wanted Everson to
convey of a creature "emerging straight from the soil." He apologized the fol-
lowing day, but tensions did not die down. Everson felt that he could no
longer work with Rexroth after his mentor insisted on using the introducrion
to Everson's first book, The Residual Years (rg+8), as a manifesto against T. S.

Eliot's theory of the poem as "an aesthetic object." Everson wrore Laughlin,
asking him to pull the introduction, but Rexroth persuaded the publisher to
keep it in. Reviews of the book did, as Everson feared they mighr, focus on
Rexrotht introduction instead of the poerry and Everson felt betrayed. He
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withdrew completely from Rexrotht circles and did not speak to Rexroth for
sixteen years.ae

Rexroth's problems with Robert Duncan began when Rexroth expressed

disagreement over some of the poets that Duncan and Madeline Gleason

scheduled to read at San Francisco State College. Duncan felt Rexroth was

unfairly trying to dictate policy to an organizatronwith which he had no con-

nection, but Rexroth argued that a new aesthetic could not establish itself un-

less its suppofters gave it unwavering loyalry. The issue escalated when Rex-

roth discovered that poets he despised had received larger honoraria than he

had. Duncan did not talk to Rexroth for six years after their break. "Vhat is

so fascinating," Duncan commented when thinking back about the anger he

felt for so many years toward Rexroth, "is that our period wanted a Poet to

be a model person, and Kenneth wanted to be a model person." Yet at the

time, Rexrotht followers understood what a difficult character he was. Th.y
respected his work and valued his ideas, so they overlooked his personal fail-

ings as long as they could. In the end, Lamantia, Everson, and Duncan con-

tinued to honor Rexroth as their "father figure." He had helped them find

their voices as poets. Still Duncan observed that "perhaps Rexroth is a father

figure if a father figure is someone who tells you whom to like and you never

want to read him."so

Just as Rexrotht critique of the Communist parry in "New Objectives,

New Cadres" contained a hidden but fairly accurate self-portrait, "Letter

from America" expressed Rexrotht misgivings over the role he had adopted.

After 1945 Rexroth had become far more than a poet, or even the impresario

of a new poetry movement. He had assumed the role of revolutionary strate-

gist, and found it beyond his capabilities or even his interests. The conflicting

demands upon and within him were complicated by his failure, despite public

success, to achieve any kind of financial stabiliry. Demands on his time had

increased, but income from his writing remained insu{ficient for survival. He

and his wife reconciled, but his economic dependency upon her was a con-

stant source of friction. Whenever he felt that she was trying to use his depen-
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dency to pressure him, his anger erupted in violent, physically abusive epi-
sodes. To his publisher he moaned that few poers found the "kind of wives"

poets should have. She left for short intervals, but then inevitably rerurned,
feeling that he would be unable to write if she was not there to supporr him.5r

In 1948, when Rexroth won a Guggenheim fellowship, he decided to cut all
the Gordian knots that entangled him. He used the money to leave San Fran-
cisco, fleeing his failures with colleagues and his wife. The award allowed him
to make his first trip to Europe and escape all responsibilities excepr those of
being a poet.

In "The Dragon and the Unicorn," the poem he wrote about his trip, he

confessed that the practical world drove him insane and suggested that what
he said about the world of affairs was the voice of "dragon," eafthbound and

scared. He would retreat to his "ten foot square hut" and let the "unicorn"
within him contemplate the world and write poetry. He expressed a change

he hoped he could maintain:

Once I saw fire cities,

Towns, palaces, wars,

Heroic adventures,

In the campfires of youth.
Now I see only fire.52

Rexroth did not in fact withdraw from the world. He married for a third time
and fathered rwo daughters. To stabilize his income he sought out free-lance

journalism work. He started writing book reviews for the San Francisco

Cbronirle in r9yr, and in 1958 the San Francisco Examiner invited him to
write a biweekly column on culrural and social affairs. He became a frequent
contributor to the Nation, Saturday Reoiew, and other journals of culrural
commentary. In rgyr he began a weekly radio program on KPFA. His com-
mentaries were often outrageous, scurrilous satires directed at the many as-

pects of his sociery that annoyed him. His poetry on rhe other hand, pro-
jected serious and focused meditation on the juncrure of personal, social, md
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religious questions. He had to keep these two aspects of his life, these two
voices with very different subjectivities, apaft. He did not know how to

merge the practical and the contemplative. His conception of the private

eluded all sense of responsibility for the public. The work of building insti-

tutions, or determining exacdy how poets would relate to their sociery be-

longed to others.

The "Unground of Freedom"-Modelfor Poslwor Rqdicolism?

In ry49 Rexroth published his third book of poetry The Signatwre of All
Things. He borrowed the title from a work byJakob Boehme, the sixteenth-

century German Protestant mystic. Beohmet writing had inspired sections

of "The Phoenix and the Tortoise," but the later work fully revealed the cen-

traliry of Boehmet thinking to Rexrotht.t The source of personal identifi-
cation was straightforward: Boehme was a shoemaker, a craftsman who burst

the boundaries of social hierarchy to become a pivotal figure in the history of
German philosophy. In opposition to the static theology of the Lutheran

clergy, Boehmet visionary work survived persecution to inspire Schiller's

theory of the aesthetic and Hegel's dialectic.s'

In the title poem nTbe Signatwre of AllThings Rexroth presented the il-
lumination that came to him after reading Boehme. The most astonishing

thing is how undramatic the event is. The poem's images block the argumen-

tative anger and confrontation rypical of Rexroth's earlier work. Illumination
took the form of quiescent observation:

The saint saw the world as streaming

In the electrolysis of love.

I put him by and gaze through shade

Folded into shade of slender

Laurel trunks and leaves filled with sun.
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The wren broods in her moss domed nest.

A newt struggles with awhite morh
Drowning in the pool. The hawks screarn

Playing together on the ceiling

Of heaven. The long hours go by.

The passage illustrates the inseparability of order and change. The illumina-
tion suggests a pattern for pulposeful human activiry at once ordinary and

necessary and redolent of the work one must do upon onet own soul:

When I dragged the rotten log

From the bottom of the pool,
It seemed heavy as stone.

I let it lie in the sun

For a month; and then chopped it
Into sections, and split them

For kindling, and spread them out
To d.y some more.

This simple task is the mystic experience, but since something must "happen"

for the poem to conclude, Rexroth brought the lyric to a close with a cosmic

experience:

I went out on my cabin porch,

And looked up through the black forest

At the swaying islands of stars.

Suddenly I saw at my feet,

Spread on the floor of night, ingots

Of quivering phosphorescence,

And all about v/ere scattered chips

Of pale cold light that was alive.*

"Phosphorescence" might be a metaphor for creative fire bursting within his

soul, a poetic use of Boehmet symbol to represent the inner conflict of un-
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differentiated nothingness transforming itself into things in order that love,

good, and truth be revealed in their puriry. The word also simply describes

flickering reflection of starlight upon the log lyirg on the ground by his

cabin. Every activiry if offered to reflection, is a key to understanding to the

rest of existence.

"The Signature of All Things" achieved what was already well under de-

velopment in Rexroth's earlier verse--objectification of the subject. Nicolas

Berdyaev noted that Boehme wrote of God's relationship to humaniry but

never uttered one word about his own soul or his own spirirual progress.55In

his own poem, Rexroth implied but never stated his emotional reaction to the

experiences portrayed. Word by word, image by image, he built a description

of simply being in the world in order to quicken within the reader a sense of

connection. The poem depends upon a subject-subject relation, in which the

poett subjectiviry reduces to a mediating factor berween the reader and a sen-

sation of a larger order. There was no room for personal psychology in this

process. As a poet Rexroth bracketed out his own immediate, personal reac-

tions so that his experience could assume universal proPortions.5T

Rexroth achieved the objectiviry of self and experience portrayed in his po-

etry with a form that stressed regulariry and simpliciry. In The Pboenix and

the Tortoise he deployed a unique quantitative line, constructed of seven or
nine syllables with three stresses to a line. This approach did not permit him

to engage in extravagant technical display. It easily, particularly when para-

phrasing philosophical argument, lapsed into the clumsiest chopped Prose.

Still, the tightness of the form forced Rexroth to restrict the extent of his im-

ages into discrete, easily perceived units seldom longer than ten lines and to

concentrate his argument into simple, commonly understood language. De-

spite the erudition that Rexroth sometimes liked to display in his work, his

prosody made his poems among the most readable in rwentieth-century

English-language verse, yet without sacrifice in depth of thought. At the same

time, his simpliciry and regulariry tended to give experience the weight of es-

sence and emphasized order over accident. Rexroth transformed his often
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chaotic personal experiences into an idealized expression of spirit moving
through the world. When the subject in his poems endures horror, agony,

resdessness, sexual passion, or joy, the experience does not seem particular
to the poet. By negating individual psychology, Rexroth could creare a form
of self that represented a generalized movement-nor striving-toward free-
dom, a freedom that grew naturally out of the relationship the self had with
natural process. Rexrotht subject was another form of Hegel's Geist moving
from unconscious nothingness to full self-realization.

The soul becomes a rocket from what Boehme called the "unground"
(Ungrwnd), one of the most influential and most difficult of Boehmet con-
cepts. The unground is the dark and irrational abyss that lies outside being.

Berdyaev intelpreted the unground as nothingness with the desire to become

something. "Freedom" is the acting out of this desire. "Freedom is and resides

in darkness," Berdyaev observed, "it turns away from the desire for darkness

toward the desire for light, it seizes the darkness with its eternal will, and the
darkness tries to seize the light of freedom and cannot attain it, for darkness

closes in again upon itself with its desires, md transforms itself back into
darkness."s8

If we read "desires" as an expression for psychology, it becomes clearer

why Rexrotht Boehmean-influenced aesthetic needed to exclude a psycho-
logical understanding of the subject as an entropic rwisting back upon itself
of a drive toward freedom that seeks to secure the certainry of law. Freedom

can never be predictable or probabilistic or it ceases to be free. "Free will,"
Boehme wrote, "has no beginning stemming from a reason; it has not been

formed by anything. . . . Further, free will has within itself its own judgment

of Good and Evil, has its judgment within itself, has within itself the anger

and love of God."se Hence the imponance ro Rexroth of "the struggle to
break olrt / Of the argument that proves itself."6o

Free subjectiviry required a disengagement from history from any factor
that would limit the exercise of free will tapping its resources of judgment,
anger, or love. No social factors, no linguistic or semiotic determinants, no

I
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psychological laws could coexist with free subjectiviry. The free self tran-

scends the accidental to open up the nothingness that is its origin. If the self

grew from sheer potentialiry, whatever form it took was fictional, crafted

from the repertory of meanings and behaviors available in a sociery. By grant-

ing universal status to a fiction, Rexroth divorced the self from all causative

factors and even from eyery form by which individual presence became mani-

fest in a given sociery. The binaries that Rexroth established in "The Phoenix

and the Toftoise" substituted stereotypes for causation, while the rurn to na-

ture mysticism was an affirmation of free will "ungrounded" in an arena of

serious intellectual thought that nonetheless remained outside deterministic

paradigms. The philosophy espoused by Rexroth and his followers was un-

abashedly irrational-but not in the pathological or oneiric sense popularized

by the dada and surrealist movements. Irrationaliry meant nothing more or
less than that no epistemological system could ever define the ontology of the

human soul.u'

In opposing deterministic views of the self, cosmogony restabilized iden-

tiry with the possibiliry of free action, but action that could be only tangen-

tially socially productive. The important goals to be achieved were not in the

world, but in onet subjectiviry. Disengagement entailed a cult of marginaliry

in relation to social affairs. Poetry that tapped into human participation in

natural process was subversive because it elevated the private realm in all cases

over the public. Rexroth thought govemments could forcibly repress a poetry

of disengagement but was helpless to combat or counter it with altemative

images because subversive poetry "presents a pattern of human relationships

which is unassimilable by the sociery . . . the kind of love it sings of can't exi;c

in this sociery. The song gets out like a bit of radioactive cobalt..It just foments

subversion around itself as long as it is available."62 To assert the power of
"value," the imagination wedded to cosmic process, was to assert the validiry

of individual strategies for achieving life aims. The diminution of history and

facts was not to dismiss their existence. Indeed, they were the prevailing de-

terminate conditions structuring the field of possible behavior, but Rexroth's
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poetic aim was to reduce them to a level where personal strategies were in fact

simply possible."
The social reahty from which Rexroth and his followers claimed to disen-

gage was the development of a permanent war state, which they held was the

result of rationalist, law-bound conceprualizations. Fighting powerful ene-

mies in both Europe and Asia, the American govemment, aided by most

nongovemmental social institutions, promoted values of dury responsibiliry

and obligation. Rexrotht poetry was an attempt to transform those values

into an affirmation of individual liberry by shifting the source of value onto

the cosmos. The attack on individualism that runs through "The Phoenix and

the Tonoise" appears to confuse the issue, panicularly if we consider the

complex ego problems Rexroth carried with him through life. Yet a psycho-

logical reading of his aesthetic work that interprets the move toward nature

mysticism as an effort to calm a troubled soul limits, however valid it may be

on its own terrns, consideration of the social influence that Rexroth and the

San Francisco poets achieved. We need to examine the social origins of a quest

for a freedom that was always specific and finite but infinite in its possibilities

for change.

The most obvious answer, one easily supported through analysis of the

texts of poems such as "The Phoenix and the Tortoise," is that the assertion of
personal freedom was a response to the insecuriry caused by the war. Ameri-
cans believed they were free citizens in a democratic sociery but the war

showed that free citizens had very little control over the forces that influenced

their lives. A govemment that ostensibly was their creation could take on a
dictatorial life on its own to command the utilization of resources, economic

and human, needed to achieve its international goals. In an age when the

leaders of sociery have enormous powers under their control, Rexroth sug-

gested that the citizenmight require the foundation of the entire natural pro-
cess to maintain his or her personal autonomy.

This answer raises as many questions as it solves. Presumably the war af.-

fected all citizens equally. Why then did poets (and artists)feel insecuriry and
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powerlessness more strongly than people in other sectors of sociery? \flhy
were they such a high proportion of conscientious objectors against a war rhar
most of their fellow citizens accepted as a justified, necessary evil? Even of
those who did their service faithfully and without complaint, why would art-
ists and poets be panicularly inclined to join what one critic in a national mass

circulation journal called a "cult of sex and anarchy"?ro

The answers to these questions are more likely to abide in the specific so-
cial relations thar arrists and poets had with the rest of sociery. Ve can advance
a working hypothesis: the lack of "minimum conditions under which crearive
work is possible," that is, the weakness of the institutions through which an-
ists and poets practiced their professions, made them as a group particularly
vulnerable and sensitive to feeiings of powerlessness.

No direct connection need be made berween the weakness of certain cul-
rural institutions and the rapidly consolidating institutional power of the srare.

The specific insecuriry poers felt as poers was reinforced by any insecurities
some of them might have felt as citizens. Both their relationships to their pro-
fession and to the poliry underscored individual impotence, an unhealthy,
festering condition in a democracy. The rwo sources of insecuriry formed an

harmonic resonance that magnified the sensation of living in a strucrure rhe
sole pulpose of which seemed to crush liberry, or ro put it in terms that be-
carne more prevalent in the late r95os, to colonize the private world with the
concems and imperatives of the public.

The experiments of the poers, founded upon the "unground of freedom,"
lashed back with acts of self-empowerrnent. The imagination, manifested in
its highest form in the aesthetic ac! became the most stable source of personal
freedom in a world otherwise deterministic and frightening. An absolutized
pnyacy, no matter what the costs, rurned out to be the most radical defense
against the claims of public order. Bohemian enclaves developed a repertoire
of self-images thar proved to have appeal to the collective imagination far be-
yond the limited boundaries of the art and poerry worlds. As feelings of pow-
erlessness spread, the aesthetic avanr-garde provided an antidote. A corollary

I
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of this analysis suggests why the avant-garde became a more important source

for socially oppositional ideas in the post-\florld War II period than the

American Communist parry, which had grown impressively during the de-

pression. Communists idealized institutional power, and their successes calne

from the manipulation of coordinated mass force. After 1947, when faced

with the overwhelming power of the American state, the communists re-

vealed how limited their power acrually was. They might have survived had

they continued to engage the subjective imagination of those who felt i., oP-

position to developing trends in American society. Forpeople yearning for an

alternative to mass institutions, however, the answers communists gave to the

nationt social ills seemed irrelevant at best.

But for professional artists and poets there remained a limit on the Power
of the imagination. The strategy of personal liberation did not answer the

questions of daily existence, how to survive by creating work that sociery

could use in some predictable manner. Achieving stabiliry through the cre-

ation of solid institutions that would nurftrre and support Practicing profes-

sionals remained a pressing need.

As the avant-garde communiry grew between ry45 and ry65, it remained

suspended beween goals of personal liberation and institutional stabiliry. The

efforts arrists and poets made to find equilibrium led to experiments in form,

subjectiviry and institutional setting. Th.y attempted to stave off a choice be-

fween social opposition and professional commitment, for freedom meant re-

fusing to affirm a single identiry or "person alityi'to leave oPen the possibiliry

of contrary interests and needs. The immediate Practical requirement of the

avant-garde was to construct a communiry of like-minded people who shared

the belief that creativity overcame contingency. This would be a communiry

where the distinction berween producer and consumer blurred. Poets as

professionals faced the need to create an affiniry grouP. To expand beyond

coter-ie circles poets required audiences of nonpoets who considered their

reading and listening to be work as creative and restorative as the poet-

producert. \florks had to function as emblems of communally shared per-
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sonalistic values; performances had to "manifest" the existence of interior re-

ilry; "alternative institutions," at first ad hoc and primitive, then branching

out to include bars and coffeehouses, were needed as gathering points. Above

all, a tradition had to be constructed to replace a history that placed regional

movements on the rnargins. The activiry was counterculrural in attempting to
extend the social existence of small, personally managed entelprise. Opposi-
tion to "capitalism" was pan of the constructed tradition, but transgressive

relations were secondary to aspects that projected personalistic values as an

alternative to hierarchy and deterministic thought.

I
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1. Rexroth to Louis Zukovsky, ro March r%r, Rexroth papers, DSC.
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ganrzatLonal membership but paint a picture of close involvement in many Commu-
nist parry activities in the r93os. In the rgjos he worked as an organrzer in San Fran-
cisco for the Ioh, Reed Club, unemployed councils, the National Maritime l-Jnion,
and the Nurses Association. See Kenneth Rexroth, An Awtobiographrcal ltlovel, re-
vised and expanded, ed. Linda Hamalian (New York: New Directions, rggr),

4rr-4r4, 4t7-{2)t 44r-446, 453. From rg4oto 1943 he worked as a volunteer coun-
selor for the National Committee for Conscientious Objectors. James Laughlin and

Morgan Gibson, both of whom knew Rexroth well, thought that the Communist
pary had refused Rexroth membership and that he had been a close fellow-traveler
in order to keep his first wife hrppy. This is not implausible, but their account does

not explain why Rexroth would claim to be a member on his Fellowship of Recon-
ciliation application if he had not been. Another difficulry with their explanation is
that during the period of time noted on the application, Rexroth was separated from
his wife.

3. Kenneth Rexroth, "The Function of Poetry and the Place of the Poet in Soci-
?v," \ro\r, 6-7.

4. See "Proposal for a National Registry of Anists and Vriters" and Matenal
Gatbered on FederalWriters Projea, on file in Rexroth papers, DSC.

5. Merle Armitage, "Tape-Recorded Interview with Merle Armitage," inter-
viewed ry64 by Betry Hoag, AAA, 7. Rexroth's assignments at the F\MP were to
write sections on campgrounds and hiking trails for the WPA Guide to California, but
as with many other writers in the F"S(rP, his assigrunents were relatively light and he

had free time for personal writing projects. In effect, this proved to be a government
subsidy for radical literature, for Rexroth was a frequent contdbutor to left-wirrg p.-
riodicals such as lllew Masses, IIew Repwblic, and Frontiers.

6. Kenneth Rexroth, "New Objectives, New Cadres," CSP, 96.
7. Kenneth Rexroth, "August 22, 1939:'CSB 97-99.
8. Proposal on file in Rexroth papers, DSC.
9. This was Rexroth's explanation. It is possible that the F\f,P laid him off when it

began reducing its staff Ln r94o. There is some ambiguiry about the exact date when
Rexroth left the F$(aP, since employment records have not been available and Rexroth
at various times gave different accounts of when and how he left. However, the most
likely date is r94o, since he took the job as an orderly in order to be excused from
selective service.

10. Robert Horan to Robeft Duncan, Mry r94o, Robert Duncan papers, BL.
Thomas Parkinson, who knew Rexroth ater r94t, referred to Rexroth's "discontinu-
ous personaliry. " Rexroth anacked his friends for no apparent reason and deliberately
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provoked antagonism (Poets, Poem1 Moaements [Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press,

ry87), z5t-z5z). Robert Duncan called Rexroth "Mr. Big Bang," refen'ing to sulprise
explosions of rcmper. He also described Rexroth as a fabulizer, whose emotions gen-

erated sffong physical "memories" of events that never occuffed ("Interview on Rex-
roth," Conj uncti.ons + LrgS il: 9 ).

1,1,. Interview in The San Francisco Poets, 26.

12. Kenneth Rexroth, "About the Poems," Yl, 9.
13. PT, r 3-r4; CLP, 6f65.
14. PT, r j, j8; CLP, 53, 88.

15. PT, r j-t5; CLP, 56.

16. W, 34, 36, 4r; CLR 8y, 85, 9r. In the early t96os, he wrote "The Vheel Re-
volves," a poem about camping with his daughter that concluded with the lines: "Ten

thousand years revolve without change. / Allthis will never be again" (CSP, zr).
1,7. Quoted by Lawrence Lipton, Tbe Holy Barbariazs (New York: Julian Mess-

ner, Inc., t959), zo.

18. After the war Rexroth agreed that the firebombings of Dresden, Hamburg,
and Tokyo, the refusal to come to the assistance of the 'Warsaw uprising, and the
atomic destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were "relatively minor [evils] in com-
parison with the holocaust." But he added that American responsibiliry for "millions
of dead [hrr] taught us that men can deliberately and knowingly choose evil" (Kenneth
Rexroth, "Letter from America," fliow [London] no. I JVIay r94ilt 7-il; see also
"Excelpts from the Unpublished Autobio$aphy," Conjwnctions a (r98o): ro8- ro9.

19. W, 4-24, 29,3 r; CLP, 74, 8o, 82.
20. Yl, zz; CLP, n.The Amida Buddha is the most revered of the nonhistorical

Buddhas. The narne derives from the Sansl<it amiabba, "boundless lighq" and sym-
bolizes the attainment of a narLrre, both physical and spiritud, that is without flaw.
Kwannon is a popular form of the bodhisatwa Kannon, "the Great Compassionate
One." Kwannon has come to represent unremitting love and benevolence, with un-
derstanding for all the causes of suffering. Originally a male figure, Kannon trans-
formed into Kwannon, the Buddha that embraces feminine stereotypes. See Philip
Kapleau, The Three Pilkrs of Zen: Teacbing, Praaice, Enligbtenment (Boston: Bea-

con Press, t967), 28, t63, 322, 3zj, 334.
21,. YT, z9; CLP, 8o.

22. PT, +o; CLP, gr.
23. W,47;CSP, r4r.
24. FrI, ;; CSP, fi3. Note that there is no sense that patterns are imposed by

imagination nor of a search for statistical probabiliry.
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25. Laughlin to Rexroth, 15 Mry r94j, Rexroth papers, DSC.
26. Reviews by Hanrey Curtis Vebster, Louisville Courier-Journal, rz December

1944; Conrad Aiken, New Republic, z April r94j, 4j2;William Carlos Williams, "In
Praise of Marriage," Quarterly Revicw of Literature z Ug+)i r45-r49.

27. D. H. Lawrence, Seleaed Poems of D. H. I-awrence (New York: New Direc-
tions, g+il; Tbe llleu Britisb Poets: An Antbology, ed. Kenneth Rexroth (New York:
New Directions, 1949); Kenneth Rexroth, Tbe Art of Worldly \Yisdom (Prairie City,
Illinois: Decker Press, r94il; Kenneth Rexroth, The Signature of All Tbrngs (New
York: New Directions, r95o).

28. Kenneth Rexroth, "Poetry, Regeneration, and D. H. Lawrence," reprinted in
WOW, rr.

29. WO\V, 15.

30. Rexroth, ed., Tbe LIew Bitisb Poets, vii. In a letter to James Laughlin,

5 March r94r, Rexroth accused Eliot and Auden of using "coercive rhetorical incan-
tation. " Rexroth declared his own aesthetic to be one of "immediacy of utterance"
(Kennetb Rexroth and James Laughlin: Seleaed Conespondence, ed. Lee Bartlett

[N.* York: \M. .W. Norton, r99r], 5-8).
31,. Lecture notes for the classes are in the Rexroth papers, DSC.
32. Rexroth, "Poetry, Regeneration, and D. H. Lawrence," VO\(, ry.
33. In "The Dragon and the Unicorn'Rexroth addressed the claim of the Con-

gress for Culrural Freedom that poets needed to defend American liberry against So-

viet ryranny with these lines:

All the world raises hell about
Essenin and Mayakovsky.
Twenry-three poets of l'anthology
Rank" have committed suicide
In the USA since r9oo.
It is by far the commonest
Form of death among poets.

I am far better aware of
The evils of Stalinism
Than you are, you ex-Trotskyite
Varmonger. But it won't get you
Anywhere to tell me I should
\Welcome the beast who devours me

Just because a bigger lion
Is eating somebody else on
The other side of the arena. (CLB 45-46)
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34. Kenneth Rexroth, "Vhy San Francisco Is Different," holograph for unpub-
lished lecture, ca. ry48, in Rexroth papers, DSC.
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36. Miles, "Poetry Teaching, Scholarship," ROHO, t8.
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tion, Jack Stauffacher's Greenwood Press began publishing low-cost chapbooks. Ad-
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38. See Villiam Everson, "Dionysus and the Beat Generation," n Eartb Poetry:

Seleaed Essays and Interuiews of William Eaerson r95o/r977 (Berkeley: Oyez, r98o),
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Davidson, "Notes Beyond the llotes: Vallace Stevens and Contemporary Poetics," in
Walkce Stepens and Modernism, ed. Alben Gelpi (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versiry Press, rgSl); Michael Davidson, The San Francisco Renaissance: Poetics and
Community at Mid-centwry (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 1989); Robert
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Princeton Universiry Press, 1976); The Poetry Reading: A Contemporary Compen-
diwm on Langwage and PerformAnce, ed. Stephen Vincent and EllenZwerg(San Fran-

cisco: Momo's Press, r98r).
39. Rexroth, "Exceqpts from the Unpublished Autobiography," ,o9.
40. See Kenneth Rexroth, "A Selected Bibliography of Poetics/Modern I1947)"

(Ameican Poetry r [Fall rg8l]: 55-66), for a reproducdon of a reading list. See also

Thomas Parkinson, Poets, Poems, Movements, r75, 3o1, for Parkinsont recollections
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History is a separation, Clay Spohn believed. "I feel that the past, present,

furure [are] together in a sense-they're one thing. They're pan of the same

chain, so the past is never dead." Vhat we call history he continued, is an

illusion that people use to divide themselves into discrete parts, but the only

absolute he could see in the human condition was continuation. Only things

change, and time marks distance berq/een things.lThese reflections abrupdy

interrupted his account of his comfortable middle-class childhood in Oak-

land, California. The gentle decency and moral responsibiliry that had guided

his parents still lived within him. Once he had thought that when he became

an artist, particularly an abstract artist, he had betrayed their hopes for him.

Finally at the age of sixty-seven, he could admit that the only way oPen to

him to keep his family's values alive in the world had been as an aftist.

From 1884 to r9z9 his father operated a small advenising and marketing

firm in San Francisco. For twenty years after his father's death, old men intro-

duced themselves to Spohn, shook his hand, and congratulated him for being

the son of John Hury Spohn, whose tdents as a salesman were as legendary

as his absolute honesry. His mother, Lena Schaeffer Spohn, had been an alna-

teur painter, talented enough to win prizes for her work in locd contests. She

was Clayt first an teacher. He recalled that she was an excellent technician,

but her philosophy had been impoftant for his development as well. There



was no place for competition in art, she told him. Paint so everybody else

could share the things he cherished most. His parents knew very little about

the world outside their immediate lives, Spohn thought, but they believed

that things of beaury helped people live happier and more ethical lives. The

Spohns were not a church-going family, andthe arts took the place of religion

as an everyday source for basic values. Th.y wanted their son to develop his

talents and enrolled him in Saturday classes ar rhe Califomia College of Ans

and Crafts, the local institution following the teachings of William Morris.

By the time he was sixteen, he too had won several prizes for his work, but

he understood that painting was a "private thing," a discipline of meditative

self-improvement.2

That he might seek a career as an artist never occurred to him until he vis-

ited the art pavilion at the ryt5 Panama-Pacific International Exposition,

where the organizers presented the most extensive presentation of contem-

porary European and American art in the United States since the Armory

Show in New York rwo years earlier. The cubist work in panicular ser the

seventeen-year-oldt imagination on fire. He immediately started to work in

abstraction, hoping to capture on canvas "things that you feel in nature rhar

you don't see," things experienced not with the eyes but with the whole be-

ing. He began to conceive of art as a form of invention nor to be limited to

devotional srudy of what he "cherished." The pastoral idyll of childhood

ended as he dreamed of taking his own place in an enlarged world where

painting was a great deal more than "self-improvement."3

In ryr9, discharged from a brief stint in the navy, Spohn dutifully enrolled

in Berkeley to study business. After one semester he dropped out, informing

his parents that the alternative was flunking our. He intended to devote his

energies to painting. But he was not prepared to sever his ties to the practical

world. He told his father that business needed good advenising illustrators,

and he quickly found a job designing billboards to prove it. His parents

wanted their son to get an education, so they offered to send him to New

York to srudy at the An Srudents League, where he could learn his craft from
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the best teachers in the country. There he studied with George Luks, Kenneth

Hayes Miller, and Guy Pene du Bois. It was not a hrppy experience. He was

impatient with their representational approach to art. Th.y ridiculed his in-

terest in cubism and every other form of abstraction emanating from Europe.

Draw more and think less, Miller advised his student. Beyond disagreements

over sryle, there was conflict over goals. His teachers reduced art to formulas,

he complained, the six rules of perspective, the fourways of modeling masses,

the rwelve-step color wheel. Everything they had to teach him was a safe and

secure way to achieve preconceived effects. His teachers emphasized the im-

portance of creating solid forms on paper and canvas so rich and full that their

originais appeared flat and transitory in comparison, nothing more than

models. Spohn and his friends, among them Alexander Calder, had no am-

bition to sulpass realiry. Th.y hoped their never-before-seen shapes would

take them into completely unknown experiences.a

After rwo years of listening to his complaints about school, his parents

pressured him to translate his talents into money: decorate deparcment store

windows, illustrate newspapers, they wrote him, anything that might put

him on the road to self-sufficiency. It was all right to be an artist, but he had

to consider how his interests could be useful to others. He found work doing

sketches of the "human pathos of everyday life" for the I',lew York World,bu

the pay was so poor that he remained financially dependent upon his parents.

Th.y became increasingly impatient: since he had failed to put down roots in

New York, why not rerurn to San Francisco and join his fathert business,

where his talents could be put to use designing packaging. "I was suffering . . .

because I'd get these letters from home; my mother used to write such things

as: the doilar is your best friend. So corny."s

Torn berween the thing he "instinctively wanted to do" and the thing that

he "had to do from a practical point of view," Spohn suffered a complete

breakdown in his health in ry24. He dropped out of school and hurried

home, so weak he could not walk from one end of his familyt apartment to

the other. Recovered, he found work as a muralist for building contractors
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and painted allegorical frescos of the muses for the back patios of California

homes. Encouraged by the response to this commercial work, he venrured

south to Los Angeles to see if he could fit into Hollywood as a set designer,

while simultaneously hoping to interest producers in a scheme he had devel-

oped for stereoscopic effects in the motion pictures. Both efforts failed, and

he returned home with a new plan, this time to study in Paris at the Acad6mie

Moderne, Fernand L6ger's school. He was suqprised when his father thought

this a reasonable proposition. The older Spohn hoped an "advenrure" might

toughen his son, and L6gert academy seemed to qualify as legitimate educa-

tion. Clay set off for Paris in the fall of ry26 with a promise of ruro years'

subsidy to complete his unfinished schooling..

Spohn spent rwo years in France, and later he was quite the raconteur of

life in Parisian bohemia. His interaction with European aftists could nor have

been very deep, since he never learned to speak French. His notebooks

suggest that he often stayed to himself for weeks ar a time and that most of

his social contacts were with other Americans.T He was disappointed with

L6ger's school. The master wandered through the studios once or rwice a

month, barely looked at the work, and made only the most vague observa-

tions. Most of the instruction came from English-speaking assistants who

took care of the Americans and Britons who made up the majoriry of stu-

dents.8 After six months, Spohn decided the school was a scarn to fleece

culrural tourists. He rented a cheap srudio on the ouskifts of Paris and set

himself up as an independent painter in charge of his own education.e His

notebooks from the period conrain lists of books to read and exhibis to see.

He observed the French avant-garde, but he seems to have spent considerably

more time srudying classical than contemporary work. Interspersed berq/een

reports on paintings he had seen, budget calculations, and recipes for mixing

pain6 and glazes, were philosophical observations rhar reveal an anarchic

temperament unable to escape his parents'concem that his desires be recon-

ciled with financial practicaliry:
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My whole life must be full of moving about quickly and traveling from
place to place.

t...1
Avoid all bad influences both morally and physically.

t...1
One should never be conscious of the means, only of the results; or, never

conscious of the cause, but only of the effect.

t .l
Mind is the only cause, mind is the source of all causes.

t...1
One should not think of oneself, but of one's dury.

tl
The making of a picture should be great fun, if it isn't then there is some-

thing wrong with it.

t. .l
If one lends impoftance to anything he becomes anached to it, and hence

his spirit is not free. One must remain non-anached to whatever he

does. It is then only that he can hope for salvation . . . he can only ac-

complish this by his detachment of his spirit to material things, which

he can only do when he realizes and understands the unimportance of
that which he does.

t. .l
Thought, not money, is the real business capital.

t. .l
Anything you can visualize you can do.

t...1
And what is your goal? Fame, adoration, respect, recognition-accep-

tance. 10

Spohnt jottings were a curious coupling of duty with detachment, a quasi-

Buddhist openness with Yankee positive thinking, in a way that voids both

qualities of any practical meaning. Anxiery about money was a perrnanent

feature of his life, as were oddball schemes to make his imaginative talents

somehow fit into the entrepreneurial ethic. In October 1929 he announced

the formation of a new company, "Ideas Incolporated, or the Idea Factory."
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This entelprise would be a "clearing house for ideas, an agency you might say

where people come to get ideas or to dispose of them."'1 The announcement

was illustrated by a sketch of a robot sofa that could give massages or turn

into a "love nest" on command. A sophisticated dadaist joke? or a serious,

albeit ludicrous, business venture? His private notes for the scheme were so

deadpan that they provide no entry into his motivations. But in either event

and whether consciously intended or not, Spohn had made a statement that

the artist's task was not representation, but the trial of unusual, perhaps even

goofy, ideas. The artist, by exploring the edges of practicaliry, would be the

person who determined which ideas were truly new and which were simply

weird. Spohnt persistent conflicts with his parents over how he would make

a living, as well as his own intemal conflict berween making art and making a

living, were temporanly resolved in attempting to define a social role for art

that went far beyond making images. Art was a mode of invention even when

reduced to a parody of Franklinesque ingenuiry. Spohn marks the entrance in

this study of another character Tpe, the alterego to the promoter transform-

ing Iimitations into assets: the trickster figure, wandering on the outside of

sociery apparendy wanting to join but only insofar as he can reveal the ab-

surd heart within ambition.

Ideas Inc. came after Spohnt forced return to America. In ry28, as his

thinieth binhday approached, his parents decided the days of adventure had

to end. For five months they incrementally reduced his allowance, justifying

their action with wamings that family finances were not as healthy as he as-

sumed. He vowed to tough it out and stay but returned home a second time

undernourished and on the verge of physical collapse. Once agatnhis parents

nursed him back to health. When he was on his feet, they rented a studio on

the outskins of San Francisco's financial district and set Spohn up in business

as a portraitist. To his own surprise, he developed a clientele. Spohnt eclectic

training allowed him to produce in either traditional academic or mildly

avant-garde sryles, depending on his buyer's preferences in world culture.

In October r92g the stock market crash hit and his customers vanished.
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His business folded, as did his fathert marketing firm. For the next five years

the Spohns experienced a ffagtc unraveling of their fornrnes. His father died

within a few months of losing his business. Spohn became responsible for his

mother's support, while his brother, once seemingly destined for a good ca-

reer in engineering, became an alcoholic. Spohn confronted the irrespon-

sibiliry of his youth. His wanderings had overstretched his fathert sulpris-

i"gly limited capital resources, but paternal generosiry had achieved nothing.

Spohn was talented, but barely employable. He drifted from job to job, and

might have permanently vanished from the art world had not the New Deal

provided him with his second oppornrniry to earn a living as an artist.

Federal subvention of artists started modestly in Decemb er 1933 when the

Treasury Department established the Public \Works of An Program with

funds from the Civil\Works Administration. Painters and sculptors qualifying

for relief could obtain temporary jobs decorating public buildings and parks.

Spohn was one of the first people hired in San Francisco in January 1914.

Later the same year, this limited program expanded as Congress authorized

the Treasury Relief An Project to employ artists with no other means of sup-

port in decorating 2,too federal buildings in all parts of the country. In r93 5

the Vorks Progress Administration established the Federal An Project to

provide long-term employment for out-of-work artists. Slighdy over r I,ooo

artists went to work for the WPA. Older, more established artists filled the

rolls of the Easel Painting Section, which paid them to work in their studios

on persond work, which then belonged to the government. Younger artists,

such as Spohn, were assigned to the much more visible mural project.12

From ry34 to March I94r Spohn worked on one or another of the three

relief-based arts projects. He created murals of California history and legend

for schools, post offices, and military bases across the northern Paft of the

state. Spohn was a skilled and frequently praised craftsperson. Publicists for

the \MPA often presented his work in local newsPaPers as evidence of qualiry

of Federal Art Project murals.13 This success gave Spohn some freedom in a

program that was frequently frustrating to creative people. He could choose
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8. Clay Spohn (left) with assistant Alden Clark working on canoon

for The Spiit of New Almadin, 1938. Photograph by Federal Arts Project.

Clay Spohn papers, Archives of American An, Smithsonian Institution.

his subjecn and faced little criticism of his cartoons. The murals were always

representational, but Spohn pushed his sryle as far as he could in the direc-

tion of simplified planes. In The Spiit of Nezu Almaden, a reworking of a
Costanoan myth for a high school auditorium in Santa Clara Counry Spohn

abstracted the modeling to achieve flaner, less sculpted figures than was rypi-

cal of WPA art in California (fiS. 8).

Like Helen Lundeberg working in sourhem California, Spohn did not

consider any of his WPA work to be "painting." k was all "illustrarion." He

acknowledged that the job had been an interesting experience, but his main

satisfaction carne from giving his "clienrs," rhe people he met in the schools,

military bases, and office buildings where he worked, something with which

they would be happy to live for years. He hated the bureau cracy that infested

the Federal Art Project. He had to submit all his plans to counry committees

consisting of local politicians and established aftists not employed in the relief
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efforts. These committees reviewed all project topics and designs for suit-

abiliry to communiry tastes. Once they had approved a cartoon for a mural,

any further changes, however slight, had to return to the oversight commit-

tees for their concurrence. Bureaucratic process made it extremely difficult

for artists to engage in creative give-and-take with the local people who would

be using the building and whose input Spohn found most valuable.la

The New Deal federal arts projects were embroiled in political controversy

throughout their brief existence. A majoriry of state governments, which ap-

pointed the county oversight committees, lobbied Congress to transfer the

programs entirely to state control. Th.y argued that appointees from Vash-

ington were insensitive to local traditions and tastes. Vhether such charges

were true or not, governors v,anted to include jobs in the various arts projects

in the patronage they distributed. Established professional artist groups, such

as the national Fine Ans Federation and state groups such as the California
\Watercolor Sociery and the California Landscape Painters Sociery opposed

the federal arts projects as unfair competition. Private artists found themselves

excluded from most government-sponsored decoration, a market that prior

to the depression had been a lucrative source of income for artists with the

right political connections. These groups preferred elimination of the means

test that limited participating artists to those who would otherwise be on re-

lief. They also supported transfer of art funds to the state level where they

would have more influence on contract allocation.

Anists working in the program had to placate federal supervisors edgy

about anything that might offend a congressman and state-appointed over-

sight committees often hostile and out to prove that federal supporr for the

arts was a waste of money. In addition, many artists resented srylistic limita-

tions. The prograrn was a subsidy for the individual, but not for development

of the individualt vision. On the other hand, the Federal An Project allowed

artists to develop a body of work. Spohn admitted that the WPA had not

been time wasted because the work had forced him to develop disciplined,

efficient work habits.'5
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In ry4t Spohn went to work as a draftsman in a naval shipyard. Despite

rvrelve-hour shifts, for the first time in nearly rcn years he started producing

purely personal work again, depicting the disrurbing images bubbling out of

his subconscious. The fall of Paris provoked a profound inner crisis for

Spohn. One of his first war-inspired works was rhe mixed-mediaWab,e Up

and Liae. He painted a life-size fly on a board ser in the back of a box, then

attached a fly swatter with a spring and pull chain so rhat a viewer could pull

the chain and make the swatter hit the fly. "The idea behind it," Spohn ex-

plained, "was that if we didn't wake up ro the real facts that were going on

with the war in Europe, and so on, we might find ourselves in a bad way. But

no one interpreted it this way." When it was exhibited in the fall r94r San

Francisco Art Association Annual, audiences thought Spohn was making a

satirical comment on the show and on painting in general. Spohn submitted

the work to the painting section, but the jury refused it, angrily denouncing

it as dada junk. He then resubmitted it to the sculprure section, which in rurn

passed the piece to the commercial and industrid arr section. After much de-

bate, that jury panel agreed to include Spohnt piece, but only so that San

Francisco would be allowed to see what had upset so many people. After rwo

days, the annual's governing board removed the piece from the show because

of attempts to destroy it. San Franciscot first dadaisr provocation was par-

ticularly ironic; it existed only in the imagination of those good burghers for

whom culrure was sdll a trivial form of moral rearmament.16

Spohnt next project was a series of gouaches, "Fantastic Var Machines

and Guerragraphs," painted in early ry42 andinspired by nightmares he suf-

fered after Pearl Harbor (fig. g). The objectification of inner psychological

tension might qualify these paintings as surrealist exercises, but Spohn refused

a surrealist label for the series. He preferred a more homespun terrn, "prank-

isms." While the surrealists believed that bringing forth the imagination into

the light of day was essential to the task of human liberation, for Spohn, the

imagination was part of the technology that made America so powerful and,
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9. Clay Spohn, FantasticWar Machine, gouache onpaper, 1942.

Oakland Museum, Gift of Peggy Nelson Dixon.

therefore, made life in the modern world so uncertain and frightening. The

Idea Factory he had fantasized about tn 1929 had taken root in the war indus-

try; no idea was absurd if invincibiliry was the goal. In his exhibition state-

ment, the artist explained that war made guarantee of infallible aim the sole

goal of invention, and anything that conceivably might fit that aim was bound

to be tned."

Spohnt new work brought him to the attention of Douglas MacAgy

Q9ry-ry73), curator at the San Francisco Museum of Art. MacAgy observed

that Spohnt war machine gouaches were important statements on the war be-

cause theB-29 was a more vivid and truthful symbol of America at war than

GI Joe. Americat victory would flow from the wondrous efficiency of its
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machine culture, yet the power of American machinery meant abandoning all

pretense to individual empowerrnent. "The inventer himself is a potential vic-

tim. At the service of each side, the machine attacks both," MacAgy wrote in

a ry44 essay on Spohnt work. American technology, necessary to prevail,

challenged the power of the human spirit and the omnipotence of thought.

Citing Freudt Totem and Taboo, MacAgy argued that in the era of machines

only in art "has the omnipotence of thought been retained." MacAgy pre-

dicted that the new sociery ushered in by American victory would inevitably

increase the social power and presence of anistic production. Artists would

be called upon to convert the universe-threatening power of the war machine

into an object of wonder and thereby restore to humaniry "^ sense of om-

nipotence" untenable in the face of the technology sociery had developed.

MacAgy saw art increasingly becoming "a narcissistic advenrure," but even

more necessary than ever before in history if people were to find the courage

to live with the technology their sociery had brought into being. "The playful

ingenuiry of these creations gives them an individualiry but of a kind which

cannot be mistaken for independence. It appears as a rather exuberant exer-

cise of control over what might have been awaryardmonster . . . the vitaliry

of their representation is an effective substitute for the exciting characteristic

of self-sustained modon in the rnachine of wonder."l8

MacAgy arranged Spohn's first one-artist show. He also secured for the

artist a part-time teaching job at the California School of Fine Arts, a position

that became full-time n r94t when MacAgy became director of the school.

MacAgy's predictions about the posrwar status of art seemed partially ful-

filled with a sudden, unexpected expansion of the schooli student body with

rerurning veterans. The school under MacAgy's direction and with Spohn as

one of the principal instructors became a vibrant center in the evolution of

abstract expressionism. From r94t to r9jo, Spohn, approaching and then

passing his fiftieth birthday, suddenly was a leader in sociery one of those

who would alter his countryt view of art. Nonetheless, his success has some-
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thing uncanny about it, as if it were merely a trickster's illusion. His paintings

are seldom seen. His most important work from the period has vanished. His

narne is known only to specialists, yet his contemporaries considered him a

profound inspiration. Spohnt object-image sleights-of-hand show how in the

posrwar period in America the power of arttransferred from objects ("mon-

uments") to ideas, hopes, and rnemories.

This transfer took place first of all in a special group of students, those vet-

erans who, for absolutely no practical reason, turned to art when they were

given the oppornrniry to achieve their educational dreams. The GI Biil of

Rights, passed n 1944, proved to be one of the most important pieces of leg-

islation ever affecting the arts. By offering generous educational benefits to

veterans, Congress pulposefully expanded education in every field, including

those to which it gave no thought. Indeed, it voted down a proposal that

would have restricted veterans benefits to courses of study leading to employ-

able skills. Distrusting the process of govemment rationaliry, Congress pre-

ferred to rely on individual self-interest to achieve the greatest possible good.

A desire for self-improvement brought new art, drama, dance, and writing

schools into existence, and revivified old, waning schools. Mature anists like

Spohn found employment as teachers, employment that, unlike work for the

depression-era programs, left them free to pursue their personal vision of art.

Perhaps as important, the explication and rationalizationof teaching methods

may have encouraged them to carry their investigations m logical extremes.

The numbers of smdents who passed through arts training programs were

so large that a "community" was founded, one much larger than the private

market f.or artcould possibly engage. It was a "communityi'in part because

the professional basis of the arts was temporarily thrown into confusion.

\fith no possibiliry of earning a living through their work, most young artists

placed more importance upon the spirirual aspects of their vocation than the

practical. In this new context, an oddball character like Clay Spohn, far from

being simply a maladjusted eccentric, became an exempl^ry model for a gen-
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eration of arcists that, like him, sprang into being suspended berween com-

merce and imagination.

Between ry45 and ry55 tliro and a quarter million veterans attended college-

level schools under the GI Bill (55,ooo were women). By ,g+7 total college

enrollment in the United States had jumped 75 percent over the prewar rec-

ord. The number of srudents attending state universities was more than twice

the number enrolled in the prewar period. Even private universities, with

higher ruition and often stricter admissions requirements, had record jumps

in attendance.re

Educators were sulprised by the educational choices veterans made. The

assumption that their primary goalwould be to learn practical skills was over-

rurned when veterans who attended college-level institutions preferred liberal

arts education over professional training. A srudy at UCLA in the ry45 aca-

demic year showed that veterans were more likely than nonveterans to enroll

in humanities majors and were less likely to choose science, business, or edu-

cation.2o The author of the UCLA study also noted that the grades of veterans

were "appreciably higher in all groups and in all semesters."2l The Carnegie

Foundation for Higher Education financed a srudy of veteran performance at

rwenty-five institutions of higher learning during the ry46 academic year. The

researchers found that in every school included in the srudy, veterans eamed

higher grades than nonveterans, even though veterans did not feel that grades

were, or should be, important motivating factors. Examining background

characteristics and motivations to test possible explanations for the superi-

oriry of veteran performance, the srudy's authors determined that, while vet-

erans were more likely to come from families with lower educational levels

than nonveterans, both groups of srudents came from such widely hetero-

geneous backgrounds that no explanatory conclusions could be drawn from

either family origins or prior education. Neither did better utilization of time
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account for the veterans' higher grades, since veterans with high grades did

not by and large spend more hours srudying.

Examination of reasons for seeking a college education yielded answers

that were also unexpected. Forry-four percent of veterans responded that

"self-improvement" was their principal aim in going back to school, an an-

swer that only rz percent of nonveterans selected. Fourteen percent of vet-

erans responded that their education was directed toward entering a pro-

fession, compared b 37 percenr for nonveterans. Nearly equal and sizable

blocs-4r percent of the veterans and 48 percenr of the nonveterans- indi-

cated that "making more money" was their primary goal. The heterogeneous

nature of both the veteran and nonveteran srudent populadon makes gener-

alizations about motivations selected from a multiple choice quesrionnaire

difficult. The greater number of veterans choosing "self-improvement" as a

goal suggests that many had a humanist rarher than an instrumental view of
education, which would be consistent with the greater tendency to select ma-

jors in the liberal arts found in the UCLA study.

The only factor the authors of the srudy would hypothesi ze as apossible

explanation of veteran performance was that a larger number of veterans

made an active choice ro go to school; they were no longer following a pre-

determined life or career course. "The superioriry of the vereran srudenr,"

they wrote, "'was nor due primarily ro any psychological characteristics asso-

ciated with greater age or with experience connected with military service."

Much more important was "a process of self-selection growing out of a com-

plex of circumstances which included the educational benefits of the GI Bill

and the delaying of college matriculation on the pan of veterans. Those verer-

ans who decided to go to college included alarger proportinn of strongly mo-

tivated and academically-minded men rhan would otherwise have gone to

college."zz

The GI Bill profoundly affected colleges and universities by expanding the

potential srudent body. The effects of the bill were even more significant for
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an schools. From fall ry46 to spring t9j2, veteran enrollment ranged be-

rween 4o and 59 percent of total srudent registration at the five most im-

portant art schools in California: the California School of Fine Aru in San

Francisco, the California College of Arts and Crafts in Oakland, and the

Chouinard An Institute, Art Center School, and Otis Art Institute in Los

Angeles. If only full-time srudents are considered, the impact of veterans

upon art schools 'q/as even more dramatic. When part-time, evening, and

Saturday smdents are excluded, the percentage of veterans was never less than

70 percent of students at these schools from ry46 to r9J2, and was frequently

well over 8o percent. Only in the spring of ry1 1, as the World War II veterans

benefit program wound to a conclusion, did the number of veterans begin to

decline.23 The demand for art education stimulated by the GI Bill was so great

that rwenty new art schools were organized to offer training to veterans,

eleven of which were still open n ry56.

Govemment subsidy for the ans had shifted from the prewar Works Prog-

ress Administration to schools that were in many cases financially dependent

upon veterans' educational benefits to a degree that most general-education

colleges and universities were not. The subsidy was invisible since it was part

of a much larger program that had no policy goals regarding the arts, but it

was still there shaping the oppornrnities for both older and younger artists.

No srudies comparable to the Camegie Foundation report were done of

art sftrdents to determine their particular motivations. Oral histories have

documented the motivations of those who later established successful careers.

Some, like Lee Mullican (b. ryt), completed an education begun before the

war. In Mullicant case, military service (he drew maps for the A*y Signal

Corys) was a critical factor in forcing him to confront and define his life goals.

As a teenager he knew that he wanted to be a painter. Raised in rural Okla-

homa, he had no models to follow for developing a career, and his knowledge

of developments in American and European art carne entirely from maga-

zines. At the urging of his parents, when he entered college, he prepared for

a career as a high school teacher, assuming that painting would be his private
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hobby. Then, after the collapse of France in June r94o, selective service reg-

istration became mandatory. Mullican decided he simply could not return ro

the Universiry of Oklahoma and pursue business as usual. At the last minute

before fall term classes commenced, he enrolled in the Kansas Ciry An Insti-

rute. He assumed he had only one year before he would be drafted, and in

that time he would do only what he wanted.,o

Mullican's sense of self-determination thereafter was inextricably linked

with the exploration of modem art. He "cherished and celebrated every dis-

covery" in music, foreign films, literarure, and painting. "k was just all awak-

ening." If he was to survive, he had to live as an artist and painter. Modern art

meant first and foremost abstraction, which Mullican defined as the creation

of an alternative world. Representation, he believed, limited an arrisr to inter-

pretation of the currently existing world. The idea that one should paint the

world as one saw it was a trap because a representative aftist was forced into

assuming that the existing world was the only one that could be. Abstracrion

was the necessary avenue for imaginative freedom, for a full critique of realiry

and the positing of unlimited alternatives. These alternatives would not yield

themselves easily. Abstraction was not simply a flow of fantasy. It required

discipline to develop a logically coherent and emotionally satisfying altema-

tive realiry one that could exist. The alternate world sprang from deeply emo-

tional reactions to phenomena that presented themselves in nature. "There

was a pleasure in doing that thing which did not look like anything else. It
was completely the invention of a new world."25

Mullican knew that he wanted to be an arrist and overcame his hesitancy

when he faced the realiry of war and its possible consequences for his own

life. Others like Connor Evefts (b. r9z8) had never considered, even in a ca-

sual way, the possibiliry of a career as a painter. Everrs was born in Tacoma,

\Washington, but raised in Los Angeles, where Everts's father was an or-

ganizer for the International Longshorement and 
'Warehousement Union.

Everts was drafted in ry45 and spent rwo years in the navy. After his dis-

charge, he decided on the spur of the moment to enroll at Chouinard Art
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Institute. He was surprised to find that most of the men in his an classes were

like him: discharged veterans from working- and lower-middle-class back-

grounds taking a plunge to see if they had any talent.'6 Evertst near total lack

of knowledge about art made his entrance into the professional art world dif-

ficult and frustrating. Every critique was "agonizngly embarrassing," he re-

called, "because my work was so absolutely terrible. It was so amateurish."

He overcame his failing well enough to win a Fulbright fellowship to study in

England in r95r.27

Robert Irwin (b. I9z8) likewise recalled that he had no interest in fine art

atany time prior to his discharge. As he thought about what he might do as a

civilian, he considered that he had a "natural mlent" for drawing pictures of

racing cars, aiqplanes, and surfers. He decided that he would go to art school

and find out how to become an illustrator. He recalled that he had been naive

and totally unintellecrual, but once in school he realized that imagery itself

did not interest him. He enjoyed the physicaliry of art, the pleasures of sur-

faces, line, and color. Only as he began to work with the materials did he

begin to feel a passion for the career he had chosen. Sometimes the reasons

for entering art school were entirely frivolous, even if the final result was a

Iifetime commitment to painting. Jorge Goya (b. ryzl had been stationed in

the Bay Area during the war and decided he wanted to stay after the armistice.

Art school intrigued him after he saw a show of contempor^ry art at the San

Francisco Museum of Art, but he also figured art school would be easier to

enter than a regular college and using the GI Bill would give him the funds to

stay in San Francisco without having to find a job."

Cenainly it would be wrong to overemphasize the capricious way in

which many GIs came to the arts. Frank Lobdell and Nathan Oliveira had

both known they wanted to study painting before their military service. Each

had taken classes at a local junior college. The GI Bill allowed Lobdell to at-

tend the Califomia School of Fine Arts full-time, while Oliveira pursued both

bachelort and mastert degrees at the Califomia College of Arts and Crafts.
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Their benefits allowed them to focus on developing their talent and to do it in

the best possible environment, instead of going to a less expensive public

school. Lobdell, for one, pursued his studies in a systematic way: after spend-

ing three years at the Califomia School of Fine Arts, where he was in the thick

of the abstract expressionist revolution, he then transferred to the Ecole de la

Grande ChaumiBre in Paris to expose himself to a more traditional approach

to training.2e

As the GI Bill became an established part of American life, some younger

artists acrually looked forward to military service. \7rlly Hedrick (b. I9z8)

had wanted to attend the California School of Fine Arts after he graduated

from high school, but his family could not afford the fees. He spent three

years hanging around the school, sneaking into classes, but he could not Pur-

sue a set course of srudy. After President Truman sent United States forces

into Korea, Hedrick was drafted. Rather than resenting military service, he

was hopeful that Congress would extend veterans benefits to cover Korean

'War service.In ry52 Congress approved extension of the GI Bill programs.

Hedrick recalled, "As soon as I got my discharge, I just knew that I had it

made because [enrolling in the Califomia School of Fine Ans was] what I re-

ally wanted to do." For African-American artistJohn Outterbridge (b. ryfi),
military service itself suggested that he might be able to make a living as an

artist. Stationed in Germany during the Korean'War, Outterbridge began his

career by making camouflage. He did the assignment with such skill that he

was soon spending his time producing the baset posters, banners, and mu-

rals. \Vhen he left the service i., ,9t y, Outterbridge followed the advice of his

commanding officer and enrolled in an art school to develop his talents more

systematically. Noah Purifoy, another African-American artist, arrived at

Chouinard An Institute only after having first earned a mastert degree in so-

cial welfare. He had to overcome his misgiving that art was too frivolous an

endeavor for a black person. He decided that since it was government money,

he could afford to experiment. He would spend a tnal year in art school. If
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his teachers felt he had promise, he would continue, otherwise not. The

whole prospect was a frightening gamble, but one he could take only because

he felt the conditions were such that a tnre test of his abilities could be made.30

Accounts of the decision made to attend art school tend to combine frivo-

lous and serious explanations. Perhaps Everts, Irwin, and Goya made their

tales of entering art school comical and trivial so they could shunt aside the

painful doubts they must have felt about the practical wisdom of their course.

As Purifoy indicated, his decision was a "gamble," as self-indulgent as a trip

to Las Vegas because there was little likelihood that the several thousand

graduates eachyear from Califomia art schools and college-level art programs

could find art-related employment, much iess establish careers as painters or

sculptors. Government support strengthened his courage to explore his self-

potentialiry, as if the monthly check were some sort of public affirmation that

a purely personal interest might have legitimacy.If pursuing personal desire

was frivolous, public subvention allowed the adventure to be engaged in a se-

rious manner, increasing the pressure on the individual to live up to his ex-

pectations, to make the gamble, which was his country's as much as his, less

risky.

Accounts of teachers and fellow srudents stress the commitment and seri-

ousness of the GI Bill generation. Jay DeFeo (t929-t989) enrolled in the an

department at the Universiry of California, Berkeley, in D47. She thought

most of her teachers were stodgy and old-fashioned, imitators of Cdzanne

and Picasso. Her fellow srudents, however, so many of them veterans, in-

sisted on the importance of abstract expressionism as a break with previous

avant-garde painting styles. She emphasized the seriousness of the veterans in

the art department at Berkeley and spoke of their example as a positive chal-

lenge to herself to rethink her assumptions about qualiry in art. Their disci-

pline helped confirm her own efforts to impose discipline upon her own

work. To compete with them was a sobering experience. While she acknowl-

edged that many had not been good artists, she recalled that the milieu the

veterans created had been more important to her training than the pedagogy
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of her teachers. fuchard Diebenkom Qgzz-rg%) taught at the California

School of Fine Arts from ry47 ro 195o. He thought that the *GI Bill people

were rebellious and [set to] tum things over, and didn't paint where they were

supposed to paint in the school . . . it was Pretry chaotic." The veterans were

not necessarily better painters or sculptors than preceding generations, but

they did not accept the dictums of their teachers. Th.y wanted more than a

set of rules about how to go about the craft of art. Diebenkorn found the

srudents demanded serious intellectual reasons for everything. The shift to-

ward art as a philosophical rather than a Practical discipline was grounded

in the sometimes endless discussions that increasinglv engaged teachers and

srudents.3'

Elmer Bischoff $9fi-ry9I) also taught at the California School of Fine

Arts in the GI Bill period. He felt that the sudents came in with a spirit very

different from what he had experienced before the war as an undergraduate in

the Berkel ey art department. They had a "sense of urgency about things," "a

religious character" that shaped their exPectations about how art could help

sociery.32 Bischoff's reaction to the students was shaped by his own experi-

ences in the war. He served in Britain as an officer in the A.-y Air Colps at

a base conducting daily bombing runs over Germany. When he arrived, he

had been "absolutely baffled by the chaos and the complexiry" of the tasks

involved, but "absolutely amazedat the innate know-how that was displayed.

This was very much of a democratizingexperience like I'[d] never encoun-

tered before." His prior life had been sheltered, giving him contact only with

people from universiry-educated, middle-class backgrounds like his own.

Never before in his life had he been so dependent uPon people from other

backgrounds. He was sufprised to find out that "Cal, the fratemiry all

seemed less important to being a leader after the war, [it was] not really prePa-

ration for getting a job done." Var service humbled his opinion of himself,

but yet raised his sights. If he could exPect more of people, he could exPect

more of himself."

His experiences teaching after the war replicated his wartime experiences
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by challenging his basic attitudes about art andnegating most of what he had

learned at Berkeley:

Art to me had been an external acquisition, again like gening a degree, and

you learned these things, and you learned those techniques, you learned

these powers of composing and organizing and, to a certain degree, of in-

venting, certainly you learned srylistic attributes. And then you manipu-

lated all this, very much like a commercial artist in that sense. You didn't

dig any funher, you didn't come up with things that bewildered you. . . .

You dealt with things you had full control over, you were certain about.

You might even meet deadlines, you were that sure.3a

Faced with srudents like the men he had encountered in England, he had been

prepared for excitement, energy, and discipline. He had not anticipated how

that drive to live up to one's duties would affect the practice of art. The push

to explore the possibilities and the limits of abstraction came out of a "free-

wheeling atmosphere" in which the distinction berween instructors and sru-

dents dissolved, without anybody planning for it, into a relation between

older and younger artists, who in truth were not very far apartin age. There

developed an openness in which srudents and faculry freely criticized each

othert work in progress, "nobody trying to be top dog." It sounded idyllic,

the interviewer commented, perhaps with a tone of skepticism. "It was idyl-

lic," Bischoff rejoined, "but with still a strong feeling of individualiry." The

only thing to which he could compare the school was "a communiry of

monks, all praying, but each in his own way." And every piece of art was

done "as though you're talking to all mankind over the face of the globe. . . .

The assumption was made that there was nothing esoteric and nothing se-

cret about what was being done, about the world of paint and shapes and so

fonh. That this was innocent and direct and available as anything could pos-

sibly be."3s

No doubt there was an element of nostalgia for a lost paradise running

through Bischofft account of the Califomia School of Fine Ans. He recog-
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nzedit himself and severd times cautioned his listener that darker undercur-

rents would emerge as they plunged more deeply into the history of the

school. But his sense of transformation remained. \flhile teaching at the

school, he put behind him the neoclassical cubism that he had leamed as a

srudent. He shed the pride of being able to say "I know how" to embrace the

paradoxically more goal-oriented position "I don't know hosr" (but I'm go-

ing to find out).36 The GIs taught him that art did not come from the past but

always struggled to reemerge in the present, a lesson that freed him to find his

own vision as a painter.

The Califomia School of Fine Arts was an unusual place, not simply be-

cause of the nanrre of the srudents. A singular pedagogical vision emerged

there which allowed the promise inherent in the broadening of educational

oppornmity to achieve an unusually full realization. We must nour look more

closely at its history from r94j to r9jo, when it became a center for explora-

tion in American painting and showed how the school environment might

provide the institutional grounding that artists desperately needed if they

were to be productive citizens.
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throughout Spohn's life. As career pressures built, h. was overcome by mysterious

stomach ailments and migraine headaches. By the end of the seizure, he had to with-

draw from the conflict facing him into the care of his parents or, in later life, the care

of the woman in his life at the time.

7. His Paris sketchbooks contain drawings of the originals for Flemingway's char-

acters n Tbe Swn Ako Rises, people he appears to have known quite well.

8. See Emling Enen and Marina Pacini, "Srudio in Paris,' Arcbives of Ameican

Art Jowrnal Jo, no. r (April ry9o)i 24-jI, for a studentt detailed description of the

Acad6mie Moderne during the years Spohn lived in Paris.
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separate full-tim e day program enrollmenr, the overwhelming importance of vererans

for the school becomes inescapable.
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4
Revolution ot the Colifornio School of Fine Arts

Abstroct Expressionism in Son Froncisco

The Califomia School of Fine Ans, founded in fi74, was the first art

academy west of the Mississippi and the founh oldest art school in the United

States. The school was a division of San Francisco Arr Association, a non-

profit membership group that brought together artists and artparrons ro pro-

mote the visual arts. The association also ran the San Francisco Museum of

Art, sponsored an annual juried show open to all members, and hosted the

Montalvo Summer Opera Workshop in the wine country sixry miles south

of San Francisco. The school was located on Russian Hill a few blocks from

the Nonh Beach area in a lovely Mediterranean-sryle building with an ex-

traordinary view of the bay, a serting that made it a popular place for high

society gala events in the rg2os and r93os. The school had the repurarion of

having the most conservative curriculum in the state, with a faculry that stead-

fastly clung to the beaux-arts academic tradition.

By the end of Vorld War II the school was on the verge of permanentiy

closing. Depression and war had reduced the student body, but this school

suffered more than others in the state. In ry42 the school's director quit when

there was no money to pay his salary. William Gaw (r 89t-t97), one of the

faculry members, filled in as acting director until a replacement could be

named, but the board was unable to find anyone willing to take over what

appeared to be a doomed institution. At the end of g44, the board of trustees

considered shutting the still-directorless school and selling off the real estate.
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10. Douglas MacAgy, r94;. Counesy of the Librarv, San Francisco Art Institute.

Most of the faculry had left by then, only a skeleton program remained, and

Gaw, having become chair of the art department at Mills College across rhe

bay in Oakland, was unwilling to continue even as interim director. At that

point, thirry-rwo-year-old Douglas MacAgy (fig. ro) proposed to take over

the school, provided that he had a free hand to revise the curriculum and hire

faculry as he saw fit. The board agreed to his conditions and appointed him

director, effectiveJuly r, r94t.

MacAgy, a sfudent of Alben Barnes, had come to San Francisco tn r94o
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to be a curator at the San Francisco Museum of An. His wife, Jermayne

MacAgy (r9r4-ry64), found work as curator of education ar the California

Palace of the Legion of Honor. When her boss wenr into the navy, she be-

came acting director of this museum dedicated to old master and academic

painting. The MacAgys quickly became the most active proponents of con-

temporary art in the Bay Area. Jermayne initiated an exhibition program of
young artists from all over the United States. She staged the firstJackson Pol-

lock exhibition in San Francisco in ry42 andfollowed it with one-artist shows

by Mark Rothko, Robert Motherweli, Clyfford Still, and Arshile Gorky.

Douglas focused more on assisting emerging talents in the Bay Area. He also

proved to have good instincts for showmanship. Two of his best-attended ex-

hibitions were a survey of circus art and a look at rhe influence of jazz on

visual art and movies, a show that reflected his involvement as the drummer

in an amateur Dixieland band.

MacAgy invited several painters he had met as curator to join him in re-

making the California School of Fine Arts into an experimental center. Ed-

ward Corbett (t9r9-r97 r), David Park (r9r vt96o), Hassel Smith (b. r9r 5),

and Clay Spohn formed the core of the new painting faculry joined rn ry46
by Elrner Bischoff and Clyfford Still (t9o4-ry8o), with Richard Dieben-

korn added in 1948. He recruited the independent surrealisr Dorr Bothwell

(b. rgoz), who also taught classes in textile design. He invited Ansel Adams

to organize a department of photography and hired Adams's younger col-

league Minor \Mhite to be the principal photography instructor. Mark

Rothko, Mark Tobey, Ad Reinhardt, Man Ray, and Salvador Dali came to

teach for individual sessions, and MacAgy spenr three years unsuccessfully

trying to convince Marcel Duchamp to come out of "retirement" and join the

regular faculry of the school. Old school brochures had described its faculry

as "meticulous craftsmen"; MacAgy struck out these words from public re-

lations materials and stressed instead that his teachers were "strictly contem-

porary in spirit."1 MacAgy was convinced that only by making the school the
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center for the most advanced thinking in the visual arts would it be able to

survive.

The dire financial situation began to turn around as the first veterans en-

rolled in the fall term ry4t.By the following spring terrn, the change in the

schoolt fonunes was stunning. Enrollment leaped to r,or7 full- and pan-

time students, jio percent greater than the previous year. Full-time enroll-

ment was 7r percent greater than in the spring term 1929, the previous high-

enrollment record, while night students increased 38 percent over 1929.

MacAgy noted in his report to the board that, in addition to veterans, enroll-

ment had been increased by "many others who are using money eamed dur-

ing the war for further education and refresher courses."2 Registration and

school income increased annually through 1949, and trustees, pleased by

the success of the contemporary-oriented program, responded by giving

MacAgy and his faculry salary increases averaging 20 Percent a year, while

agreeing to all of MacAgyt proposals to expand the curriculum.

Every class was reviewed and restructured. An experimental class in the

history of art was introduced that substituted student sketches for lectures.

Believing that the study of motion was essential to painting, MacAgy intro-

duced a class in abstract filmmaking. Another class attempted to "ourwit

prejudice," by having the teacher call out subjects for the smdents to sketch

in quick thirry- or sixty-second sketches. Faced with hundreds of sketches on

a variety of suggestions-scenes, objects, emotions, actions-students were

to learn what their stereorypical graphic resPonses to various situations were.

The faculry organized exercises in surrealist techniques, but they were not

supportive of programmatic painting. Th.y used automatic techniques to

overcome the subconscious, not to re-create it. Elmer Bischoff recalled that the

most fundamental change in the curriculum was ending sequential skill ac-

quisition. In the I94os most schools, whether they followed beaux-arts, arts

and crafts, cubist, or Bauhaus principles, had first-year srudents work en-

tirely in black and white. In their second year, they moved on to color theory.
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Only after mastering a series of exercises did srudenrs pur paint on canvas. At

the California School of Fine Arts, all prerequisites for the painting classes

were eliminated. From the first terrn on, students spent the majority of their

time in the studio painting or sculpting, and MacAgy ordered that srudio fa-

cilities were to remain open rwenw-four hours a day so rhat students could

work whenever and as long as they needed. Students were free to choose their

theory and technique classes as they explored parricular problems in their

own personal work. "It was taken for granted," observed former srudent

Hubert Crehan (b. r9r8) in ry55, "that almost everyone knew why he was

there, that he would work independently, seeking guidance and stimulation

in the discussion of ideas and problems sremming from painting."3

In one faculry meeting in ry47, the painting teachers debated whether they

should continue to offer courses in life and figure drawing. Most agreed that

srudents who wished to "develop an abiliry to draw what they see" should

feel that they could acquire that skill, but they needed to learn that vision

was a more complicated af{ar than mere represenration. Hassel Smith, who

taught most of the drawing courses, was not satisfied with that formulation.

He angrily labeied the belief that vision had access ro raw "reahq" "a mon-

strous superstition." Everyday vision was a product of ideology, he stated,

and creativiry depended upon developing the techniques thar allowed an arrist

temporarily to pierce the illusions of ideologically manipulated sight. To con-

cede that artists could ever draw something "exacdy as they saw ir" aban-

doned the goal of all serious arrists to force viewers to forget how they had

seen things previously. MacAgy commenred that Smitht "line of thought"

was vital and asked his faculry to consider the relationship of vision, ideology,

and representation when planning their courses.a

MacAgy continued training in commercialartand in crafts such as jewelry

and ceramics because he thought such skills helped artists earn aliving. But

he argued that students whose primary interest was in making money would,

and should, gravitate to other schools that concentrated on the applied aspects

of an. His prediction that posrwar students at the Califomia School of Fine
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Arts would be primarily interested in the pure rather than the applied arts

proved correct. Students continued to request new classes in painting and

sculprure. Th.y wanted more guest teachers from New York who could

bring news of the latest East Coast developments in abstract expressionism.

As the GI Bill allowed students to switch schools easily if they were not sat-

isfied with the program, MacAgy wamed his board that the school had to put

more money into experimental arts or risk losing the veterans who brought

in over rwo-thirds of the schoolt income.5

Indeed, full-time students were much more likely than pan-time or night

students to focus on fine arcs classes. Teachers committed to abstraction

taught the largest classes and had greatest contact with the student body.

Teachers with a representational approach, generally cubist or surreali$ in-

spired, had approximately half the srudents of the teachers committed to an

abstract expressionist program. Commercial art teachers saw less than one-

third the srudents seen by the fine art experimentalists.6 MacAgy argued that

the srudents themselves had made his core group of painting instructors the

heart of the school he wanted to build, but he also claimed, with justification,

that his school was not based on a sectarian aesthetic program. Representa-

tional painting and sculprure, advertising art, and industrial design remained

important pans of the curriculum, but subordinate to a conception of art as

exploration. Serviceabiliry MacAgy told his smdents and teachers, need not

be "an intrinsic characteristic of art," but for those who wanted careers in in-

dustry and commerce, an experimental training would better prepare them to

generate truly innovative designs. 7

The Coliforniq School of Fine Arts ond Abstroct Expressionism

In ry44 Robert M. Coates observed in the New Yorker that a new sryle of

painting had suddenly proliferated throughout New Yorkt galleries. This

work was not abstract, by which he meant compositions of nonrepresenta-
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tional geometric or biomoqphic forms. Nor was it surrealist, in the sense of

recording psychic imagery though Coates saw that the painters utilized au-

tomatic techniques borrowed from the surrealists. The "free-swinging" and

"spattery" method of applying the paint reminded him of expressionism, but

there were "only vague hints at subject matter." He concluded that "some

new narne will have to be coined for it, but at the moment I can't think of

arry." Vithin rwo years, the term "abstract expressionism" had come into

general usage to describe the new nonfigurative painting thatJackson Pollock,

Roben Motherwell, Mark Rothko, William Baziotes, Arshile Gorky, Wil-

lem de Kooning, and a score of others were producing. Unlike previous artis-

tic movements in the United States, abstract expressionism was very much

associated with one ciry-New York-and helped establish the ciryt posr-

Vorld War II reputation as an international cultural capital.t

Few artists in California were immediateiy influenced by the new devel-

opment. Only at the California School of Fine Arts was abstract expression-

ism taken up with unabashed enthusiasm. Hubert Crehan recalled that, when

he starred at the school tn rg4j, there was a prevailing sense of dissatisfaction

with "the impasse bequeathed by cubism," but that none of the teachers pre-

sented convincing altematives. He thought that the break carne from a stu-

dent, John Grillo (b. ryr7), who spent several months in New York before

enrolling at the San Francisco school in the spring term ry46. Grillot work,

influenced by what he had seen in New York, presented "partialTy realized

open, free forms." Crehan reported that Grillo's sketches had a sharp and im-

mediate impact upon other srudents and teachers, initiating a rush to elabo-

rate upon the visual ideas implicit in Grillo's somewhat primitive studies. Ex-

hibits of paintings by Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, and Arshile Gorky at

the San Francisco Museum of Art in ry46 reinforced the influence of the new

work emerging from New York.'

The San Francisco school of abstract expressionism was derivative from

the original impetus in New York, yet a distinctive look quickly emerged as
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artists reworked the ideas within the highly interactive environment at the

California School of Fine Arts. Most striking was the absence of action paint-

ing, the sublimation of image into gesture stretching across the canvas in

brush strokes so individual that the act of applying paint to canvas became a

statement of self-identiry infinitely more transcendent than any images an aft-

ist conceived. Harold Rosenberg felt gesture was so central to the new school

developing in New York that he proposed the term "action painting" as a sub-

stitute for abstract expressionism. The encounter of material and direct ac-

tiviry without any preconceived image led to a "painting that is an act insepa-

rable from the biography of the artist."i.

In San Francisco, brush work remained subsidiary to other forms of paint-

erly expression. The paintings remained visual projections rather than mus-

cular extensions. Thomas Albright located the panicular characteristics of San

Francisco abstract expressionism in the use of large areas of paint, organized

into splotchy, irregular shapes, a sryle that precluded reliance upon gestural

showmanship. San Francisco painters also favored the use of transparent

washes in order to create layers of overlapping, superimposed shapes. The

most common colors u/ere earth browns, dull reds, ashen blacks and greys

(pl. +), sometimes contrasted with bright, not brilliant, oranges and yellows

(pl. l). Albright saw a pastoral element in these paintings; mud, crust, silt,

and clouds provided the hidden subtext for forms and colors.

San Francisco painters developed an excessively thick use of impasto that

paralleled the surface effects that the New York school derived from gesrure.

Impasto gaye asculpted qualiry to the surface and allowed for a wide vartety

of textures ranging from gentle ripples to "torrured" peaks lifting off the can-

vas. Streaks of color appeared as cracks rendering masses apart, or sometimes

as subsurface phenomena on the verge of breaking through and creating new

relationships on the superficial picture plane (fig. , r). Painters layered strokes

on top of each other so heavily that often the paint did not dry completely.

Wet-on-wet application gave paintings a viscous feeling, as if the images were
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11. Hassel Smith, Cbrystopramos in Turmoil, oil on canvas, 1948

The Menil Collection, Houston. Photo: F. \(. Seiders.

provisional and tidal forces were rrapped beneath the canvas, straining to

break free and eradicate the painter's work in the process. The temp orary

qualiry of the paintings was often reinforced by the use of substandard, less

expensive materials such as denim instead of canvas.11

The most commanding presence on the Califomia School of Fine Artt
faculry was Clyfford Still, the only nationally recognized pioneer of abstract

expressionism whose work developed entirely outside New York. Born in

Nonh Dakota and raised in Spokane, Still srudied afi at Spokane Universiry

and Washington State Universiry where he taught for eight years before mov-
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ing to the San Francisco Bay Area in ry4r to work in the war industry. Unlike

most other American abstract painters, Still had a profound disdain of cubism

and every variety of French avant-gard e.In ry29 he turned to Edvard Munch

and Chaim Soutine as altemative foundations for a genealogy of modem art.

Stillt paintings in the Ig3os were exPressionist studies of the environment

around Pullman, Washington, where he lived. The resolution of the prob-

lems he posed for himself evaded him as he spent a decade struggling to re-

work "phylogenetically" the develoPment of painting from r85o to his time.

In ry4r Still abandoned all representation and began experimenting with iines

and colors for their own sake, without any element of figurative allusion. He

credited the breakthrough to intensive srudy of Pacific Northwest Coast In-

dian art, but unlike others who appropriated Native American imagery and

myth, Still looked for away of visualizing that might help him repudiate the

"authoritarian implications" present in the "grand tradition" of European

painting, but without in any way using imagery meaningful only in the spe-

cific context of Indian societies.'2

His first one-artist exhibit was at the San Francisco Museum of An in

1943. Critics responded negatively. However, it was not abstraction itself that

upset them. Art critics in both the San Francisco and Los Angeles PaPers were

supportive of nonobjective work exploring composition in abstract form.

Rather, critics thought the paintings were insufficiently abstract. Still's refusal

to provide a clear spatial context for the shapes he displayed seemed a willful

negation of the artistic need to bring order out of chaos.13 For Hassel Smith,

however, the show was a revelation. Smith recalled returning several times to

view work that was to him of an entirely new aPProach to painting. The ex-

hibition forced him to consider what he was attemPting to do with his own

work. In Still's painting the viewer entered an enclosed space ("marsupial,

troglodytic, and aquatic," Smith called it), with floor, ceiling, and walls im-

plied, "though none of these limitations uPon the space is ever actually en-

countered." Still's painting, Smith thought, was a "mental bubble" that the

viewer entered rather than a window looking at an externalized vision. Smith
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was not sure whether this was the discovery of a pure interior vision or of

another reahty. But his choice of the words marsupial and mental bubble

highlighted the solipsistic aspect of this new approach to painting. Stillt

painting absorbed the viewer into the cognitive world of the aftist. Reference

to everything external to that singular vision vanished. The entirely interior

statement became universal and established, for that individual work, all pos-

sible definitions of "narural." The more a work was a "menral bubble," the

more absolute it became. In a process similar to what we observed occurring

in Kenneth Rexroth's poerry Stillt approach to abstraction rendered the psy-

chology of individual perception into an apparently universal subjectiyity.ro

It was this "objective" character of Sdllt work that appealed to Douglas

MacAgy and led to Stillt joining the faculry in the fall term 1946. MacAgy, as

confused as his contemporaries by the new developmenrs in painting, was

troubled by the extreme emphasis upon the subjective mental state of the

painter that seemed to be a hallmark of the expressionist abstraction sweeping

both New York and his school. MacAgy found "authoriry" in Stillt work, a

reliance upon an internal structural "logic" that saved the work from the rwin

dangers of being purely psychological or decorative. He believed Stillt paint-

ings were less emotional and thus more directed to further refinement and

technical extension than other approaches he had seen. Harold Rosenberg

spoke of the painter performing directly upon the canvas, but in Still, the tex-

tures, oil washes, color fields, and masses were self-performative, acting out

an ideal logic. One of Still's srudents ar the California School of Fine Ans,

sculptorJeremy Anderson (t9zr-r982)recalled discussions in class when Still

proposed that "ideas were souls without bodies," existing eternally but inde-

pendently of the human realm until an arrisr through intense concentrarion

caused them to materializeina painting or sculpture.ls

In the development of expressionist abstraction, Still stood at the polar ex-

treme of Pollock. As Stillt sryle matured in the late r94os, color field became

increasingly imporcant, and his interests would influence the work of his
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friends Mark Rothko and Bamett Newman.16 But even as he himself moved

into color-fieid painting, Still remained concerned with the material aspect

of paint and its application. Stillt pictures were marked by thickly troweled

textures juxtaposed against thinly applied pigments, while decisively ragged

edges helped subvert establishment of a privileged picture plane with stable

fi gure-ground relations.

Still taught rwo seminars at the school, space organization and drawing

composition. In weekly gatherings and in one-on-one encounters, Still sPent

little time discussing the individual paintings of his srudents. He spoke instead

in general terrns of his conception of arthistory. He frequently used biologi-

cal metaphors. That ontogeny recapirulated phylogeny, he thought, Iooking

back at his own struggle to master the avant-garde tradition, was as true of

artistic development as it was of the evolution of species.lT A model of bio-

logical development suggested that no artist could cling to the past without

degenerating. Without rejecting his or her predecessors, the painter died

spirirually and creatively. A" individual grew by facing the limitations of the

past. This could be done by attempting to paint in the sryle of earlier artists,

but the goal was not to emulate "masters." Only by confronting their meth-

ods of construction in a direct physical manner could a contemPorary painter

break the hold of "mastelpieces" to stop new vision.

Every authoriry, Still argued, ossified the least creative aspects of a preced-

ing artist and srymied the development of personal identiry. His own path had

been one of persistent struggle against the traditions handed to him as sacred.

O"ly painting day aker day, he said, trying out but then rejecting the various

paths indicated by his predecessors, had led him to a successful resolution of

the contradiction berween the past and the present:

Neither verbalizings nor esthetic accretion would suffice. I had to accom-

plish my pufpose, my emancipation and the exalting responsibiliry which

I trusted would follow, totally and directly through my own life and hands
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. . . until those symbols of obeisanc€ to-or illustration of-vested social

structures, from antiquiry through cubism and surrealism to my then im-

mediate contemporaries, were impaled and their sycophancy on rhe blade

of my identiry.18

He put particular importance on the frame of mind that the student anist de-

veloped. Most srudents, he thought, wanted their work to "out-smart, our-

original, out-nervousness, out-blah everyone else's." Craving approval rather

than success, they "dig and smear and smudge for the Curator. And the

Critics."le

Still told his srudents they had no control over rheir paintings unless they

also controlled exhibition and discussion of their work. Vith his encourage-

ment, tn ry49 rwelve of his srudents opened the first "alternative" gallery in

California, the Metan Galleries, which occupied the top floor of an old o{fice

building in a rundown section of San Francisco.20 The manifesto of the group

stated that Metart Gaileries "was formed in direcr response to the problem of

bringing the work of the creative artist to public artenrion under conditions

which leave the artist freest from outside control." The group rejected the

power of commercial dealers to emphasize the decorative aspects of art as rhey

sought sales. Th.y also criticized the power of museum curarors to pigeon-

hole anists and their work in fictional historical continuities that made sense

only in terrns of an intellecrual argument. Art, they said, and this was central

to Still's philosophy,lay outside both commerce and history. "The value of an

artist lies primarily in his integrity and intelligence as a human being engaged

in a culruralactivity." In a final rhetorical flourish, the galleryt organizers an-

nounced that they hoped to reach "working people" and that Metart would

be open in the evenings and on Sunday afremoons.2l

Most students found Still unapproachable. "Still had a contempt for the

general run of people," CIay Spohn thought, "since he felt most of them were

srupid fools. He didnt give a damn about anything other than his vision of

some kind of uldmate." Ernest Briggs recalled that as a student in the late
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r94os, one had to choose berween "decorative take-offs, a lot of so-called

Klee-rype things and very sweet French surfaces" and Stillt painting. "It was

absolutely a contradiction of all the rest. . . . I mean, if you accepted it, you

had to reject the other, and if you accePted the other stuff, you had to reject

[Still]." The harshness of the choice had "a very repelling effect, and yet some-

how you felt the vitaliry and fresh air." Jeremy Anderson felt that Still genu-

inely liberated his srudents: "The longer people srudied with Still, the less

their work looked like his."22

A small group of approximately fotty students coalesced around Still,

while a few others ventured to take occasional classes with him. Elmer Bis-

choffviewed Still and his grouP as a "school within the school." Refusing even

to attend school dances, Still's srudents held themselves aloof from the rest of

the student body and assumed that their work was Purer. The hermetic qual-

rty ofthe Still group was emphasized by the sudio that he chose as his srudio

and classroom. Srudents descended into the basement, proceeded Past the

boiler room, and then suddenly discovered a cell more appropriate to a

monastery. He worked in a large room at the bottom of the schoolt highest

tower. The srudio walls rose up a thirry-foot shaft to the ceiling, where a

band of clerestory windows let in light without providing a glimpse of the

outside world. Stillt siruation embodied the principle most perfectly, Bischoff

thought, that the California School of Fine Arts was "a monastery with a

brotherhood composed of members recently liberated from a world of semi-

darkness. . . . Once within its walls, the individual felt himself beyond the

reach of sociery in general. Beyond this, for the long haul, the artist himself

was seen as needing to stand as a foftress against the dissuading and subversive

forces of the outside."23

Tensions existed berween Still and his fellow faculry because he refused to

assume any responsibiliry for management of the school outside his own

classes. He resisted all efforts to coordinate instruction, and he refused to

teach any elementary-level classes. He wanted only srudents who had already

determined their artistic goals and had decided that they needed Still to get
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there.2a Disagreements berween Still and the faculty led to his resigning in

1948. He removed to New York, but returned to his position at the Califomia

School of Fine Ans after a one-terrn absence. The austere moral stance he

imposed on himself required a school environment for supporr. He despised

"the myth of the artist in his srudio 'waiting to be discovered"' and pro-

claimed that "there has never been a time when I was not involved in the an

world."2s He intended to impose his conditions upon dealers and museums.

To accomplish that he had to be in the public eye, and his role as star teacher

at the California School of Fine Arts provided him with the platform he

needed to expound his viewpoint.

Pointing os Event

Stillt influence on most students and facuity at the California School of Fine

Arts was indirect. The intense moral puriry of his position appeared validated

by his disdain for the market. He was no hypocrite who talked one way, yer

acted like everybody else. His work challenged deepest convictions but was

so visually powerful that, even if unwilling to walk all the way with him in his

aesthetic anarchism, his colleagues at the school had to think deep and hard

about what he said, visually and verbally. Hassel Smith, a junior member of
the faculry, had been profoundly moved by Stiilt work since he first viewed

rt in 1943, but he couid nor accepr Still's idealist philosophy. Smith was a

Marxist, and he needed to find a materialist kernel.r6 He struggled with the

problem for four years before he began work on his first abstract paintings in

ry47 (fig. o).
In the late r93os Smith had been part of a painting group that, imitating

the example given in France fifry years earlier by Camille Pissaro, Maximilien

Luce, and Vincent van Gogh, traveled around the Bay Area painting scenes

of Califomiat agricultural life. During the war he worked with the Farm Se-

curiry Administration providing welfare services to migrant farm labor in the
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12. Hassel Smith and Ernest Mundt at exhibition of paintings by

Smith and Edward Corbett, California School of Fine Ans Gallery

January r 9 5 r. Courtesy of the Library, San Francisco Art Institute.



Central Valley. During this period he did a body of work that captured living

and working conditions in the cotton fields around Arvin and Delano. His

subject maffer flowed from his concern with social inequaliry but he had not

wanted "to make a social or political satement in the usual sense. There's

nothing ennobling the worker." He had wanted to transmit as accurately as

possible the actual conditions he had observed. The people he was employed

to help were literally starving to death before his eyes in the richest agricul-

rural region of the United States. He wanted to bring their situation to the

attention of the world, and his pictures of farmworker life did find an audi-

ence. Th.y were exhibited in five cities, reprinted in popular journals and lo-

cal newspapers, and eventually the San Francisco Museum of An bought a

selection of the work for its perrnanent collection. But in the end, nothing

changed in Arvin. Moral awakening did not flow, evidently, from a brutally

honest brush."

Encountering Stillb paintings posed another equally difficult but more

metaphysical problem for Smith as he contemplated the limits of repre-

sentation:

There is a realiry which is colporal (three-dimensional) and your approach

to it as a painter is bound to be visual and entirely rwo-dimensional. This

is to disregard the devices of illusionism. . The metaphysical impos-

sibiliry of bringing over three dimensions into rwo finally just drove me

crazy. You cannot succeed the way I was posing the problem to myself.

There was no way I could succeed."

He had learned that art could never convey the realiry of a "corporal" experi-

ence. To show people drawings and paintings of migrant worker life would

never give his viewers anything resembling the shock he himself had experi-

enced living among these people. He thought his work had been quite good

as arL but that was the trouble. His viewers, including communists, focused

on their art experience rather than on the life experience portrayed in the

work. Under these conditions, Smith complained, the artist was little better

I
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than a "social toady." For the art experience to have social effect, it had to be

itself a "coqporal" experience. That conclusion pushed him toward abstrac-

tion, because the life experience in the visual arts took place only at the point

of contact between artist and material and then, later, berween crafted object

and viewers as they imaginatively refigured the anistt process of configura-

tion. For art to generate a crisis in the viewer, it had to challenge conventions

of perception and cognition.2e

Despite Smith's slow start, ffiffiy critics-Alfred Frankenstein, Thomas

Albright, Allan Temko--described him as the singie most influential abstract

expressionist painter in California.3o In pan this was due to Smitht role in the

school. \flhile Still retreated into his graduate seminar, Smith did the yeoman

work, teaching more srudents every term than anyone else on the faculry. He

was responsible for the introductory figure and life drawing classes, as well as

painting technique. Frank Lobdell, Sonia Gechtoff, Deborah ReminEon,

Manuel Neri, Joan Brown, and Roy DeForest are among the former students

at the California School of Fine Ans who have mentioned Smith as the key

person who pushed them to rethink their work.31 Smith developed a close re-

lationship with southern California painters and actively worked to keep Bay

Area and Los Angeles artists aware of each other. Both Roben Duncan and

Jack Spicer thought he was a critical influence upon San Francisco poets. He

was always ready to sit down and discuss theoretical issues. When talking to

poets, he frequently challenged Kenneth Rexrotht idea that a poem could, or

should, be a direct statement of the poett thoughts and feelings. Language,

Smith argued, reconstnrcted experience in a form as distant from the poett

inner feelings as a painting was from the original view. The problem was how

to escape the anifices of representation, which focused the public's attention

on the artificert skills, and create direct experiences that had bearing on other

aspects of a viewer's everyday life.

The sensation he had with Stillt work of entering a "mental bubble"

pointed the way to a solution to the problem. But he wanted to keep his

paintings in a more direct relationship with the world at large. By shifting

I
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from a biological to a cognitive paradigm, he could think of a painting as an

"event." In ry52 Smith wrote, "My paintings are intended to be additions to

rather than reflections of or upon 'life.' . . . I can bear witness that my paint-

ings [are] 'accidents.' I see them but I do not know why they look as they do.

Th.y are cvucial eaents in my life, but the cause of them, except in an imme-

diate sense-who can tell what it is?" He then compared Leonardo's and Bot-

ticelli's reactions to the late fifteenth-cenrury Florentine religious demagogue

Savonarola. Leonardo tried to convey Savonarolat power by sketching the

reformer. Botticelli was possessed, and years later Savonarolat message calne

through in the sryle and content of Botticellit painting. If painting were to

have a possible social effect, it could not have any direct illustrative or political

purpose. For a painting to be an "event" that is "real," it must have a qualicy

of contingency. The artist uses his or her craft to concentrate the experience

of the "event," but cannot plan for the effect. By tgy he had reached the

point where he wrote friends, "I prefer to make something neither more nor

less understandable than nature's works and no less permanent than some,

and a lot more perrnanent than others. To the guy who asks me 'Vhat is that?

what is THAI supposed to be?' (*d, believe me, I aln not scornful of him) I

can only say in the deathless words of King Louis the First [Louis Arm-

strong], 'Man if you have to ask, you will never know."'r2

Douglas MacAgy explained Smitht developing position as a reaction to

the crisis of aesthetic form brought about by widespread cynicism regarding

public traditions and values. Traditiona), art, MacAgy argued, had contained

personal revelation, but until the emergence of the artistic avant-gardes in the

mid-nineteenth cennrry such vision also had to serve other, public needs if it

were to be countenanced and preserved for the historical record. These pre-

determined public values provided the forms framing personal expression.

The avant-garde began producing art of personal vision for its own sake,

MacAgy thought, but still within a context of putative public service. Artists

from Courbet to Picasso had imagined that their personal visions could re-

form public vision. The triumph of abstraction after ry45 had been possible
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because purely individual insights of living people had suddenly seemed to

many more important for survival of the world than long-respected tradi-

tions. Yet personal insights severed from a conforming ideology had no pre-

determined forms or rules for expJication. Hence the crisis of form which

many critics took to be a product of abstraction was, rogether with ab-

straction, an expression of the reversal of the prioriry of public and private

values.

As long as individual experience was deemed to be a better guide to realiry

than social conventions, collective values would also be thrown into crisis,

subject to constant reformation as people considered and reconsidered the

possible meanings of their experiences. MacAgy, like Smith, was unsure what

the public value of art might be in these conditions. He suggested that abstract

expressionist paintings framed the epistemological crisis and thus might help

people learn to live without the certainry of form, without fixed, preset inter-

pretive viewpoints. He hoped the prejudice that arr was guided by laws of
necessity would lose its hold. Arr was a sign of freedom because it was a realm

of human activiry that was purely playful and often frivolous. Harking back

to his wartime prediction that the "narcissistic" role of art would grow,

MacAgy viewed artistic creativiry as a revelation of human being rather than

a method for grasping "universal law." Freedom and science were in opposi-

tion because when necessiry entered the picrure, choice left. As the impact of

science upon sociery grew, so would the impact of arr, because no other hu-

man endeavor manifested as clearly the irrational heterogeneiry of human

pulposes. After so many centuries of teleological thinking, aesrhetic experi-

mentation, if freed from the necessiry of communicating predetermined mes-

sages, could help an adjustmenr ro a newer view of humans as pulposeful but

purposeless beings. The public value of art might then be simply to demon-

strate that not everything need have public value, a contradiction he likened

to developing a taste for walking "over uneven ground, or breaking through

the straggling branches" rarher than choosing the straight path "with no col-

lateral intemrption. "3s

I
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lrrolionoliry ond Democrocy

As we reach the point where the intellecrual figures behind the California

School of Fine Arts' version of abstract expressionism confess that they can-

not define the public uses of what appears to them as an intensely private art

form, the trickster emerges to show that seriousness and inconsequentialiry

are not incompatible at all. Filled with nervous energy, constantly talking and

joking, CIay Spohn was a popular figure at the school, where he taught spa-

tial organization and a class in abstract painting. His contribution to the

school, however, is best seen through a casual project of his, the Museum

of Unknown and Little Known Objects. "The Unknown can't be defined,"

Spohn observed, "because, by definition, the Unknown becomes the Known.

It could be any real truth regarding the Known, for the admission of not

knowing is a degree of knowing. Consequendy, the Unknown becomes the

Knovrn and the Known becomes the tInknown."sa

In December ry49 this philosophical "prankism" became the basis for a

"happening" staged by Spohn with the assistance of Richard Diebenkorn,

Adaline Kent, Hassel Smith, and Elmer Bischoff. The Museum of Unknown

and Liftle Known Objects was originally planned as an adjunct to the San

Francisco Art Associationt annual costume ball, but the exhibit was so popu-

lar that the school held it over for a month. The idea for the evenr sprang from

MacAgy's desire to make the annual ball something that would suggesr to the

school's patrons the nature of anistic creativiry. Spohn suggested that the

event be called "the Ball of the Unknown," in which all would dress up in

their intelpretation of the "unknown." He hoped that the focus of the evenr

might shift from the spectacle to the process of imagination as "rhe 'unknowri

is in realiry the only thing we ever k o*, since we know it and are aware of it

by feeling . . . instinct and inuition and [it is] ultimately the basis for all

cognition."35

Spohn had been collecting scrap metal and unusual objects which he dis-
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covered in trash bins. MacAgy suggesred that as paft of the ball Spohn use this

material to construct a "museum" that would force the party-goers to look at

waste in a new light. Spohn recalled,

I would pick up little pieces of cast-off pans of machinery and then get

some wire and a piece of metal and put it all together, wire them together

and make an object of it. One had a limle watch attached to it that I found;

it was called "Starter for a Rat Race," another one was 'A Hat Tree for a

Neighborly Garden." . . . in my kitchen cabinet way in the back I found a

bonle of rice. The rice hadnt been cooked and it had all turned green and

I thought, gee, that looks like litde mouse droppings. So I put them in a

bomle and called them "Mouse Seeds." . . . I gathered up a lot of sruff from

the brush of the vacuum cleaner, sruff from the calpet, and called it "Bed-

room Fluff."

The dust had acquired a transparent, fluorescenr texture unlike anything

Spohn had ever seen before, and he thought everyone would find it as fasci-

nating as he did. One of the most powerful pieces was an affangement of two

discolored, oxidized forks the tines of which had enfi/ined. He put the ar-

rangement on a piece of black velvet in a box, an image he read as frustrated

hands reaching out of an opulent prison. 'Old Embryo" he constructed by

stuffing a banered, transparent Halloween mask of an old man with a very

Iong mustache into a two-gallon chemical bonle to give the impression of a

little old man with avery large head.

In less than a month Spohn created forry-ruro pieces for the exhibit. "The

thing that fascinated me with the material that went into the making of the

museum," Spohn explained, "was the fact that this material was on its way to

becoming nature; it was returning to nature from whence it originally came.

All things, even the man-made things, having once been things of natur*
that is, in a natural statr-must again, sometimes, return to nanrre. Man only

borrows them to make what he thinks to be something that is not nafllre. But
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nature, in time, disproves this illusion by reclaiming them again in her own

time and her own way." Spohn downplayed the museum as just "a fun thing

to do," but noted that the process had been "almost poetic" for him: "It's still

the same material, it has just taken another form and what was accepted as

wonderful at one point was changed and then rejected at another point." Af-

ter pausing, he made a statement about the objects he had found that could

also have been about his own life and its troubles: "Things of narure should

never be considered to be junk or trash or entirely useless or fudle."ru

Little remains from the exhibition. Some pieces were stolen. Others

Spohn gave to srudents to use as still-life material. He made no effort to pre-

serve the work, nor did he think documentation was important. He had dem-

onstrated his point that art was a process of reassembling, revitalizing, recon-

stituting, and reemploying and thereby keeping an object alive as a product

of the imagination. He hoped to demonstrate that the "effect" created the

"cause," meaning that the means were the end result and justified themselves.

The process of any activity was always the only real aspect of the activ-

ity: "Method I always had considered to be the basic and essential subject

matter."37

Dismantled and dispersed, the museum became a legendary event in the

history of the MacAgy regime at the California School of Fine Ans. After all

evidence of the event had vanished, the pieces resonated in the memory of

those who had participated in its lunacy, leaving an instructive message for

many that an "art work" existed first and foremost in the "imaginary lens of

the mindt eye," and only secondarily in the object (the imponance of which

after it had initiated a reaction lay in its possible role as an economic counter).

"'Sflhimsical nature mysticism" Spohn called his collection of objects con-

structed from refuse. The exercise was an early example, together with Sabato

(Simon) Rodia's Watts Towers, of assemblage in Califomia, a form that devel-

oped into a major genre in the r9tos. Spohn rejected any implication that his

project worked in the dada tradition. Dadat purposes, he thought, were ulte-

rior to art, to put across aliterary or verbal concept. More fundamentally, he
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thought it was ridiculous for anyone to suggest that he was anti-an. \(hile the

dadaist wanted to destroy the power of u:., Spohn wanted to build it up.38

His denial is important because it can remind us that social relationships,

not formal attributes, determine the possible meanings of aesthedc produc-

tion. In California, art lacked sacral posrer. There was nothing for artists to

discredit or rebel against, other than their own lack of significance. The idea

of exploding the difference between art and life paralleled dada, but Spohn's

aim was to prompt his viewers to see that aesthetic processes underlay every

aspect of their thinking and behavior. Life is a search, he thought, for the

ideal, that is for the realiry in the interior to be manifested in the outer world

with the same tangibiliry that it exists in the imagination. Each person tried to

bring his or her inner life ourward, just as an artist did." If nonanists recog-

nized that, they might then support serious investigation by artists into the

aesthedc component of cognition rather than restricting aft to illustration

of what was already yery well known, such as the historical events he had

painted for the federal mural project.

The Museum of Unknou.n and Little Knovrn Objects might have ap-

peared frivolous tn 1949, a passing piece of carnival humor, but it pointed to

the provisional nature of human production. Nothing was sacred or final, not

even art. \What was left was a memento of a process of exploration, like a

snapshot, only of an interior state. That activiry flourishing in schools, was

more deserving of public support than employing artists to construct "mon-

uments" that simply affirmed what was already well known. Spohnt project

helped argue the model of contemp orary aft as a vial pan of humanistic edu-

cation. Given that the arts required subsidy to arrive, Spohn had demon-

strated his conviction that the subsidy developed after the war was better for

aftists and ultimately might be more productive to the public as well.

As a teacher tn ry47, Hassel Smith demanded that his colleagues train stu-

dents to pierce the ideology of vision by uncovering entirely new ways of see-
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ing. Did abstract expressionism present a sufficiendy new way of seeing that

could be subversive of dominant ideology? As Smith considered the evolu-

tion of the California school, his answers evaded the question of sight and

returned to ways of construction. As the anistt focus slid from the realm of

necessiry and law to areas of chance and volition, the form that abstract ex-

pressionistic work had taken in California seemed to him to result from the

peculiar relationship the artist in the provinces had with sociery. In 1956, after

Huben Crehan published an article n Art Nezps that argued that there was

no difference berween abstraction on the \West and East coasts,ao Smith jotted

down notes for a reply in which he outlined his conception of what made

California abstract painting distinctive from work produced in New York.

First, he noted geographical separation. His own most consistent exposure to

work from New York was through photographs in magazines, while he saw

the work of his friends on a daily basis. Since the significant aspects of abstract

painting did not reproduce, for better or worse, the only real influence upon

Califomia painters was local work. A second factor, he thoughr, was that ab-

stract painters in San Francisco had more "naive notions of surrealism and

dada" than their counte{parts in New York, but a more profound attachment

to the romantic implications of those movements. They did not want to do

work that looked surrealist, but they were committed to showing anorher re-

aliry that would emerge from spontaneiry and improvisation rather than try-

ing to matenalize the dream world.ol Third, the artists had a profound love

for jazz. Painters frequently discussed their work in terms of. a jazz aes-

thetic-which he defined as virnroso execution, humor, loudness, self-

assertiveness, and assumed naivet6-and valued other arrists by their abiliry

to translate these virtues into their painting.a2

Finally, Smith stressed the importance of the lack of an "organized or ef-

fective art market" upon painters. Local galleries, other than a few alternative

cooperative galleries with no outreach to people who bought paintings,

simply did not show local artists who worked in an abstract manner.a3 This,

he thoughq was the "number one influence" upon the regional school.

I
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Painters do occasionally sell paintings (for prices under $l*) but thepos-

sibrltty of sale is so remote that it might just as well not exist at all. However

hard he may rry to create a painting which will PLEASE a prospective,

hypothetical customer, no customer appears and in the end the painter is

encouraged to paint without any customer whatsoever (none exists) in

mind. The "San Francisco School" is therefore marked by its ungracious-

ness, its positive unwillingness to please. In no other localiry will you find

so many paintings being produced about which it can be said, "I wouldn't

put THAI on my shit-house wall."

Smith felt that the originator of the San Francisco movement was Douglas

MacAgy, who provided a home at the San Francisco Museum of Art and then

at the Califomia School of Fine Arts where artists could explore their concep-

tions as if they were important even if they had no customers. Museum and

school could provide an adequate counterpoint to the marketplace if directed

by people who were interested in art as a source of new ideas.oo

Elmer Bischoff likewise pointed to the lack of a market to explain features

of California abstraction. "You fully expected that your paintings would just

pile up in your smdio, your sculpture would just pile up in the backyard," he

commented. The result was that "your own aPPreciation and the appreciation

of a few colleagues, that was it, that was the end." Since the work existed only

for exchange of ideas, the crafting of work was often careless. The immediate

pulposes did not require the very best paints, or even care in composition.

The idea a painting expressed was always provisional, so an artist might de-

cide to leave a piece half-finished once the drift of an effect became clear. Art-

ists were tempted to be easy on themselves, moving on and trying something

new without necessarily stopping to explore the full consequences of any one

idea. The resulq Bischoff thought, was that abstract expressionism in Cali-

fornia became effect-oriented and insufficiently thought through, a fashion

rather than a method of investigation. The interior qualiry of the work be-

came superficial, and thus a break with abstraction had to occur earlier in San

I
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Francisco than it did in New York. This argumenr was part of Bischoff's ex-

planation for his decision to retum to figurative painting in ry52. To reground

his work in a disciplined manner, he had to rerurn to things that existed out-

side of himself and begin to speak of relationships again.as

The explanations that these arrisrs consrrucred for themselves on how the

absence of a market for serious painting shaped the development of their

work bears deeper examination. Certainly, compared to New york, there

were virnrally no venues for exhibition and sale: the Lucien Labaudt Gallery

in San Francisco andHazelsolomont gallery across the bay in the industrial,

oil-refinery suburb of Richmond were the only rwo commercial galleries be-

rween ry5o and ry56 that exhibited abstract paintings. Still, lack of market

relationships tells only half the story. By ryyz the well-publicized and well-

attended annual San Francisco Art Association show was dominated by ab-

straction, and artists exhibiting in it could sell directly to the public.o6 The San

Francisco Museum of Art, under the direction of Grace McCann Morley,

remained sympathetic and supportive of the new work, giving frequent ex-

hibitions and purchasing work for the museumt perrnanent collection. Even

daily newspaper critics embraced abstract expressionism, if for no other rea-

son than such local developments could dispel persistent fears that California

was indeed an out-of-the-way corner of world culture. In r9yo, when the

third Clyfford Still one-artist show was held in San Francisco, Alfred Frank-

enstein asked Still's srudent Huben Crehan to write the review for the San

Francisco Chronicle, guaranteeing a serious if hagiographic explanation.aT Erle

Loran, chair of the art department at Berkeley and initially * opponent of
abstract expressionism, writing n Art Neuts in r9yo, favorably compared

the San Francisco movement to the French impressionists as a group move-

ment collectively exploring a new trend in painting.a8 Abstract expressionism

gained public acceptance in those areas around which the art world was struc-

rured. Galleries ignored the new art, but in California at that time they were

not as important players in determining aesthetic attitudes as public instiru-

tions. \When artists spoke of painting or sculpting only for their friends, that
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audience nonetheless constiruted a nenvork of relationships that involved ex-

hibitions, publications, teaching positions, and other rewards that made it

possible for a person to say, "I am an artist."

The absence of a market, which we should not confuse with absence of

institrrtional infrastructure, did give anists an option of retreating from the

immediate public eye and concentrating on their "investigations." In rgyr

Frank Lobdell announced that he would have no exhibitions for at least five

years while he proceeded to work intensely in his srudio. He broke his self-

imposed public silence in ry5y by agreeing to Grace McCann Morleyt re-

quest that he panicipate in the American pavilion she organizedfor the r955

Sao Paulo Biennial, but he avoided other oppornrnities to exhibit until his

tgtg one-artrst show at tle Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles.ae Retreat did not

mean that nobody saw his work; his friends, those who needed to see the

directions he was testing, were able to come to his studio, observe, and dis-

cuss. But there was no need for Lobdell to time his development according to

a schedule of public exhibitions, required by both artist and dealer to main-

tain overhead. The school setting provided an alternative to the commercial

gallery and San Francisco painters believed it gave them more personal hon-

esry (p1. 5).

Clyfford Still told his students that painting was always a statement of per-

sonal morals, expressed both in the object and in the conditions surrounding

the display of the object. Either the anist was independent or compromised.

\(lriting in 1948 to Betry Parsons, his New York dealer, Still insisted tlrat she

not show his work to anybody who lacked insight into the aesthetic and

moral values Still proposed in his paintings. He demanded that she prevent

anybody from writing about his paintings without his explicit permission. In

particular, he did not want either the influential critic Clement Greenberg or

A-lfred Barr from the Museum of Modern Art to have any access whatsoever

to view his work because in Still's opinion they had proven themselves capable

only of imbecilities.so In r95z Still announced that he would no longer allow

his paintings to be exhibited unless he controlled the conditions of their efi-
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bition, including placement, lighting, and access to the work by critics. His

work disappeared completely from public view until gj9, but his intema-

tional reputation provided him with some protection. Collectors and curarors

carne to his door, increasingly prepared to accede to his demands.

But what about younger arrisrs who were influenced by his example but

known only to each other and the small afts communities of California? In
their case, an anticommercial position had linle meaning as a tactical position,

and so it deepened into an existential condition. \What are we to make of Jay
DeFeo and Wally Hedrick deciding nor to attend the openin g of Sixteen

Amedcanr at the Museum of Modem Art in New York in ry59? This was the

first exhibition of their work outside California, and it was a major show, the

exhibition that established international reputations for Roben Rauschen-

berg, Jasper Johns, and Frank Stella. Hedrick and DeFeo did not have the

money for a trip to New York, but they did not think their presence at rhe

museum would be importanr in any event and might distract attention from
their work. Either critics liked their work or they did not, and the presence of
the artists should be irrelevant ro an honest qualitative reaction. In recalling

this episode, Hedrick went on to commenr more generally that museums

seemed interested in his work only when he had already moved on ro anorher

set of problems and the benefits he might get from a public show were re-

duced to "a little money."sr The stance of a fiercely independent investigator

developed in a provincial environmenr made little sense when that artist en-

tered a more developed world. Their an might nor have been provincial, but

their self-image was.

It was an image in generalized opposition to any concentration of power.

Jorge Goya, a studenr at the California School of Fine Arts in the MacAgy
period, recalled that Clyfford Still and Mark Rothko were "dead set against

French painting. . . . So they yakked, yakked, yakked against it and the stu-

dents picked up this opposition to somethirg . . . but it wasn,r French paint-

ing." Goya could not specify what the opposition attached itself to. When he

tried to be more specific, he lapsed into his perception of West Coast abstrac-
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tion as an expression of childlike emotions: "All kinds of strange childhood

haunts and fantasies got into the painting." Antiprofessionalism rose to take

pride, as Gordon Cook did, in the fact that people on the \West Coast were

not "in any sense technically equipped to be artists, or talented in the histori-

cal sense to make art," yetthere were so many "toml clubfoots, who make

marvelous works of art."s2
.Was 

private vision irresponsible solipsism or genuine effort to carve a place

for inner feelings in the public realm? Both asPects were always Present, in

unstable tension with each other. Only by examining how the ideas em-

bodied in the work functioned in specific siruations can we determine the his-

torical meaning of an aesthetics based on private values. The public role art

played depended on the uses PeoPle made of their inteqpretations' The con-

flict berween public and private values that Smith, MacAgy, and Still each in

their own way identified as the source of abstract expressionism was Particu-

larly acute in Califomia, where artists were absolutely dependent uPon the

public sector for recognition and suPPort. That support was predicated on

the public values of education. Could a purely interior vision, which more-

over refused to specify any consequences resulting from its interaction with

the world, find justification, and not simply a home, within an educational

context? Douglas MacAgy had said yes, but in r91o his conception of the art

school as an experimental center was challenged. Perhaps, his board of trust-

ees questioned, public institutions needed to be more directly responsible to

social needs.

Abstroction versus Design

As early as March 1948, tmstees of the California School of Fine Ans began

to worry about the fate of their school when the GI Bill expired at the end of

ryj6.In June the board discussed oPdons for adjusting to a future without

smdents backed by government funding. All agreed that the school would
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need to reduce the number of classes shalply, but debate followed over rhe

areas where cuts would best be applied. MacAgy argued that the fine arts

program in painting and sculprure should be maintained without curs as long

as possible, while a slight majorrry on the board felt that advenising, com-

mercial art, and industrial design courses were likely to attractnew snldents.

A person paying tuition out of pocket was more likely ro wanr employable

skills at the completion of schooling. For those on the board who took aprac-

tical position, many of the new courses MacAgyt faculry had developed in

the fine arts were luxuries that would have to be canceled. This discussion be-

gm a seven-year-long controversy over the schoolt direction.s3

Much of this debate was ro be expressed in contesring evaluations of the

Bauhaus approach to afts education. The famous Bauhaus school had been

founded rn t9o5 as the Grand Ducal School of Arts and Crafts in Weimar,

Germany. The school was not a fine arts academy, but a technical school, fo-

cused on product design, architecture, and the manual ans. Emphasis shifted

from handcrafrwork to design for machine-tooled mass producdon when the

architect \Malter Gropius became director in ryt9. He gave the school its new

official narne of the Bauhaus (House of Construction) to mark the centraliry

of architecnrre as the primary art form of the rwenrierh cenrury. Gropius pro-

claimed that his new school would "create a new guild of craftsmen, without

the class distinctions which raise an arroganr barrier berween craftsman and

artist. "54

Gropius thought that painting was an obsolete aft form that would be re-

placed by a higher form of environmental decoration. He abolished studio

courses in favor of theoretical classes examining optical effects generated by

color, line, and mass. Bauhaus-sryle products were logically determined by

the requirements of function, materials, tools, and efficiency, combined with
testing of the psychology of perception to achieve a product that was entirely

rational in the principles of design, consrrucrion, and function. Under Gro-

pius, the school was more than a technical school. It aspired ro re-create rhe

humanist tradition in terms relevant to an increasingly technological sociery.
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The work methods and produd protorypes developed at the Bauhaus were

to spread throughout industry and revolutionize not only design but the

manner in which people lived.

Because the school served the furure interests of all sociery Gropius op-

posed both production for luxury and individual expression. In tgzz Gro-

pius dismissed the mystic Johannes Itten as director of education because

Itten overemphasized the importance of subjective creativiry. He admonished

Itten that "what is important is to combine the creative activiry of the indi-

vidual with the broad practical work of the world!" Living within good de-

sign principles would promote the "transformation of the whole life and the

whole of inner man," Gropius told his students as he moved to rationahzethe

schoolt pedagogical efforts. Product design would be the source of an "archi-

tectonic" order that united the inner and the outer lives of human beings in a

uncontradictory whole. The schoolt faculry and students would be "pioneers

of simpliciry" combaffing the waste of luxury by finding an aesthetically

pleasing but "simple form for all lifet necessities."55

After the Nazis came to power tn r93i, many of the Bauhaus's teachers

and srudents fled Germany and eventually settled in the United States. Lud-

wig Mies van der Rohe taught at the Illinois Institute of Technology and es-

tablished a private practice in Chicago, where he built his famous Lake Shore

Towers. Walter Gropius joined the school of architecture at Harvard Univer-

siry in 1938 and also started a private practice, The Architecture Collective,

that designed housing tracts, shopping centers, school buildings, and office

complexes. Josef Albers directed the art department at Black Mountain Col-

lege and then moved to the srudio art program at Yale Universiry. Other for-

mer Bauhaus personnel assumed leadership of the Rhode Island School of

Design, the art department at Brooklyn College, md Harvard Universiryt

fine arts department. In I94o 
'Sflalter 

Paepcke, chairman of the Container

Corporation of America, funded Liszl6 Moh6ly-Nigyt Institute of Design

in Chicago. This private, nonaccredited school was the closest attemPt to

emulate Bauhaus structure and curriculum in the United States. "\flhat we

I
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need," Moh6ly-Nigy had written tn r92j, "is . . a synthesis of all the vital

impulses sponaneously forming itself into the all-embracing Gesamtanerb

(life) which abolishes all isolation in which all indiaidual accomplishments

proceed from a biological necessity and culminate in a unioersa/ necessity."56

Moh6ly-N6gy's formulation suggests a lurking totalitarian dream under-

neath the global idealism, for the abolition of "isolation' might very well

mean the end of private choice. Neither fie idealism nor the totalitarianism

impulse translated very well when Bauhaus principles carne to the United

States. The Bauhaus school in Germany had been a state-funded instirution,

founded to strive for innovative research that prodded and stimulated new ac-

tivities in both the private and public sectors. The ideal of the total commu-

niry that moved through the Bauhaus's work provided an element of indeter-

minacy, as there was no agreement, nor could there be short of dictatorship,

as to the needs of the "total communiry." In the United States, however, such

a program altered as it entered schools dependent upon grants from private

colporations. The total community shrank to one segment with relatively

predetermined needs. Colporate sponsors, as at the Chicago Institute of De-

sign, did not presume to direct curriculum, but funding flowed from an ex-

pectation that students suiably trained for the needs of modem colporations

would graduate and find their way into the job market. Anention shifted

from the research laboratory ideal to the production of students with defin-

able and measurable skills.57

MacAgy feared that the American version of the Bauhaus model rurned

schools into "laboratories of design for industry." But even if the Bauhaus in

America could have reproduced the idealism of the original German school,

MacAry fundamentally disagreed with Gropius's conception of the iunction

of anand the art school. "Exclusive aftention in this direction rnay invalidate

the creative function" of the art school, MacAgy warned his colleagues in San

Francisco. "If the srudy of an is to be considered in relation to the full re-

sources of personaliry, i, must be admitted that current forms of industrial

product appeal only to some of these resources. It follows that a school deals
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with this fraction of personaliry to the degree in which it concems itself with

such forms."ss MacAgy wanted to emphasize artthat grew out of its own in-

dependent existence, not limited in any way by "serviceabiliry." The idea of

an architectonic order linking inner and outer lives ran in the opposite direc-

tion of a group that wanted to establish a place for the irrational, understood

in a philosophical sense as a state of being not reducible to any system of ex-

planation. Instead of order in human life, MacAgy andhis colleagues hoped

to introduce a place for chance and the mysterious. They rejected the concept

that an ideal order was possible, or even to the benefit of humaniry.

MacAgy presented his philosophy most cogently at a talk given at the an-

nual meeting of the National Association of Schools of Design rn ry49. He

wished to counter ideas that the distinction beru/een fine and commercial art

had no place in a democratic sociery and that the best way to bring art to the

public was to subsume the fine arts into commercial art.In this viewpoint,

the proper place for Mondriant work was on a Kleenex container and de-

mocracy in the arts would be achieved when the drugstore had replaced the

museum as the locus for socieryt most important visual images. MacAgy was

not opposed to improving the qualiry of commercial design, but he did not

want to see utilitarian goals become a limit. Advanced-guard experiments

could feed commercial art, but such benefim would come naturally as by-

products of expanding visual imagination.

After several explicit criticisms of the Bauhaus school, MacAgy argued

that too many art educators in the United States had encouraged this attirude

by placing excessive emphasis on plastic form and sensory experience and by

neglecting problems of meaning. The visual form of advertising an and a

painting might sometimes be similar, but the communicative message con-

tained in commercial packaging derived, he claimed, from a "coercive" effort

to increase sales. The effort often failed, but the visual design was subjected to

a formula, '.A plus B produceS C," commodiry plus package produces sales.

Fine art, MacAgy acknowledged, may also be coercive, and he pointed to the

social comment of Ben Shahn and the "admonitory surrealism" of Ren6 Ma-
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gritte as examples of contemporary art with well-defined messages. Yet he felt

that the appeal of Shahn's and Magritte's paintings was not exhausted by their

overt messages. In fine art, communication was always uncertain: "Because

these'poetic' resources of the mind cant be circumscribed like units in a pro-

duction line, they don't lend themselves to manipulation in conventional

causal sequences. Rhetorical controls are subject to unknown motives-to

hazard and miracle." Inabiliry to predict what the full shrement of a piece will
be makes experimentation the hallmark of fine art.

The Bauhaus blending of fine and commercial art, MacAgy argued, would

lead to a resurrection of the nineteenth-cenrury French Ecole des Beaux Arrs,

which judged art with arbitrary and limited, because knowable, standards,

the universaliry of which would be derived from a narrow intelpretation of

psychological science. Academic training had the advantage for educators that

srudents "could be led through a series of commonly understood sreps to a

predetermined goal. Deviations from established norrns could easily be seen

and duly punished, while competent conformiry could as easily be selected

for reward." To make sure thar his audience did not misunderstood his posi-

tion that an academic artcould only be antidemocratic, he cited Machiavellii

dicrum that "Governmenr is nothing but keeping subjects in such a posrure

as that they may have no will, or power, to offend you." The canons of a

Bauhaus-inspired arr as applied in the United States would be "rhose of sales-

manship and industrial efficiency." Instead of art being a mode of experi-

mentation whereby the limits of psychology were consranrly tested and ex-

panded, an art philosophy that sought to eliminate the distinction berween

experimental and commercial expression would function to limit understand-

ing of human potentialiry to rhose aspects most convenient for the groups in

American sociery with the most power.se

MacAgy struck a theme we have seen before motivaring Kenneth Rexroth,

Lorser Feitelson, and Helen Lundeberg: arr becomes a vehicle for human lib-

eration when it escapes the requirement of representing a canon of precon-

ceived values and ideas. Only as arr becomes experimental and problematic

t
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can it begin to play an active role in promoting democracy. It accomplishes

this by providing a counterbalance to propaganda and commercial manipu-

lation. \flithout in any way being anti-"free market," MacAgy nonetheless

expressed a philosophy hostile to exorbitant dominance by wealth and com-

merce upon culrure or education. Against a utilitarian perspective, he posed

the ideal of a philosophically inspired school, providing an environment for

group exploration of a common set of basic problems without regard for their

immediate practical import, but which would have a more general social

benefit of helping to create a system of checks and balances for civil sociery.

As discussion about the school's furure progressed, faculry members or-

garizedto defend their own interests. In August 1949 the faculry sent a letter

to the board of trustees demanding that the school raise salaries to University

of Califomia levels and that the school introduce a tenure system guarantee-

ing job securiry to senior faculry. Vhile the faculry had prospered during the

boom years, they feared that future cuts would be made at their expense and,

therefore, in the qualiry of instruction.60

MacAgy supported the faculry and warned his board that only by com-

mitting to the philosophy of instruction he had developed would the school

maintain its record attendance levels. Serious srudents wanted a faculry that

was truly full-time, who pursued their artistic investigations and their teach-

ing simultaneously. But recognizng the uncertnnry of the schoolt finances

with the wind-down of the GI Bill, he proposed developing a core faculry of

ten to thineen individuals capable of teaching all aspects of the curriculum.

The core faculry would have the salne pay andworking conditions as univer-

siry professors, while adjunct instructors could be brought in to augment of-

ferings as finances permitted. With this plan MacAgy stated he believed he

could complete the transformation of the Califomia School of Fine Arts.61

The board sat on MacAgyt proposal, and in May ry5o he suddenly re-

signed, citing as his reason a desire to retLlrn to curating exhibitions and writ-

ing about contemporary art.62 Hassel Smith reported later that MacAgy had

told him personally he quit because the trustees had refused to add Marcel
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Duchamp to the faculry the first time the trustees vetoed a MacAgy proposal

for the school." In 1972, when asked about this, MacAgy laughed and ad-

mitted that such a turn of events would have made a"great terminus" to the

story but he did not know how such a "rumor" had started. MacAgy had

spent several years trying to convince Duchamp rc come out of seclusion and

join the faculry in San Francisco, but there is no evidence in the board minutes

that MacAgy ever made a specific request for an additional faculry position.

MacAgy knew that the school could not avoid cutbacks of some sort, and

he admined that he began to worry about how well his conception of an

art program would function in reduced circumstances. He wondered if the

board of trustees might not be right and thaq with the end of the veterans

educational benefits, art schools would return to their traditional student

bodies: "throngs of girls who can't make college and want to mark time while

they look for husbands" or academic painters "who would trade being artists

for being teachers when the cards are down." He came to dre conclusion that

the postwar situation was unique because govemment funding had encour-

aged an unusual group of students to enter an environment normally out of

bounds to them.#

MacAgy left the California School of Fine Arts to work as a special con-

sultant to the Museum of Modern Art investigating the possibiliry of opening

a \West Coast branch. After his wife Jermayne began to work with the de

Menil family in Houston, curating shows of their collection of twentieth-

century art, the MacAgys moved to Texas, where Douglas became the direc-

tor of the Dallas Museum for Contemporary Aru. He would continue to

have a prominent museum career. In ry68 he became director of exhibitions

for the National Endowment for the Arts, and in ryTzhejoined the staff of

the Hirshhorn Museum in'Sflashington, D.C., as chief curator, a position he

held until his death in ry7.
For his replacement at the California School of Fine Arts, the trustees se-

lected Emest Mundt, a sculptor on the faculry. Mundt was a German 6migr6

trained as an architect before he came to the United States in ry39. MacAgy

I
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had hired him in 1948 so that students ar rhe school might be exposed to Bau-

haus principles. Faculry and srudents interpreted Mundtt selection as a re-

pudiation of MacAgy's vision of the school and an arrempr to transform the

instirution into a training school for advertising and industry. Mundt stated

he would maintain an independent fine arrs program, but he wanted the cur-

riculum to put greater emphasis upon design principles, applicable to either

fine or commerci a), art, as the circumstances warranted.

In a ry52 speech to the San Francisco Art Association in conjunction with

the associationt annual show, Mundt criticized the "neoromantic" arr so

prevalent in the exhibition. He acknowledged that such work was a "thorn in

the flesh of complacency, the bad conscience of a sociery too superficially op-

timistic about the benefits of progress." But he identified a singuiar flaw in

the thinking of the "neoromantics": as they denied "the possibiliry of com-

munal relations," they also denied the imponance of communication. This

characterization by Mundt was nor entirely accurate. The possible social

functions of art concerned many of the painters, but they did value "self-

expression" over "communication," which they defined as the transmittal of

a predetermined message. Mundt was right when he argued that emotional

intensiry had become the yardstick for evaluating work and the tendency to

view an artist's work as a uniry did shift emphasis onto "who makes a state-

ment rather than on what is being said." But despite the new work's emphasis

on individualiry, Mundt thought it undeniable that the result of "an approach

to art that denies cognition and depends on an excitement of blood and

nerves" was that at "the end of the road to introspection, below the base of

the superstmcture of civilization, there is the unifying fact of undifferentiated

biological existence." Conformiry inevitably replaced investigation, but he

doubted that genuine experiment had ever been involved in expressionistic

abstraction (as he phrased it). Self-revelation occurred only because rhe arrisr

produced work for an intimate group of friends. The positive contribution of

this work was that it uncovered the flaws inherent in "traditional ways of con-

veying meaning through art." \Testern art tradition had relied on shared codes
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and values. A new an might arise on the ruins of communication based on a

scientific approach to cognition of symbols and perception of images. The

study of both conscious and subconscious responses to visual stimuli would

be the basis for a new, truly communicative art which he thoughr essenrial ro

the functioning of civic sociery.5s

Mundtt speech showed how democraric rhetoric was used by both sides

of the debate, nor need we doubt either side's sinceriry that its conceprion of
art would help expand access to the means of communication. The question

facing students, faculry and administration at the California School of Fine

Arts in the early rgtos was whether the instirution should be a training school

or a source of generahzed culrural innovation. Neither goal was panicularly

"undemocratic," although, ironically, MacAgy's apparently impractical pro-

gram was based on a more realistic assessment of the school's siruation.

Mundtt speech was made as rhe last of MacAgy's closest associates on the

faculry were forced from the school. Clyfford Still was the first to leave. He

resigned in the summer of r95o, since, with MacAgyt deparrure, he saw no

reason for serious artists to remain in California. He convinced Clay Spohn

to move to New York with him. To stem a flood of resignations, Mundt as-

sured the remaining painting faculry that he wanted them ro continue. He

intended to introduce more classes on the "empirical" aspects of art, but he

assumed that the remaining faculry would be flexible enough to take respon-

sibiliry for a new curriculum ryirg together the industrial and the fine arts.65

Distrust between the faculry and Mundt were exacerbated by Mundt's in-

experience as an administrator in a period of contraction. Several weeks into

the fall rgto terrn, Mundt had to cancel several classes and reorganize others

to compensate for budget shorrfalls he had not expected. The mosr divisive

issue confronting faculry and administration was rhe faculryt demand for em-

ployment contracts with long-rerrn job securiry provisions. The faculry ex-

pected quick action on the contracts, for reasons of personal security but also

as evidence that Mundt and the board were ffuly committed ro continuiry in

the schoolt program. To help resolve the issue more quickly, the faculry
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withdrew its request {or pay parfiy with the universiry. Mundt asked the

board to approve contracts for a core group of thineen faculry members. The

board tentatively consented in November r9yo, but said it would delay sign-

ing contracts until April r9y r when the earliest projections could be made of

fall term enrollment.

April carne and went without a comment from the board about the pro-

posed contracts or any public assessment of the schoolt financial health.

Smith and Park, the leaders of the faculry negoriaring committee, were con-

vinced that Mundt wanted to purge MacAgyt faculry and that he was using

promises of contracts to string them along while he recruited replacements

with philosophies closer to his own. InJuIy tg1r, after a series of stormy fac-

ulry meetings, the core of the fine arrs department, David Park, Elmer Bis-

choff, Hassel Smith, and Minor White, resigned ro protesr the boardt bad

faith. Th.y were joined by Edmond Gross, the schoolt senior advenising an

instructor. Mundt convinced the teachers to withdraw rheir resignations, but

the board continued to delay executing the contracts. Mundt decided that

Smith was the main organizer of opposition to change in the social and fired

Smith in the middle of the fall term r95r, canceling the courses Smith was

teaching. David Park and Elmer Bischoff immediately resigned, and an emer-

gency protest meeting of the srudent body challenged Mundtt management

of the school.t'

The trustees attempted to regain control of the school by purging the

school's facu\ry. In May r9j2, at the same time that Mundt gave his speech

criticizing the neoromantic movement in art, the trustees mailed letters to

rwo-thirds of the faculry almost all in the fine arts departmenr, informing

them that their services were no longer needed. Mundt was given free hand to

design a school with an explicitly Bauhaus orientation. At the same time, the

board made recruitment difficult for Mundt by shelving the idea of a core fac-

ulry with long-term employment securiry. Declaring that teachers ar aprofes-

sional school should be professional men not dependent upon teaching for

their livelihood, the tnrstees cut salary levels while simultaneously equalizng
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salaries. All teachers received the same base pay per course no matter his or

her level of experience or years of service at the school.

The Califomia School of Fine Artt new program was based on the as-

sumption that the future of art lay in the merger of fine an with commercial

and industrial design. The makeover of the school proved to be a disaster that

brought the instirution to the edge of bankruptcy and perrnanently closed its

doors. As key faculry left, student enrollment plummeted. In the fall term

rgyz only sixry-one full-time srudents registered, down from 3zy the pre-

vious year.6s Srudents unequivocally registered their disapproval with the

changes in the school's direction by dropping out. Mundt and the tnrsrees

believed they could ride out the crisis by seeking a new rype of srudent. The

board voted to institute a degree program in the fall term ry53 and to send

recruiters into high schools in the state. Mundt sought contracrs with the De-

partment of Defense to train in-service military personnel in commercial an

and industrial design, but the military services were prohibited by law from

contracting with an unaccredited school. Mundt organized an undergraduate

program, and the tWestern College Association provisionally granted accredi-

tation for a bachelor's of fine arts degree program in December r9t3, with the

stipulation that the school add courses in science and psychology to its En-

glish and history nonart electives.

The number of full-time srudents rose to sixry-nine in r9j3, an increase

the school administration considered to be due entirely to the degree pro-

gram. The improvement in the day program was more than offset by shalp

decreases in night school and Saturday enrollment, which Mundt thought

was the result of new, free adult education courses that municipal park and

recreation departments had begun to offer. By the fall term 19 j4, full-time

enrollment rose to sevenry-four, and the school faced three consecutive years

of operating annual deficits greater than $zo,ooo. Both the Vestern College

Association and the Office of Veterant Affairs inquired if students would be

able to complete their training. Mundt replied that the school could nor guar-
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antee this, and the veteran's affairs office suspended the schoolt eligibiliry to

receive payments for ruition under the renewed GI Bill.t'

Mundt pursued the possibiliry of merger with the Art Center College of

Design, an artschool in Los Angeles that he learned was considering opening

an extension in San Francisco. The Art Center had a strong fine arts depan-

ment, chaired by Lorser Feitelson, but the school's primary focus was on

commercial and industrial design. Mundt enthusiastically reported that Art

Center turned away hundreds of srudents every year and was able to expel

srudents who did not work. The president of the Art Center promised

Mundt to "pour" funds already granted by Ford Motor Company, General

Motors, Chrysler, and "many advenising agencies" if the school redesigned

its curriculum to emphasize illustration, industrial design, and graphic design

and layout. He also promised to raise faculry salaries immediately, but he

warned Mundt that the Art Center could not support any fine arts classes.

Students increased in studying painting or sculpture would enroll at the Los

Angeles campus. The California School of Fine Arts campus would focus

entirely on preparing students for employment in the American colporare

world.'o Mundt and the board of trustees hesitated at the prospecr of com-

pletely gutting the oldest fine arts school in the westem United States of fine

arts instruction. Then negotiations collapsed when the An Center refused to

accept responsibiliry for the California School of Fine Artst debts.

In March 1954 Mundt informed the School Committee of the board of

tnrstees that he proposed to reorganize the curriculum once again, indepen-

dently implementing the curriculum that had proved so successful at the Art

Center. The Department of Design was to be put in the foreground, and the

fine arts "must take a secondary place." Painter Nell Sinton, chair of the

board committee with oversight of the school at the time, immediately con-

vened an emergency meeting of the committee, which prepared a report to

the board of trustees reassessing the problems at the school. The committee

urged the board to acknowledge that the sole source of the school's crisis
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was the repudiation of the experimental program initiated under Douglas

MacAgy. O"ly one member of the board, Robert O. Bach, an advertising

agency art director and a part-time instructor at the school, supported the

changes Mundt wanted to make. He argued that the future of all art lay in

advertising and commercial art because that was the art of the people. Only

those caught up with outmoded, romantic, and elitist ideals resisted Mundtt

reforms. The school needed uniry to continue, and Bach urged all trustees

and faculry who had no connection with commercial art to resign. Bach pre-

dicted that once the cloud of controversy left the school, California business

and industry would enthusiastically support an institution providing them

with trained, competent professionals in graphic and industrial design.T'

Bach's lengthy reply to the Sinton report reads like an aria from a tragic

opera. Proclaiming the puriry of commercial anists and decrying the faith-

lessness of fine artists lusting after fame and fornrne, Bach was not suqprised

at the denouement; the world was too impure to sustain a noble vision. The

board voted against Mundt's proposed changes, and Mundt resigned imme-

diately. The board appointed a junior faculry member, Gurdon'S7oods, a for-

mer painting student of David Park, to lead the school back to its posrwar

orientation. \Woods asked Eimer Bischoff to rejoin the faculry. Together

Woods and Bischoff rebuilt the painting faculry by seeking out former stu-

dents from the MacAgy period. Frank Lobdell, working as a short-order

cook in a Sausalito coffee shop, returned to the school to chair the paint-

ing program. Enrollment more than doubled in the first year of the new

administration as the schoolt reputation as an experimental center was re-

established.

lrrqtionqlity ond Democrocy Revisited
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contracts and curriculum structure, fundamental philosophical disagreements

were at the hean of the struggle for control of the school. For the artists sur-

rounding MacAgy, art entailed wresting a piece of mystery out of primal

chaos and embodying mystery into a form that could be contemplated; the

value of the product lay in its inexplicable, irrational character. For Mundt,

art was a fully "rational" and "empirical" method that led to the creation of

works derived from knowable goals and capable of arousing predictable re-

sponses.T2 These philosophical differences involved rwo distinct conceptions

of the social value of art: an icon for subjectiviry or a product created for a

specific use. For Mundt and the majority of the board of trustees in 195o, a

design-based program appeared inevitable because rational people did not

embark upon a career without knowing what they wanted to accompiish.

There was so little possibiliry for a "free" artist to establish him- or herself,

they could not conceive that a school such as MacAgy had brought into be-

ing could perrnanen tly attract students.

Their decisions were based on a fundamental error in assessing the ex-

panded srudent body brought into being in the post-'World Var II period.

In this they were not alone. The most prominent national voices worried

about the narrow, career-oriented focus they assumed a broader-based, more

democratic srudent body would have. James B. Conant, president of Har-

vard Universiry had vocally opposed the education provisions of the GI Bill,

proclaiming that the "least capable among the war generation" would flood

instirutions of higher learning. Robert M. Hutchins, president of the Univer-

siry of Chicago, thought that GIs would turn universities into "educational

hobo jungles," dragging down levels of scholarship by their demand for train-

i"g i" skills that could get them jobs.73

Jacques Barzun from Columbia Universiry worried that the GI Bill,

with its premise that everyone in a democracy who wanted a college educa-

tion should be able to get one, would inevitably lead to the debunking of

both European tradition and faith in natural genius. Inexorably, he warned,

Americans had inched to the idea that education was a natural right and, in
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itself, sufficient grounds for advancement in employment. Vhile these ideas

had advanced the fanhest in the United States, Baratn assumed that every

nation with democratic institutions would be forced in the posrwar period to

make universiry-level training universally accessible. The trend would not

stop with undergraduate education. He predicted universal education would

expand to include mastert and doctoral studies, and the entire universiry sys-

tem would be oriented to certifying capabiliry of performing specified jobs.

Learning for its own sake, Barzunwas certain, would vanish with the advent

of mass education, and the modern age so transformative of the world would

come to an end. He could see no possibiliry of intellectual or technological

progress with the triumph of democracy and belief in the equaliry of every

experience.Ta

"Mass education always means a cerrain number of concessions," warned

prominent New York art critic Clement Greenberg. The American middle

class understood that self-cultivation would define social position, and there-

fore mass cultivation had become a perrnanent feanlre of American sociery.

On the positive side, Greenberg found serious painting and literature appear-

i"g i" popular magazines, but "high culture," developed on class distinctions,

could be swept away as the democratic masses rendered "standards of art and

thought provisional" in the process of making world culture pan of its life.'/s

Such arguments grew from assessments of the "masses" made by observ-

ing popular media such as motion pictures andmagazines, as well as witness-

ing the cataclysmic events surrounding the triumph of "mass leaders" like

Hitler. Closer to home, the persistence of racial segregation, religious big-

otry and vigilante action against labor unions suggested to some that ex-

pansion of democracy might lead to a more closed sociery. The potentially

dangerous consequences of lowering standards established over a period of

centuries worried intellectuals, but warnings also appeared in popular maga-

zines. Newsueeb advised its readers that the GI Bill might be good business

for colleges and universities struggling to make ends meet, but would ulti-

mately prove disappointing to srudents who expected a serious education. As

I
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colleges competed for "business," standards would be lowered to the lowest

common denominator, exactly as had occurred in popular entertainment.

Time magazine told its readers that the expansion of universiry education

might eliminate the class of educated men who stood above society and criti-

cizedit for its own good. There might then be no respectable counterbalance

to public opinion, so easily manipulated by demagogues, and major changes

in the stnrcture of American socier,v could be made in the heat of passion

without adequate discussion of the consequences. T5

In such a pervasive intellecrual climate, reasonable men and women might

easily conclude that the furure of art lay in advenising and industrial design,

though that conclusion was a surrender to the forces of "barbarism" that Co-

nant, Hutchins, Greenberg, md Barzw wanted to hold atbay. Driven by

financial concerns, the school's board could not believe that a humanistic art

education could survive. Like it or not, srudent preferences would inevitably

be for practical, employment-oriented programs. As we have seen, srudies of

veterans' acrual decisions about courses of srudy indicated that humanities

education expanded with the entry of new students, but these studies do not

appear to have affected national discussion of educational issues. The trustees

at the Califomia School of Fine Ans disregarded their own schoolt experi-

ence. The actual phenomenon of "mass education" did not coincide with the

imaginary construction so many intellectuals had made. Yet not all intellec-

ruals were blind to the positive changes occurring. In ry52 Lionel Trilling of

Columbia Universiry wrote in the Partisan Revirrp that American culrure

was "notably better off" than at any other time in the rwentieth century.77 At

first glance, this was an astonishing statement. Beyond the obvious fact that

rgj2 was the heighr of the McCanhy terror, on a purely cultural level no

emerging writers in the United States even remotely approached the caliber

of Eliot, Pound, Williams, Stevens, or Faulkner. Trillingt comment made

sense only in the context of his personal professional activities in the posrwar

period. American universities had groril.n and were educating more students,

in pan thanks to the GI Bill. The cream of those new students had gone to
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elite school such as Columbia, which thanks to the emphasis on private initia-

tive put in the bill, could accept or reject GIs as it pleased without fear of gov-

emment pressure. M*y had majored in the humanities, and several of Trill-

ingt srudents in the late r94os then took jobs with publishers , magazines, and

book clubs after graduation. Former students working at the New American

Library and Signet Classics asked Triling to choose classic works of literarure

for reprint in paperback editions to be sold to an expanding market of college-

educated readers. Trilling advised three book clubs as to their selections. His

observation that American culrure was "notably better off" was an expression

of satisfaction that universiry education and fine literature were reaching more

people than ever before in Americat history. Trilling had recognized that

mass education could indeed create a more democratic culture in America, if
by that one meant the established classics of Western civilization reaching

more people.

Douglas MacAgy was another individual who expected that the opporru-

niry of a broad education would make *high culrure" more democratically

accessible. He staked out this position at an early date when the possible ef-

fects of "mass education" were little more than speculation. If, by mid-r9yo,

he too lost hope in the furure of the California School of Fine Arts, his resig-

nation carne not from despair over the new srudenrs rhe GI Bill had gathered

into his schoolt srudios. Instead, he worried that the experiment in "mass

education" was soon to end and the more narrowly based student body tra-

ditionally found in art schools would return in full force. His rhetorical state-

ments that art was important to democracy arose from faith in the capacity of

people to seize hold of creative possibilities. It was an irrational faith, but, by

being open to irrationaliry MacAgy and his teachers were sensitive to the va-

riery of human response, avariety that gave them hope for their own project.

\flhile MacAgyt short-term efforts were frustrared, the adhesion of students

and teachers rc the vision he had projected vindicated his general program.

Technically, it is coffect to say that subsidy for arrists came from the govern-

ment in the post-r94t period in the form of veterans' educational benefits,
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but in actual fact, subsidy for the arts came from those students whose con-

ception of "self-improvement" led them into educational courses that offered

spirimal growth rather than skill acquisition.

Most of those students left an school without locating a perrnanent place

where they could function as artists. The GI Bill thus had apart in creating a

"communiry" of free-floating artists in the rgtos that would erupt into public

attention in r9y8 as the so-called beats. The media particularly emphasized

the transgressive, anomalous aspects of this generation of artists and poets.

\we might enteftain the possibiliry that, however ourrageous the behavior of

some individuals, the thrust of the media's response was nor primarily moti-

vated by panicular actions of poets or artists. We may instead be observing a

continuation of the anxiery that many intellecruals felt in 1944 at the expan-

sion of education. The fears that the basis of education would be destroyed

by the influx of people who believed in the "equaliry of every experience"

transferred a decade later to the realm of culcure in a heightened form. Vhile

the GI Bill gave colleges and universities control over admissions and the con-

ditions of education, the new art and poetry of the rgtos was often literally in

the streets, uncontrolled by any responsible overseer. The danger of the new

generation of arcists and poets lay in their potentialiry as a force for unpre-

dictable cultural change.
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5
The Avqnt-Gorde, lnstitution, ond Subiective Shifr

\(e have investigated three models put forward in the r94os to project a roie

for an and poetry in society. Douglas MacAgy, Lorser Feitelson, and Ken-

neth Rexroth each aftempted to give creative people a basis for understanding

what an should be and who an artist is, ar a time when previous uses of art

and poetry were in question. Each displayed a sryle of leadership dependent

upon personal charm, knowledge, and the abiliry to talk interestingly on a

wide variery of topics. In a sociery thousands of miles from their culruret his-

torical monuments and devoid of stable institutions, their personal inteqpre-

tations of tradition helped creare a collective imagination of place and time.

Th.y did not offer "history" but personal opinion, a feeling for how Califor-

nia poets and anists related ro orher parrs of the world that could be the basis

for developing local "traditions." They were nor trained scholars, but they

were assertive, erudite, and talented. Lacking any of those three qualities,

they could not have achieved a leading role for any length of time. Their lead-

ership could exist only when instirutions were weak and personalities had to

act as centers.

Rexroth, fired by revolutionary ideoloW, andFeitelson, moved by more

mundane entrepreneurial values, believed that creative people could fill the

void by building their own cooperative, self-managed instirutions. Douglas

MacAgy proposed a very different institutional model: the research-based

center of higher education, where poetic imagination uras joined to a rigor-
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ous, methodological srudy of one's specialry while also freed from any need

to participate in the marketplace. In the r94os the relationship of creative

people to the academy was sdll new, and the parallels berween humanistic in-

vestigation and creative process remained to be determined.

Posrwar expansion of American higher education proved to be a boon for

poets, as well as visual ardsts. Josephine Miles, who taught in the English de-

partment at Berkeley, remembered that "things were very prosperous for po-

etry in the forties, as they were in other ways too." The influx of veterans had

brought a new set of srudents-mature, more friendly, and wanting to learn.

The increased interest in poetry led Miles to expand her once very small po-

etry classes. In one semester she recalled the department offered sixteen dif-

ferent creative writing sections and she hired former students, including Rob-

ert Duncan and Jack Spicer, later to be leading figures in the San Francisco

"poetry renaissance," to help meet the demand for these classes.'

Regular poetry readings at colleges and universities proved to be popu-

lar events after the war and indeed expanded. In ry46 a program of weekly

readings, inaugurated by Rexroth, started at the old downtos/n campus of

San Francisco State College.' These readings provided a regular forum for

local poets and a place where nationally and internationally known poets

could come to read. With a regular schedule and good newspaper reviews,

the state college poetry readings attracted audiences that averaged in the

hundreds. Confident that they could pay expenses and fees, the program's

organizers, Madeline Gleason and Roben Duncan, invited poets from across

the country and from Britain. Dylan Thomas read three times to packed

houses. In ry54these regular readings were formalizedinto the San Francisco

Poetry Center, a division within the state college under the direction of Ruth

Witt-Diamant, who was not a poet but a professional administrator. Once

again, Rexroth initiated the new center by giving the first reading, this time

focusing on his translations from Chinese poetry and giving extemporaneous

comments between each poem comparing the situation in the United States

with the conditions that led to the collapse of the T*g and Sung dynasties.3
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The range of the center's activities grew to include classes for both serious

and amateur poets (a distinction difficult to maintain since neither made

money), seminars, archives, and theater productions. Growth of college-

level writing programs opened a new form of employmenr for poets, even

though Rexroth and his followers scoffed at academic poerry. "small holes cut

in the paper," Rexroth called it,a but in ry65 Rexroth finally escaped his per-

sistent poverry by accepting an offer to be poet-in-residence in the English

department at the Universiry of Califomia, Santa Barbara, where he taught

untl. ry73.

But in r95o the relationship of the creative arts to academic education was

still uncertain. The poet Yvor \Winters referred to his colleagues in the Stan-

ford English depanment as "you professors," and Josephine Miles observed

that philologically inclined faculry looked down upon their colleagues who

were also creative writers as somehow less serious.5 The conflict over the di-

rection of the California School of Fine Arts was part of a larger debate in

American sociery over the appropriate location and the possible functions of

art: Could it have an autonomous, independent role, or was it the servant of

more strategically placed forces? Was art inevitably of interest to small elites

only, or could it develop a democratic public? The answers one had for these

questions had implications for who should be an artist and how that person

was selected. Although the specifics of the answers given by Feitelson, Rex-

roth, MacAgy, and their associates were different, a context of common as-

sumptions unified their disparate responses. In addressing the formal, insti-

tutional, and subjective problems of poets and artists working in a provincial

environmenq the California posr-World War II avant-garde assumed a dis-

tinctive discourse that was evidence of a subjective shift with implications be-

yond practice of the arts.

That discourse contained four primary semantic caregories. In each, the

discourse took strong normative positions on the relation of the sacred and

profane, individual and sociery difference and conformiry, dialogue and

communication:
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r. The avant-garde on the West Coast had a preference for cosmo-

logical-theosophical over psychological-sociological understandings

of art and of the individual's relationship to larger forces. The sa-

cred, which need not involve a personalized deiry, was valued over

the profane.

z. Private, interior experience was assumed to have a privileged rela-

tionship to cosmological process;this belief presumed a crisis in the

authoriry of historical tradition. Individual choice was valued over

social uniry.

3. Freedom arose from the irrational, nonlau,{ul aspects of cosmologi-

cal being; heterogeneiry-i.e., difference-was fundamental to the

human condition. Conformiry was an unnatural attempt to repress

what lay inside each individuait soui. Historical "facts" served hier-

archy, while tradition was liberating because it grew from a volun-

tary personal response to the repertory of the past. Freedom was

not an achieved state but a continuous act of moral exertion that

rested on the willingness to state, "This is what I believe."

4. Although an could be used to communicate preset ideas and feel-

ings, limited pragmatic functions were insufficient to justify anistic

creation. Art was exploration of being, "self-expression," but only

in the sense of exploring the possibilities of self implicit in heteroge-

neiry. The models for artistic communication were personal rela-

tionships and dialogue. The term "communication" took on a lim-

ited, negative meaning associated with the mass media: one-way

transmittal of messages from those with power to those without.

"Self-expression" short-circuited that process by emphasizing val-

ues of sharing and response. Personal belief remained meaningless

until it was expressed to others and received response. The desired

end result of freedom was not the solitude of individual belief, but a

strengthened because uncoerced collective agreement that took into

account a greater vanety of experience.
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These four semantic categories were not uttered in a uniform or consistent

manner, nor were they necessarily used to achieve compadble goals. Th.y
provided a normative guide that shaped the ways in which many artists and

poets expressed a sense of connection with each other and defined the forces

they considered hostile to their interests. This discourse was used by both

those whose ideological sympathies were explicitly prosocialist and commu-

nitarian, such as Kenneth Rexroth and Hassel Smith, and by those who were

committed to the liberal values of individual enterprise, such as Lorser Feitel-

son and Douglas MacAgy. The bluring of ideological distinctions within an

aesthedc vision of the relation of psyche, sociery and cosmos facilitated its

spread, for no sharp commitment to a panicular ideal social srnrcrure was re-

quired. Divisions were more likely to be over rhe best institutional strategies

to secure a position for the arts in United States sociery. Nonetheless, the re-

ligious metaphors permeating the vision of the arrs contained within them po-

tentialiry for a radical critique of social authoriry and provided a discourse

available to articulate discontents.

To understand how these cultural shifts affected aftists and poets in the

rgros and why they thought of themselves as both a social and aesthetic

avant-garde, we need now to examine their self-conceptions as historic al ac-

tors. Expressed in their verbal reflections, their art, and their actions, their

subjectiviry shaped a broad and diverse artistic range. The artistic communiry

established its own norrns, with prioriry given to self-narration as rhe key act

leading to personal liberation, the partitioning of efficacious and futile his-

torical acdon, and the location of value. The theory that arristic creation fos-

tered the acquisition of knowledge from sensuous experience required seming

limits for personal space within which the public sphere could not intrude.

This step had profound social and political consequences, but the firsr srep

was always within an individual, who had to mediate berween compering loy-

alties and responsibilities. A growing sense of the inviolabiliry of personal

freedom and experience was the contribution these efforts made to public life,

though the form often gave that contribution a contradictory character.
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